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Abstract 

Witchcraft is a spiritual practice for many women. This essay examines why women 

choose to identify themselves as Witches, how they come in contact with ititchcraft, what the 

practice of witchcraft entails, and the ways &at witchcraft works to accomplish social change. 

Seventeen women who iden* as Witches and practice witchcraft activities on a regular 

basis were interviewed. All ofthe women reside in the Lower Mainland of British Columbia. The 

interviews featured open-ended questions that focused on how and why women become Witches 

and i v h  &at h o l v ~ ~ i  means to them. Tfre results emerged as ten themes that were organkd 

into three categories: beaming a witch (conversion, identity, covens, and ethics); the magic of 

witchcraft (rituals, immanence, trance and meditation, and psychological growth); and outside the 

master's house (political activities). This essay is structured in a way that allows the actual voices 

of the women to come forth. 

The women who were interviewed constructed witchcraft as a process in which they learn 

to understand, accept, and actualize themselves, by making strong psychic connections with each 

other, the earth, and all of life. These connections are recognized by Witches as experiences of 

immanent divinity which overcome separation, alienation. and individualism, by empowering the 

iadividual and the group at the same time. This shared power is unders 'd as responsibility and 

cooperation, not domination and competition. 

The themes that emerged from these interviews with women Witches were discussed in 

relation to e~ofeminist litenture. Strong similarities were noted between emfeminist calls to 

overcome dualistic ways of thinking and relating that have supported the oppression of women and 

ait of nature, and the  orm mad on of consciousness that Witches identi@ as immanence. The 

ecofimiuist's desire to overcome &e iogic of domination and estab'ish acceptance of diversity, 

corresponds to the Witch's practice of accessing power-fiom-within and exercising power-with. 

iii 
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Gynlecology . . - is about dis-covering, de-veloping the complex 

web ofIivkgh&g relatiomips of ow own W. It is about 

women living, loving, creating our Selves, our cosmos. It is dis- 

possessing our Selves, enspiriting our Selves, hearing the call of 

the wild, naming our wisdom, spinning and weaving worId 

tapestries out ofgenesis and demise. In contrast to gynecofogy, 

which depends upon hation and dismemberment, @decology 

&rms that eveq&ing is wnnected. 

Mary Ddy (1978) 

Gydecofonv: The metaethics of radical feminism. pp. 1 1-12 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Why Witches? 

Why witches? Because witches dance. They dance in the moonlight. . . . 

Wildwomen, uncivilized, as the white man says of other races; . . . 

The witches dance. \ d d  and unjustifiable, like desire. . . . 

Why witches? Because witches sing. . . . they croon lullabies, 

they hod, they gasp, they babble, thcy shout, they sigh. 

They are silent and even their silences can be heard. . . . 

Why x~tches? Because witches are alive. 

Because they are in direct contact with the life oftheir ortn bodies 

and the bodies of others, with the life force itself. . . . 

Why rsitches? Because witches are rapturous. . . . 

We are inflamed with desire, with struggle, with work, with life. 

Witches. . . an immense political revolt fiom the past, probably, 

but also and especially turned toward the future. 

I have taken some liberties with Xaviere Gauthier's words (1976. pp. 199-203), changing 

\&at wa.s a powerfir1 prose statement about why a specific feminist journal should be named 

'W~ches" to a piax ofpefq rhar expresses t\hy I think it is important to pay attention to 

~ ~ ~ t e m p r a f q .  women Witches!. it paints a picture of Witches as I haye come to -know &em. and 

makes important co~ecdous between the domestication and silencing of women that resulted from 



medieval Witch persecutions, and the consciousness of immanence and redefinition of power that 

create ho=x for the &re- 

In this essay, academic discourses will be interwoven with the voices of eighteen 

contemporary Witches as they explain why and how they decided to become Witches, why 

and how they practice magic, and why and how they see witchcraft as a vehicle for social change. 

My own voice and voices from academic discourses will appear in standard type, and the voices of 

the women I interviewed will appear in italics. f i e  women's names, that most ofien appear in 

brackets foflowing these quotations, are code names which I selected to assure the anonymity of the 

speakers. 

My iirterest in i ; v 7 t c Z ~ ~  began in the spring of 1988, when my doctor informed me that f 

had a breast cancer. Of course, he referred me to a surgeon, but before I saw her, I visited two 

other healers that I h e w  abut.  One used therapeutic touch which altered the energy patterns in 

my body toward wellness, and the other used guided meditations in which I imagined healing 

energy entering my body- and being focused on my breast. The work we did together was very 

'beneficial in that it gave me confidence in my abiiity to have a positive impact on the course of my 

illness. I believe that the good h d t h  I have recovered can be partially credited to these two 

women. Both of these healers identified themselves as Witches. They said heir healing work was 

part of their craft - witchcraft. 

I tvas openly curious to lrnow more about witchcraft, and soon one of the women invited 

me to join a ritual group & met abut once a month, usually on or close to the full moon. The 

&kg that stands out for me about those meetings is that through the activities that we did there, I 

gained a sense of connection - cormecdon with every other woman in the group and connection to 

the earth. The activity that seemed most signis& to me in creating this sense of connection was 

the music we made - chanting accompanied by drums and rattles. Somehow, through blending our 



voices and rhyhq we created an experience of deep primordial bonding with each other and the 

CZUE&, 'i~ktkh i V g  d-1~ h d i g  - @ ~ y ~ i d i y  and p ~ ~ c h o h g i d y .  

As I recovered from my iilness, became a student, and began reading feminist theon, I 

noticed a cluster of ideas includmg connection, intersubjectivity, care and reciprocity that resonated 

with my experiences with ~~tchcraf t .  Whether or not these qualities are properly labeled as 

"women's" or not has sparked gr at debates within feminist literature in recent years (Benhabib, 

1987; Cole & McQuin, 1992; Friedman, 1987; Gilligan, 1982; Moody-Adams, 199 1 ; Tronto, 

1987), but for me, seeing them as "frrninine" qualities triggered my hope that through the study of 

feminist theory and women's lives, some insight or direction might emerge that would be useful as 

a strategy of resistance to the destructive power of Western patriarchal capitalism. 

Which is Witch? 

Among people I meet and associatg \ l th  who are not familiar with Witches, the word 

'Witch  nearly always elicits a constellation of fearfkl associations, the center of which is evil 

personified, that is, Satan or the Devil. Around him (interestmgly, he is always male) are images 

of bi- sacrifices, hexes. curses, poisonous brews, sex orgies, and ugly old women. This 

conste1lation of images is the stereoh-pe of the Witch that has pervaded Western European 

discourse since the Middle Ages. This constellation of images is shattered. and the social forces 

that created it are called into question when modem women, like those in this study, identifv 

themselves as Witches. The resuftiag coniksion needs to be addressed before I can begin to 

analyze and discuss the experiences of the eighteen contemporary ;.Yemen Witches in this study. 

The word "WitcK carries so many negative connotations that 

mimy pecrpie wonder why we use the 1%-ord at all. Yet to reclaim 

the word "Witch" is to reclaim our right. as women, to be 



p-erful:asme?t,~hhfemininesithinas&..vine. T u b a  

Witch is W nine mi!!h2 victim of bigot?- ad 

batred and tr, take mporrsibility ffor shaping a world in whi& 

prejudice ctaims no more vi*. A Witch is a "shaper-", a 

creator ~trh bends the rrnseen into form. and so becomes one of 

the Wise, oae w.fiose life is im"used with magic (Starhawk 

r 989% p. 22). 

This passage by Starhawk co~taias five issues that need to be etaborated in order to clarify 

just what con~empoq ~vome4f Witches mean w b  fhe?r use the words '+Witcfi'' and "witchcraft", 

and the closeiy refated words ''Pagan= and "Paganismn. or 'Wiccan" and 'W'icca". ?%e five 

issues are: (a) that Westem European discourse has attached negative connotations to Witches and 

witchrraft., (b) that being a Witch is about king a powerful woman; FG) that $here is a comecfion 

h e e n  modern Witches and M e b i d  European Witches; (d ) that tvh&craft is about recognizing 

the divine within; and (el that sitchcraft is magical. 

Negative connotations. Like most North Americans. I was raised to think ofb W~tch as 

rn ugly aid h g  with a warp nose dscraggly hair who rode on her broomst~ck and terrorized 

people on Hailoween night - that or the evil witch of Walt Disney movies and fa~iy tales. When I 

@sf met the Witches who became myfi-em& and c m n  mates, I wondered why they would call 

f kmseks  that It zeerned to be something like reclamzing a negative term Iske "biack" by 

AfiPi'can Americm, or 'queer'' by guy people. But f thmk it 's more than an identity - st 's a 

symbol (22eq Mackaf)- 

AIthough Starbazic.k's &fktian oCiiWitchP would most likdy be accepted by the women 1 

HrtePcievlr~itisfar~tfre~pethathasbeenacceptedbymainstreamsoc~etyforthepast 

swed centuria at tt- In an effort to Mderstaod w-hy Contemporaiy wsom would choose to 



idmt@ with tEe much mdigned and stereohped symbol of the Witch, I initially sought out 

t d i i d  sources for meanings and definitions. 1 looked in the Concise 0x50rd Dictionarv 

(Sykes, 1979, p. 1339) under "witch' and found: '-woman practicing sorcery; fascinating or 

bewitching w o r n ;  ugly old M - o i i ,  hag." In the glossary of M ~ c .  Witchcraft. and Religon: An 

~ o u o l o n i c a l  Studv of the S u m r a l  f found, 'Witchcraft: an evil power inherent in certain 

individuals tirat permits tkm without the use of magical charms or other paraphernalia, to do 

ham or cause misfortune to ohm"( Lefimann & Meyers, 1989, p 289). In the articles contained 

in w s  and Meyers' book I found that mitciles and mltchcraft were consistently equated 

with voodoc, sorcery, demon possession. the evil eye, Satanism, cults. black magic, spells, curses. 

and ka. 

Jeffrey Burton Russell (1989) tned to make sense of this proiiferation of different 

phenomena by dividing them into three dfferent categories: "The first is simple sorcery, which is 

f d  wor1~1de in almost mry period md every culture. The second is the alleged diabolical 

witchcraft of late Medieval and early modern Europe. The third is the pagan revival of the 

twentieth century" (p. 203). He mes that the first of these, sorcery. was well known and tolerated 

;Eirroup-t Europe in the early MiddJe ages but was merged with diabolism by the Inquisition in 

wder to produce the second categon - Medieval formulations of witchcraft. He discounts his third 

catego%- modern Neo-pagan witchcraft as "a naive genial, nature religion" (p. 2 12) which bears 

t m k  resemblance to the other &so Q X S  of 1-.itchcraft. He says we need to distinguish sharply 

between these three plmomma- but fit3 contradicts hrs o m  edict as a11 three Gpes seem to blend 

m t ~  the Medieid fonnukhn %ten he concludes that, in general, a Witch is a personification of 

the power of 4: 'The \bit& mew the two arck@pes of human hag and evil demon, is a 

p d b l  mefqhn u k  ma>- be diminished from time to time but is unlikely to disappear" 

@. 21 2)- This powedhl metaphor provides the due that binds Russell's three categories of 



witchcraft together. It is derived &om a stereotype which was created by ecclesiastical and judicial 

authorities in Medieval Euro~e to rationalize the persecution of (mostly female) human beings for 

L-npossible crimes. This same stereoeye has colored all subsequent perceptions of magical 

occurrences in both European and non-European societies (Hallen & Sodipo, 1986, p. 96). 

Powerfbl women. Interesthgly enough, Jeffrey Burton Russell's (1989) formulation 

provides an insight into the way that modern women define the word 'Witch". From the point of 

view of Mr. Russell and mainstream society generally, the two archetypes of human hag and evil 

demm are both negative. But, modem feminists such as Mary Daly (1978) have reclaimed the 

image of the hag as a powerful, indepeild~nt older woman. They have also elucidated how 

Medieval women in g a e d  ant poiverfui, assertive women in particular were denigrated and made 

%he r~pository of evil (Ehrenreich and English, 1973; Merchant, 1980). Thus, from the point of 

view of many feminists, the hag is a wise woman - often a healer, while the evil demon is a wild 

woman - one not controlled by men. By identifjmg with Medieval Witches, the two archetypes 

have indeed come together as a powerful metaphor - one that women use to empower themselves 

and revalue characteristics that have been devalued in this culture. 

Links to Medieval Witches. It is quite common among women Witches in the Lower 

Mainland of British Columbia to identrfy their own practices with Medieval witchcraft and see 

both as a continuation of an Old Religion that flourished in Europe before the advent of 

Christianity- This theory was advanced by Margaret Murray in her books, The Witch-cult in 

Western Euroue (192 l/l97O) and The God of the Witches (193 111970). It was accepted and 

popularized by Gerald Gardner in his book, Witchcraft Today (1 954/ 199 I), and also by Starhawk 

in ?lie S~iral Dance (1989a). According to these sources, the Old Religion was "Paganism", 

which originaUy meant cCcountry dweller". These country folk celebrated their earth-centered 

religion side by side with Christianity for several centuries, but they were labeled as heretics as the 



Medieval Christian Church sought to eradicate alternative and oppositional beliefs. Pagans, along 

&& Sews, Druids, and other non-Christian groups were persecuted as 'Witches" by the 

Inquisition, and Pagan seasonal celebrations and fertility rites were called Devil worship. Thus, 

there is a very strong connection bet\veen Pagans and Witches, and many of the women Witches I 

interviewed think of themselves as "Pagans" or "Neo-pagans". 

Also, the term Neo-pagan is used by many authors (Adler, 1986; Eller, 1993; Ellwood, 

1973; HiggSns, 1994; Sandilands, 1988) to describe the somewhat cohesive, although vew diverse, 

magical community, that Wicca (usually synonymous with Witchcraft) is part of. There are a 

variety of "traditions" within Wicca. and each one has similarities with and differences from all of 

the others. Diversity and creativity are highly valued among modem Neo-pagan Witches, and 

these values are reflected in the proliferation of traditions that have emerged in recent years (Adler, 

1986). The following is a veq brief description of some of the most well-known Traditions of 

Neo-pagan witchcraft. 

The Gardnerian Tradition originated in England with Gerald Gardner (1954/1991), who 

Ieamed about witchcraft from a group of women who could trace their knowledge of the craft back 

through several generations. He persuaded them to allow him to lift the veil of secrecy that kept 

witchcraft hidden from the public. In 1953 Gardner initiated Doreen Valiente (1989). who helped 

him with much of his work. Raynond Buckland (1986) popularized Gardnerian witchcraft in 

North America, and then created his o m  tradition know as Saxon or Sea-Wica. Gardner is 

credited with beginning the modem revival of Neo-pagan kltchcraft. 

The Ale-mdrian Tradition also originated in England with Alexander Sanders (Farrar, 

1983), a flamboyant, theatrical man who learned about witchcraft from Gardner, but modified and 

revised Gardner's material, created some of his own, and borrowed from other sources such as the 

Theosophists. Judging from descriptions of Gardnerian, Alexandrian, and Szxon Traditions by 



authors who have discussed them (Buckland, 1986; Farrar, 1983; Maple, 1973; Valiente, 1989), it 

seems that aheir main focus is magic, their rituals are highly structured, they stress the necessity of 

having equal numbers of men and women in any group, and each group is led by a High Priest and 

Hlgh Priestess. People join these traditions by invitation after careful screening. They study the 

craft for a year and a day and then become Witches through elaborate initiation rituals. They 

continue to study through various "degrees" of training, and when the highest degree is achieved, a 

man becomes a High Priest and a woman becomes a High Priestess. They may then create and 

lead a new group of men and women. 

The above three Traditions are similar to each other, and somewhat different from other 

traditions, such as the Faery Tradition which was developed in the United States by Victor 

Anderson, who learned magic fiom Witches in Oregon who called themselves faeries. Anderson 

initiated Gwydion Penddemen into his coven, and the latter visited Alexander Sanders in England 

and brought back some Alexandrian material that was incorporated into their work (Guiley, 1989). 

fn addition to magical work, this type of witchcraft places more emphasis on harmony with nature, 

seasod  celebrations, music and dancing. They are less rigid in their rituals, men and women 

participate, but equal numbers are not required. Leadership still resides in the High Priest and 

High Priestess, and initiation follows a year and a day of witchcraft study. 

The Reclaiming Tradition originates with the Reclaiming Collective of San Francisco, and 

Starhawk (1987, 1988, 1989% 1989b), who learned witchcraft from Victor Anderson and the 

Faery Tradition, is Reclaiming's major spokesperson. Besides the emphasis on harmony with 

nature, seasonal celebrations, and music that they share with the Faery Tradition, the Reclaiming 

Tradition's style of witchcra,4 also emphasizes feminism, personal growth, self awareness, 

empowerment, and involvement in world changing activities. Leadership is dispersed and non- 



hierarchical organization is fostered. Although both sexes are welcomed, more women than men 

participate in Reclaiming witchcraft, and women-only groups are common. 

Finally, there are the Eclectic Traditions, which are the many smaller groups that use 

material from all of the above traditions as well as other sources. The Dianic Tradition, a feminist 

tradition which originates with Zswssanna Budapest (1980/1989, 1989) is an Eclectic Tradition 

that shares the Reclaiming Tradition's feminist orientation, featuring non-hierarchical groups that 

focus on personal growth and world change. Dianic Witches practice their craft in women-only 

groups. 

Sixteen of the eighteen women Witches in this study learned about Witchcraft through 

contact with either the Dianic or t!e Reclaiming Tradition, both of which are clearly part of the 

larger Neo-pagan community. They consider themselves to be Pagans or Neo-pagans. The other 

hvo women began their practice of witchcraft with other Eclectic groups - one obviously Neo- 

pagan, the other strongly influenced by North American First Nations traditions. Both women are 

now more involved in North American First Nations spirituality than they are in Neo-pagan 

traditions. However, when they are involved in Wiccan activities, they also think of these activities 

as Paganism or Neo-paganism. I will, therefore, use the terms Witch and Pagan interchangeably 

Immanent divinitv. Paganism, according to Margo Adler (1 986), is polytheistic, 

pantheistic, and animistic. Polytheism means that the Divinity has many faces and is revealed in 

archetypal energies personified in many gods and goddesses. Pantheism means that Divinity is 

immanent in nature such that the earth is a living. sentient being - Gaia (Lovelock, 1979) or Gaea, 

the Greek name for Mother Earth, oldest of divinities (Walker, 1983). Animism is the attribution 

of the sacred life force or a living soul to all things - even inanimate things such as rocks. These 

three aspects of paganism have been incorporated into modem witchcraft such that the Witches I 

interviewed envisioned themselves as interdependent with nature and the cosmos - part of a greater 



whole and participating in the Divine Force. By being aware of this interconnection, Witches can 

learn to work with cosmic energy in magical ways. 

Witchcraft as M&c. A working defmition of magic can be gleaned from the vast 

discourse of those who have studied this fascinating topic (Butler, 1948; Easlea, 1980; Frazer, 

192211993; Mauss, 1950; Melton, 1982; Thomas, 1971; Thorndike, 1967; Weinstein, 198 1). It 

seems that magic can be defined as the ancient and universal art of creating change by supernatural 

or supernonnal means. To engage in magic requires an animistic world-view which recognizes a 

sacred force that is present in all things. This sacred, unseen force, called energy or m a ,  is an 

underlying vital energy that infuses, creates, and sustains the physical world (Starhawk, 1988, p. 

52). Mana is an idea of the same order as the idea of the sacred. "The quality of mana and of the 

sacred appertains to things outside the normal world and n o m l  practices" (Mauss, 1950, p. 119). 

Mana can be perceived, molded, directed, and changed. This activity is called magic (Weinstein, 

198 1, p. 3 1). Historically, magic has been equated with superstition, folklore, sorcery, and 

divination, and since Medieval times, it has been maligned along with Witches and witchcraft. 

According to Marion Weinstein (198 1) magic, paganism, and witchcraft were all 

discredited by the Medieval Christian Church when it invented the character of Satan: 

The character of Satan was "invented" in the fourteenth century 

to answer a cultural need: If God were all good and all pure, then 

another force had to be alI bad and all debased. . . . And so Satan 

emerged as the embodiment of d l  evil. . . . Satan and Lucifer 

appear in the Bible as unpleasant minor characters, fallen from a 

higher sbte anb trying to tempt righteous men (sic). 

?%ere is no Lord of Hell, no Arch-Fiend, no embodiment of evil, 

no allencompassing Devil. . . . The worship of Satan became 



officially recognized early in the fourteenth century when the 

governmental arm of the Church officially defined Satanism and 

labeled all dissenters fiom Christianity as members of this new 

religion. . . . Satanism included everythmg from fortune-telling to 

folk medicine, &om pagan prayers to fertility magic (pp. 42-44). 

Weinstem's notion that Satan was a minor character in the Old Testament who was raised 

to the status of God's grand antagonist by later Christianity, is supported by several other scholars 

(Guiley, 1989, p. 97; Quaife, 1987, p. 14; Seligmann, 1948, p. 15 1; Thomas, 197 1, p. 469). 

These authors explain that the concept of Satan or the Devil developed over a long period of time, 

but; it was in the late thme~th century that the Devil appeared as a tangible individual, the 

antithesis of good, who could assume various shapes and command a large army of demons 

(Seligmann, 1948, p. 152). Medieval theologians elaborated on the Devil at length until he became 

a reality in the minds of the populace. one who needed human collaborators to perform his harmful 

effects on the world (Thomas, 1971, p. 270). The Catholic church accused many different groups 

of being accomplices of the Deril, including Jews, Albigenses, Waldenses, Muslims and Cathars 

(Guilley, 1989, p. 97). But when Pope Innocent VIII issued his Papal Bull in 1484, he authorized 

Inquisitors Heinrich Krarner and Jacob Sprenger to root out a particuiarly virulent form of devil 

worship that was afflicting some procinces in Germany (Guiley, 1989, p. 170-171). Their book, 

the Malleus Malificarum (1486) associated this particularly virulent form of devil worship with 

'Witches" who were most often women. This "misogj-nist's textbook" (Easlea, 1980, p. 7), 

became the guidebook for subsequent arrests and trials for devil worship. It was reprinted fourteen 

times by 1520, and was a powerfkl force in constructing as Witches, Witches as Devil 

~ o ~ s h i p p e i ~ ,  and %itchcraft as Satanism. 



Modem Witches are continually fighting this evilization of their Craft. Among the women 

I intervimed, there is no belief in the Devil and no worship of Satan4. Witches do work with 

magic but they are governed by the Wiccan Rede (Adler, 1986, p. 101) which states: "An' it harm 

none, do what ye will", and a three fold law which states that everything you do comes back to you 

three times. The exact origin of the Wiccan Rede and the three fold law is unkr~own (Adler, 1986; 

Guiley, 19891, but all contemporary Neo-pagan Witches deeply respect the fiee will of all 

(Weinsteii 198 I), and it is considered unethical to use magic to harm or influence someone else. 

Even healing spells should not be done without the consent of the person they are intended to help, 

and love spells that attempt to influence another person can create difficulties. 

I can give you a bad example of how not to do a spell. One time before I knew very much 

about witchcrafr, I really liked this woman that I knew and so I did a candle spell - a love spell 

using a candle - and let it bum down and so on. And I didn 't realize that this was probably not a 

wise thing to do, to focus on a particular person in a love spell. Because, as they say, the thing 

that I didn 't know then, that I do know now, is that whenever you do a spell, you have to think it 

through, because whatever you have put out win come back to you - some say three times over, 

some say ten times over. So, I think, in this case, it came back on me ten times over! And what 

happened was that, she didn't fall in love with me, but I got totally obsessed with her, and it took 

me about a year and a haffto get over it!. . . Now ifyou want to do a love spell, do a spell on 

yourseIfthat makes your heart open to love or something of that sort, so that you 're not putting 

it out on anybody else. Because it's very likely not to work the way that you intended and could, 

in fact, cause you lots of pain and anguish (Kim Hume). 

Witchcraft as Wim.  There is one more issue around the use of the word bLWitch" that 

d c!wifimtion. In ~ d o y  oft& &&xviews, 'Wit&" and "witch2f," are used interchulgeab!y 

with 'Wiccatl" and 'Wicca", atthough a few of the women I interviewed resisted this correlation. 



Starhawk (1989a) who is recogkid as an authority figure by most of the women I interviewed, 

says, 'The covens, who preserved the knowledge of the subtle forces, were called Wicca or Wicce, 

fiom the Anglo-Saxon root word meaning 'to bend or shape7. They were those who could shape 

the unseen to their will. Healers, teachers, poets, and mdwives, they were central figures in every 

cornrnunity" (p. 19). This interpretation is somewhat different from that of Margo Adler (1986), 

who uses the words "Wicca7' and 'Witchcraft" as synonyms: "Participants in the Witchcraft 

revival generally use Witch to mean simply an initiate of the religion of Wicca, also known as the 

Craft (p. 10). Adler points out that "'the word Witchcraft comes from the Old English wicce or 

wicca, referring to female and male practitioners, respectively" (p. 11). She fails to mention that 

when the word "Witch is derived from the old English word wicce, it means "a female magician 

supposed to have dealings with the devil or evil spirits and be able by their cooperation to perform 

supernatural acts", while when it is derived from the old English word wicca, it means "a man who 

practices magic, a sorcerer or wizard (Little, Fowler & Coulson, 1979, p. 2437). 

It seems to me that many Witches use the term Wicca when they want to differentiate 

between witchcraft as a craft, an art, or a set of practices, and Wicca as a set of beliefs, or a 

religion. Then they use Witch and Wiccan interchangeably to mean persons who practice the art of 

witchcraft or the religion of Wicca. In any case, the differences between Wicca and witchcraft are 

not substantial, so for the purposes of this essay, and especially in the words of many of the women 

I interviewed, the two t e r n  will be used as synonym. 

So Witches, Wiccans, and Pagans are all represented by the voices in this essay. They are 

polytheistic, pantheistic, and animistic people who feel that they participate in Divine nature. They 

commemorate the passing of seasons by celebrating the eight Sabbats that turn the wheel of the 

year, and they honor life passages in meaningful ways. They are governed by the Wiccan Rede, 

"'An it harm none, do what ye will", and the three fold law of return. They have nothing to do with 



Satan or the Devil. For some modern women Witches, witchcraft (or Wicca, or paganism) is a 

religion or spiritual practice, f ir  others it is an epistem~logy - a way of knowi~g about and being in 

the world, and for others it is a soure of psychological support, personal awareness, and 

empowerment. For all ofthe contemporary women Witches that I interviewed, it is a way of life 

that they are deeply committed to. 

I think at this time, in this culture, witchcrap is important for women because it gives 

dzfierent images of women. . . it gives dzferenr images of what women can be, than what has 

been out there in society. So that 5 real important for women. And I think that sense of how I'm 

working right now, of women directly working with and supporting each other, is really 

important. And there are other ways to do that, but this is one that accentuates women 's power, 

rather than staying in women 's powerlessness. We all have access to energy that can be used. 

By experiencing that together, as women, I think it supports us to go out and be our own 

authorities (Paula James). 

Witch Goddesses? 

Merlin Stone's book When God Was a Woman (1976) tells a story, gleaned from recent 

archeological and anthropological discoveries of images and figurines of female forms, about 

ancient cultures that worshipped Goddesses. She chronicles how these ancient societies were 

overcome by patriarchal religions that denigrated women, bodies, sexuality, and procreation, and 

established their male transcendent God as the only deity. Contemporary women Witches have 

linked Stone's theory with Gerald Gardner's (1954/1991) exposition of witchcraft as the Old 

Religion that existed in Europe during the Middle Ages, so that, in the opinion of many of the 

women I interviewed, the ancient Goddess worshipping cultures were never totally overcome, but 

became Paganism, which was called devil worship by the Inquisition. They envision the roots of 

modem witchcraft going back through the Medieval construction of the Witch as a devil 



worshipper, to ancient images of women priestesses honoring the sacred feminine in the form of 

the Goddess. 

The Goddess is an extremely important part of contemporary witchcraft, but there is 

almost as much confusion a r d  what women Witches mean by "The Goddess" as there is around 

the word 'Witch". Cynthia Eller (1993) who included women Witches in her study of spiritual 

feminists, found the following: 

Do spiritual feminists believe in one goddess or in many 

goddesses? Both, they answer, both at the same time. Is their 

goddess within them, a part of them, or is she completely outside 

of them, looking in? Both, they answer, both at the same time. 

Does this goddess exist independently of human beings or did 

spiritual feminists invent her? Both, they answer, both at the 

same time (pp. 130-13 1). 

Tfiis willingness to accept ambiguity and both/and answers in the face of either/or questions is 

typical of the way the women 1 inteniewd thought about the Goddess as well. Witches speak of 

the Great Goddess as if there is only one, and that one is the Earth Mother - the life force. But the 

Great Goddess has mimy names, and each Great Goddess has three aspects, the Maiden, the 

Mother, and the Crone (also horn as the Creator. the Sustainer, and the Destroyer), which 

correspond to three phases of the moon - the wwing moon, the full moon, and the waning moon - 

and also have many names and characteristics. 

The complexity of the Goddess concept can be illustrated by considering one chant which 

is commonly sung at Witch _ ~ r h g s ,  expressing some names of the Goddess: "Isis, Astarte, 

D w  H e ,  Demeter, Kali, hrina7' @eena Metzger & Will Shepardson, 1.980). Barbara 

Walker, in her bodr The Woma"s h~c1opedia  of Mths and Secrets (19831, &rs expf;tnati- 



of the cultural origins of these, a d  many other Exes of the Goddess, and provides some insight 

k t ~  the meanings contemporary women a&wh to &em. An examination ofXNaiker's definitions of 

the Goddess names in the above chant reveals that isis was an Egyptian goddess, from whom all 

becoming arose. She was the Egyptian throne, her arms or wings protected the Pharaohs. She 

came to Rome in 80 BC and was known to &e Romans as the one who is all @p. 453 - 455). 

Astarte originated in ancient Babylon, where she was a triple Goddess who symbolized nature, but 

she was also known as Ashtor& in Egypt, %here she was the celestial Virgin (Maiden) who gave 

birth to the sun god on Winter Soistice (pp. 69-70). Diana was a Roman name for a triple Goddess 

tfrat the Gr& called Artemis, who had her shrine at Ephesus and was wo~liipped throughout 

Europe as late as the fifth century AD {pp. 233-234). Hecate is a Greek name for an ancient 

Egyptian triple goddess admse speciai province was midwifery, but the Greeks emphasized her 

Crone or Destroyer aspect, and the Inquisition named her queen ofthe Witches (p. 378). Demeter 

was the Mother aspect of the triple Goddess portrayed in the Eleusinian my-&, in which the Maiden 

Kme was kidnapped by Hades, and the Crone Persephne withheld fertility from the earth until 

Kore was freed (p. 786). Kafi was a Hindu triple Goddess who symbolized the whole of existence, 

especially the inexorable reality of d~&, and ber mantras originated the doctrine of logos - the 

sacred word (pp- 488-494). Finally, In- was a Sumerian fertility goddess, the queen of the 

universe (p. 429). Ciearfy, when a group of Witches chants all of these names one a h  the other, 

they are expressing and firming the cxmplexit). and divinity of the feminiae life force. 

For me, what most& htzppem is thaf Isee that there is some energy external to myse ff:  I 

think ofir more as masses of energy - lifte energy, l$e force - and that there 's definitely 

something oat there, some sort of order in the &me, some sort ofconsc1ousness pxternal to 

my awn, that I can kind of tap into occasionallyry That 3 when I think in terms of the Goddess. 



And sometimes, I imagine it as a woman, sometimes as a kind of sexless nameless energy field, 

sometimes it's the earth - Ifeel it as the energy ofthe earth itself(C1ai-a Singer). 

There are m y  other aspects of the Goddess that Witches choose to focus on in their 

celebrations. Each Goddess is an archetype, representing certain qualities that a woman might 

want to manifest in her life, or learn from. For example, Aphrodite who originated in Cyprus 

where she ruled birth, We, death and fate, reconciling humans to all of them through sensual and 

sexual mysticism, represents passionate love (Walker, 1983, pp. 44-45). Kuan Yin, the 

enormous Great Mother of China represents boundless compassion (pp. 5 18- 5 19), and Brigid 

who was a Celtic triple Goddess and a great healer whose sacred welts healed the sick, gave sight 

to the blind, and gave inspiration to poets and \inters, represents the stirring of new life, 

generation, and creativity (Budapest, 1989, p. 30). 

f 'm interested in the ways that people, over time, have given names and characteristics 

to beings that may or may not h e  existed before as entities out there, but which, through the 

naming and the energy directing have become entities - specific goddesses. When I'm thinking in 

terms of creativity, and 1 think ofBrigid, I know that I'm tapping into - it 's like a pathway 

towards an energy that has been traveled by others besides me, before me. So, I feel like I'm 

tapping into a real energy source thar fias a spec$c guiding wisdom. . . . Sometimes I focus on 

the Goddess as a sort ofmonothezstic thing and sometimes I think of these other, more spec~fic 

goddess energies. I *m open to exploring whatever entities have worked for people in the past 

and what we can create, too. Like. ifl don't know a particular name. I just describe 

chsrc,rtetWics~ ulthmgh mmes are v e y  _power$il [Clara Singer). 

It seems that the Goddess expresses the polytheism, pantheism, and animism that Agter 

- - 
(1986) says is charactenstc of Paganism and Meo-paganisrn. But for women Witches, the Goddess 



is also a w q  of exprasisg the divine feminitlP: f Smbadc, 1 982) and of overcoming the 

i m k d d  qymssisn s e d  wmxm after ceatunes of sexist oppression (Goldenberg f 982). 

I Know in the end t k  One. the S2rpreme IS nothing. It's Izke hght. and light doesn 't haue 

to be d e  or female. Bzit-for me, m order to clarm my power. it feels easrer if1 can identlfi 

with the power ofthe earth as a female power. And zt makes sense to me. because women are the 

brrthgrgrvers, and the earth does contimcaI& give bwth. With every season there w birth. Even 

with dying, there is birth that is waihng io happen- And there's a lot ofpower in that, and I wan1 

to be in touch wrth thar pwer because it helps me to be stronger when I go out into the world 

and be me (Wendy Hahromon,I. 

- 1 n e G o d d e s s i n h e r ~ g u i s e s d s o ~ ~ a ~ ' a 1 ~ 1 ; ~ 1 1 t o ~ ~ ~ t j ; c f a a n d ~ e s o f  
one's fife. A W O ~ ' s  body is Itonored as part of the sacred earth, and wen om's emotions are 

w- 
There was a time when I was so pissed f la t  the Goddess because my lrfe was so 

hmmble  and I just took a j i  months and said ' f in really p~ssed off at you and I in out qf here 

for awhile- " So I took a fee#: month ofland then got hack ro it. . Eveyihing hut you du. you 

can usually find a goddess who dms the same thmng. and there 's lots ofgoddesses who 've gorten 

pissed offand taken oflfor whzle (&ra Branniganj. 

Coatempomj- w~-onren Witches use the concept of the Goddess as a way to express the 

&vine as to see tbemekes as part of a greater rthole. and ro talk about different levels 

o f ~ i o u s n e s s .  

I haw relatiomkips with individual Goddesses, where I deal with them and know them - 

Efk in trancee Bur at th i~pn t  I w d s u y  thaf G d e s s  has a lot to do with physjcal plane 

en erg^"- And w h  I say "'Godkss'" I don't haw an image of some large woman wth no clothes 

on, sitting on a rock smiling (chuckle). Although Ihave a sense of 'a whole thing. I also have a 



sense uf whaf I would call G d e s s  energy, which is dtferentfiom Universe energy, that 's sort c ;S 

m f  ;heree flfhis pfcmet . . . 1 ~~~1 dear' with it the best way f can handle i i  infellectually and 

emtionaI&. and rometimef hat 's in the form of individual goddesses, and sometimes Goddess 

energy is - evevthing. 

I beiieve l'm Goddess, as you are - even as men are. Isn't that nice of me? (chuckle). I 

mean as pafriarchv is. So Gaddess is of me, it 's not some thing external to me. And 1 need to 

fragment it sometimes to handle it. so then I'll use particzdar Goddess energv like Demeter - 

although I have partiadar energv rrssociated wiih Demeter. that's her, when she 's called into the 

circle. There are diflerent personalities or enera io the dflerent goddesses-for szrre, but that 

m q  he beccnlse we all made if i h t  way. or we understand it that way (Jean Davis). 

The Goddess is a qmbol of birtk life. and death - the turning of the seasons, the 

circutarity, complexity and diversity of life. The Goddess is also a symbol of feminine divinity that 

modern Western women have articulated in a great variety of ways. Within mainstream religions 

such as Christianih and .Judaism feminist theologians have used their understanding of the 

Godttess to criticize and revise traditional patriarchal teachings about women, in order to challenge 

the male hegemony in these institutions. and advance women in leadership positions (McFague, 

1989: Plaskow, 1989: Ruether, 1989). These ~vorks tvill undoubtedly have far reaching 

consequences for traditionaI religions. 

Although the women ?%'itches I inteniewed generally recognize the positive aspects of 

kttpting the concept of the G&s into mainstream religious institutions, about half of the 

w-cwnen I interviewed thought that some spiritual feminists merely substituted Goddess for God, and 

ritual for litura- such that thq- wsorship the Goddess and pray to her in a way that is acceptable 

and d d b l e  within the stnrchtres of traditional religions. For Witches, the immanent 



divinity of the Goddess necessarily leads to increased social awareness, empathy with others, and 

the desire for radical social change (Goldenberg, 1979). 

I know there are women who are feminists who use the Goddess as a way to promote 

women within mainstream religions without changing the system very much. I fa  woman takes on 

witchcra3 as her spiritual practice and belie$ I think it does fairly quic& become apparent that 

the whole system needs to be changed. - .. . I can't imagine going on a regular basis and feeling 

the immanence of divinity and that kind ofconnection with the earth and all creatures and 

condoning the way that we live in this society or the way our societyfinctions in the world (Betty 

MacLeod). 

There seems to be a way that "Goddess worshippers" do not recognize the political nature 

of witchcraft which modem women Witches stress. Most of the witches I interviewed saw what 

they were doing as different from Goddess worship which they saw as "nice". 

To practice witchcrafl is to be aware of the world, and to be aware of the oppressions in 

the world - not only the goodness, but also the oppressions - and to use that to change things - to 

speak out and react agaia~t things that are Hesfroying the earth, whether that S got to do with 

pollution or violence. So that S where I see it as a political statement. There are people who 

practice rituals, but they don't want to be involved or admit that there's anything political about 

it. I would just call them rifualists (Kate Schulman). 

Women Witches and Ecofeminism 

Because Witches are pantheists a d  animists, they are also environmentalists5. That does 

not mean that they are necessarily working in organizations that are part of what is commonly 

h w n  as the environmental movement. h means that they feel deeply concerned about the welfare 

of aIl life forms and promote cariag and connection between human and non-human beings. 



Witchcraji is an earth based religion. It is earth based - the seasons, the turning of the 

moon - it is based in the physicalness of our bodies and the earth- So f personally can 't separate 

witchcra3 and environmentalism. And the need to counteract what our society has done to the 

earth, which makes envzronmentaIism necessary at all, comes from that separation of the earth 

and human needs -physical needs. And I think, not having those connections, has meant that we 

need to have an environmental movement. as opposed to it being a part of our lives (Paula 

James). 

Because witchcraft is about making connections with and caring for the environment, there 

is much common ground between the Witches I interviewed, who are mostly non-academic women, 

and ecofeminists, who provide ~e theoreticai links bmveen feminism and entironrnentalism6. 

When I trace my o m  path from feminism to feminist witchcraft, I invariably travel through the 

literature of ecofeminism, where the most powerful critiques of mainstream society's attitudes 

toward women and nature are elucidated. For me, the path begins with self-in-relation theory and 

the way that Carol Gilligan's (1982) work resonated with my personal experience and gave me 

hope &at, by re-valuing caring and comection this society might be able to address social and 

environmental problems that appear insurmountable when human beings are depicted as separate 

and competitive. 

In self-in-relation theow. caring and connection were initially defined as women's 

attributes, but they have since been identified as s~mbolically feminine. Further examination of 

symbolic representations yielded the insight that. in modem Western discourse. women and nature 

are both feminine, and the ideology that authorizes the oppression of women also sanctions the 

oppression of nature (Kelier, 1985; Merchant, 1980). Some feminist theorists began to apply their 

aoalysis and perspective not onIy to women's issues but to environmental problems as well. They 

concluded that the eradication of sexism requires a fundamental change, not only in society's 



attitude toward women, but in our very basic attitudes toward all of life. They also pointed to 

feminism's potential to put an end to environmental destruction, a potential that Francoise 

d'Eaubonne (1974) recognized when she coined the word ecofeminism: "No other humm group 

can bring about the ecological revolution, because non other is so directly concerned at all levels" 

(p. 236). 

An important tenet of ecofeminist thought is that dualism, the tendency to separate aspects 

of reality into irreconcilable opposites such as humadnature, rnindhody, malelfemale, goodlevil, 

rationallemotional, is at the root of our ecoiogicai crisis. Dualistic thinking has led to a society in 

which humans experience themselves as separate from each other, and arranged in dichotomous 

pairs: betterlworse, richerlprer, higherllower, superiorJinferior. Competition is highly valued 

and a11 "others" (including human and non-human life forms) are constructed as objects to be 

dominated and controlled. Excessive material accumulationy derived fiom exploitation of natural 

and human resources, becomes the measure of human worth. To overcome the personal isolation 

and environmental damage wrought by dualistic thinking, ecofeminism emphasizes relationships 

rather than differences, which leads to acceptance of diversity, and encourages caring and 

reciprocity. Ecofeminism asserts the existence of fundamental interconnections between people, 

and places humans in an interdependent relationship within nature. 

This desire of ecofeminist authors to move beyond dualism to a unifjrlng wholeness which 

embraces diversity and envisions an intercmmecting web of relationships with all living things, 

moves some of them away from philosophy and into spirituality (Adams, 1993). Indeed, so much 

of emfeminist thought is forthrightly spiritual that Robin Eckersley (1992) states that ecofeminists 

are interested ir, cultivating spirituality, and Theodore Roszak (1 992) discusses Neo-paganism, 

goddess worship, and emfeminism in a way that equates one with the others. Although 

contempomy witchcrafi is only one of many ways that ecofeminist spirituality is expressed 



(Warren, 1993), I would argue that, insofar as ecofeminist theory emphasizes spiritual values and 

goals, it provides theoretical support for the activities of contemporary women Witches, More 

importantly, one of the ways that the ecofeminist call to heal separations and dichotomizations can 

be answered is by the practice of witchcraft. 

In addition to the general spiritual tone that can be detected in ecoferninist literature, there 

are specific epistemological links between witchcraft and ecofeminism in two of the earliest and 

most influential ecofeminist texts: Carolyn Merchant's The Death of Nature (1980) and Susan 

GrifGn's Woman and Nature: The Roaring Inside Her (1 978). These hvo authors demonstrate that 

the Witch persecutions of the middle ages were significant in the development of the mechanistic 

world view and the modem scientific m e t h d  both of which are largely responsible for the present 

crisis in the environment. In particular, Merchant's identification of Medieval witchcraft 

persecutions with the defeat of animism and hermeticism by mechanism and scientific objectivity, 

creates the impression that the return of animism (which is the world-view of Witches) might be 

one way out of our current environmental crisis. 

Among the women Witches who participated in this study, the best known authority on 

witchcraft is Starhawk. (or Miriam Simos which. she said at a public gathering in Vancouver in 

July 1993, is the name on her driver's license and on her criminal record) who, as a Witch and an 

ecofeminist, provides a powerful bridge betwen contemporary women Witches and ecofeminism. 

Starhawk has presented several lectures and workshops - including the very popular and powerfit1 

B.C* Witch Camps - in the Vancouver area over the past decade, either alone or in conjunction 

with her associates, the Reclaiming Collective. Starhawk teaches that Medieval \ltchcraft was an 

earth-centered religion that celebrated life, fertility, se-wality, and women as priestesses, healers, 

and midwives. Modem witchcraft is the resurgence of this Old Religion which sees women as 

p v e r h l ,  divinity as immanent, and offers positive images for women in all stages of our lives. 



Articles by Starhawk are included in two ecofeminist anthologies, Healing the Wounds (Plant, 

1989) and Reweavinn the World (Diamond & Orenstein, 1990), md  she has published several 

books, including The Spiral Dance (1989a) which is a popular source of information and rituals, 

very widely read and often quoted by the women I interviewed. 

While Carolyn Merchant (1980), Susan Griffin(l978), and Starhawk (1989a) are clearly 

recognized as ecoferninist authors who have made links with Medieval witchcraft, other feminist 

writers have highlighted the Witch persecutions of the middle ages to demonstrate that this was a 

significant force in the domestication of women (Daly, 1978), the establishment of patriarchal 

capitalism (Ruether, 1975) and the masculinization of science (Keller, 1985). Helen Barstow 

(1993) demonstrates that the persecutions were blatantly misogynist and so horrendous that the 

effects are still being felt by women today. Following Gerald Gardener (1954f1991) and Starhawk 

(1989a), the Witches I interviewed believe that the witchcraft that the Inquisitors called devil 

worship is the progenitor of contemporary witchcraft practices. They feel rage, sorrow, and a 

profound sense of loss with the realization that the witch craze destroyed, not only innocent women 

but animism, the consciousness of immanence that ensures respect for the earth and all of life. 

The women in this study identify themselves as Witches as a gesture of defiance of, and 

rebellion against, patriarchal constructions of women, bodies and nature as evil and in need of 

domination. By re-claiming the identity of Witch and practicing their craft, these contemporary 

women are reclaiming their right to construct their own identity and their own way of seeing the 

world. One of the benefits of this practice is that it gives women the strength and confidence to 

heal themselves, other people, and the earth. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Method 

Research from the Margins 

Finding a Method 

Women's Studies gives women a voice; an opportunity to share our own experiences, 

discover more about ourselves, and create our own visions of a new reality. Through these 

activities, we have developed a new sense of identity and self-esteem - not only on a personal level, 

but as a group; not only here in North America, but in many other parts of the world. One thing 

that has become apparent through Women's Studies is that women are amazingly diverse. Another 

thing that has become apparent is that women have the desire and the ability to embrace diversity, 

to do away with broad generalizations, and still create knowledge through shared experiences. 

Feminist theorists call into question social and intellectual structures that form the 

foundation of mainstream society, and they do so fiom a position outside of the mainstream, on the 

margins, a position which women scholars have used to their advantage. One insight that has 

emerged out of these critiques of mainstream society fiom the margins, is that many women live 

their lives in similarly rnarginaf places. From this insight came the realization that, in order to add 

to knowledge about women, it is necessan to listen to individual women and to attempt to 

understand and interpret their experiences, and integrate them into larger contexts. 

I listened to contemporary women Witches and found some very interesting themes which I 

'cvill integrate into feminist theory. Something that became apparent early in the research process 

was that women who identify as Witches not only question the social and intellectual structures of 

society, they also profoundlv question the structures of consciousness fiom which people derive 

their basic perceptions and understanding of the meaning of life. Changing consciousness fiom 

separation to connection requires the liberation of the imagination fiom habitual thought patterns. 



The Witch after all, is an extraordinary symbol - independent 

anti-estaLblishmenk strolrg and proud. She is political, yet 

spiritual and magical. The Witch is a woman as martyr; she is 

persecuted by the ignorant; she is the woman who lives outside of 

society and outside of society's definitions (Adler, 1986, p. 183). 

Since Witches live on the margins of society, and I wanted to learn more about them, I 

followed the qualitative research method set out by Sandra Kirby and Kate McKenna in their 

book, Experience. Research and Social Change: Methods from the Margins (1989). Their method 

appealed to me because they demonstrate that, even if a researcher is quite enthusiastic about her 

subjects (which I am about Witches), she does not need to pretend to be objective. They state that 

the researcher can be passionately committed to advancing knowledge about a particular group, 

and they offer suggestions for reducing the amount of influence and control exerted by the 

researcher in the research situation. 

They suggest that interviewing is a method that offers the researcher access to women's 

memories, thoughts, and ideas in their own words, which counteracts centuries of silencing (p. 19). 

In their discussion of interviewing techniques, they advise the researcher to think of ways to 

develop trust, pay close attention to subtleties such as pauses and tone of voice, and be open to 

exploring things that come up unexpectedly (pp. 21-25). The researcher should define herself as a 

listener and learner, and must value the interviewees as individuals that need to be listened to and 

respected (pp. 26-29). I found that the suggestions made by Kirby and McKenna resonated with 

and aflinned my own tendencies, and I followed their advice where possible. 

Procedure 

I interviewed seventeen women who reside in the Lower Mainland of British Columbia, 

who ident6ed themselves as Witches. I asked them to describe their involvement in contemporary 



witchcraft. f chose to use interviews rather than written questionnaires because I thought this 

method would access the women's experiences in their own words and reveal what they thought 

was important about being a Witch. I contacted the women I interviewed though my own 

participation in witchcraft events and meetings. In many cases, an interview with one Witch 

resulted in referrals to others, which was helpful in expanding my sample beyond those who would 

normally participate in community events. After I had completed fourteen of the interviews, I was 

curious to know how I would answer the questions, so I asked a friend to interview me. I have 

included my own interview in this study, as one of a total of eighteen respondents, because 

although I sometimes think that I have neither the natural psychic abilities, nor the experience with 

witchcraft that the other women in this study have, I do identify myself as a Witch. 

All of the interviews were done at the homes of the interviewees, except two, who I 

arranged to meet at Simon Fraser University. The shortest interview lasted two hours and the 

longest was just over three hours. In an effort to establish a more relaxed and informal atmosphere 

for the main part of the interview, I endeavored to get the more formal aspects of the interview out 

of the way as efficiently as possible. I asked each participant to complete an informed consent 

form (Appendix A) and a brief questionnaire (Appendix B) which gathered demographic 

information. Each woman was given a subject feedback form (Appendix D) with which to 

communicate her response to the interview process to Simon Fraser University, if she chose to do 

so. Then she completed a self-addressed envelope in which the results of this study will be mailed 

to her. 

While all of this was going on, I set up and tested my recording equipment. When all the 

forms were completed, I endeavored to put the interviewee at ease by engaging in congenial 

conversation while I started the recording device and turned to the main interview schedule 

(Appendix C). I read aloud the first part of the interview schedule. which instructs the participant 



to think about her involvement in witchcraft and tell her story. About half of the interviewees felt 

coC0.nfortab2e talking about what was important to them about being a Witch without reading the 

questions. In these cases, I noted whether or not specific questions had been addressed and when 

the interviewee indicated that she had told her story, I asked specific questions if I felt they were 

not covered. Two of the women took the questionnaire, read it, and responded to each question in 

turn. The remainder indicated that they wanted to be asked specific questions to guide their 

answers. 

The questions, which were designed to be open-ended, functioned as a guide for the 

interviews and participants were encouraged to elaborate or add details at any time. I listened 

attentively in order to encourage the women I interviewed to express their own thoughts with as 

little influence from me as possible. The interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. 

Although many of the women I interviewed were not concerned about anonymity, in the transcripts 

I have assigned code names and altered any identifjmg information, such as specific locations. 

The original tape recordings of these interviews have been destroyed. 

Demomuhic Information 

When I began the process of interviewing women Witches, I was interested in talking with 

women of a variety of ages, religious backgrounds, socioeconomic classes, racial or ethnic groups 

and types of involvement in witchcraft. I did not attempt to gather a sample that would reflect 

statistically relevant information about who women Witches are, such as what races, classes or 

religious backgrounds are predominately represented in the Witch population, or. how many 

Witches there are in the Lower Maidand of British Columbia. My study and my analysis are 

more pbilosophicai, focusing on how and why women become involved in witchcraft and what 

relevance it has for liberation theory in general and emfeminism in particular. 



Although I had intended to include a cross section of racial backgrounds, I found that 

feminist Wfirches in the Lower bMand of British Columbia are nearly ail white, and my sample 

reflects this preponderance of European backgrounds7. Only one woman of color was included. 

This participant stated that her mother is a North American First Nations woman and her father's 

ancestors came to North America from Holland. She was raised in a very ethnically and racially 

diverse neighborhood, and while she was growing up, she thought of herself as white. Her spiritual 

journey through the practict. of witchcraft led her to North American First Nations spirituality. 

My main spiritual focus now leans more toward Native American things than toward 

Wicca. Ifind that Native American spirituality is Wicca to the next power (Ziz Clawson). 

Ail but two of the women in this study were raised in Christian homes, and about half 

identified the socio-economic status of their family of origin as either poor, working class, or 

working class and poor. One woman was from a lower middle class home, and the remainder said 

their family of origin was middle class. 

The education levels of the parents of the women in this study were quite varied. Both 

parents of five of the women in this study had less than high school education. Three iwmen had 

mothers who had completed high school and fathers who had not done so. Six women had at least 

one parent with a technical or trade certificate. or some post-secondac education. Four women 

had one parent (all fathers) who had University degrees. Two women had no siblings, six were 

first born, four were middle children. and six were youngest. Six women grew up with five or 

more siblings. 

Fifteen of the women in this sample were living in Vancouver at the time of their interview. 

Two lived in Surrey and one lived in North Vancouver. Only three of the women I interviewed 

were originalt). &om British Columbia. Two came from the US, and the rest came to the Lower 

Mainland of British Columbia firom various parts of Canada. 





thkkq and t hee  more women witnessed their parents' divorces in their teen years and 

slf'trsequ~ffy were raised by stagte parent mothers. One w o r n  lost both par- to death in her 

early aduft years. Six of the %-omen in this study are survivors of childhood sexual assault, and 

two specifidly named their fithers as the perpetrators. 

The salient demographic characteristics of &e sample are illustrated in Appendix E. I 

have chosen not to include some information on the chart in the interests of preserving 

confidentidity of particularly sensitive material. 

h 1 v s i s  of the Interviews 

After the interviews were transcriw I read through them and color coded themes that 

emerged from the interviews. Again, I strongly influenced by Sandra Kirby and Kate 

McKenna (1 989). I initially identified ten themes: conversion, rituals. covens, poli%ics, immanence, 

magic, identity7 psychofogid growth, trance and meditation, and ethics. f condensed these ten 

thanes into three main categories: (a) identits which included conversion, identie, covens, and 

ethics; fb) magic. which included rituals- immanence. psychological growth. and trance and 

medimion; and (c) politics, which remained a separate categosy. Information that I received from 

the women I[ interviewed \ts intqrated with information from books and articles written by 

contemporary witches and scholars. and this analysis forms the results of this essay. 

The identity category tiill be discussed unckr the heading. -'Becoming a Witch. There. I 

sill be emmining why and how isomen choose to i b t i f i -  as Witches, and %%at benefits that 

cHcrice brings to their lives. Magic wifi be the focus of another heading entitled, 'The Magic of 

W~chcraR". where I 4 1  be discussing the structure of rituals, the content of rituals, changes in 

cmsciousrress, working ~itf i  energ)., the ckvelopmt of psychic skills, and a new way of knowing 

a d  being in the world. Tlte pi i t id  categoiy d l  be discussed in a third section named. "Outside 

the Maskr"s Housen, dm-e I uitl be discussing empcnvennent, the ways that witchcraft supports 



actiws for social change and en\;iro~nt311tai praenation, and the visions that women witches have 

for a better world. 

As I began writing, one oftbe participants in this study agreed to read the work in 

p r o p s ,  and offered duable insights in icqxme tct the first and third drafts, which were 

i n c o r p o d  into the final draA. Specikdf?, her feedback about the structure of the essay, her 

advice about bK autlho~ship ofthe chants. her comments on the Charge of the Goddess and on the 

politics of witchcraft, and her pinpointing of werd typographid and grammatical errors were 

greatly appreciated. in additim our cc~lr.ersations deepened my understanding of witchcraft, and 

J l o d  valuable insights to emerge. 

B e  voices i id pmmit Lii this jqm q m s  a ktqxfbl v i s k  which hk spli.i&tftty, 

psychofogy, philosophq., sociai and politid cmmms, and enviromatat or ecofogical survival. 

TEre overali goal of this paper and of feminist witchcraft in general is to create strong women. a 

Ciifing and cooperative sock@. ;md a healthy ensironment. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Results 

Becomin~ a Witch 

Whv Women Want to be Witches 

The Witch as a smbol of rebellion. In 1968 a group of feminists named themselves 

WlTCH, an acronym for '-Women's International Terrorist Conspiracy from Hell", and distributed 

a pamphlet called "The WITCH Manifesto'' that connected Medieval European Witches lvith 

modem North American feminists and blurred the boundaries behveen feminist politics and 

spirituality. Robin Morgan published the pamphlet in her book Sisterhood is Powerful (1 970) and 

excerpts from the originai appear in several, more recent texts (Adier, 1986; Daly, 1978; Eller, 

1993: Stein. 1990). 

WITCH is. . . an awareness that witches and glcpsies were the 

originat guemltas and resistance fighters against oppression. . . 

women who dared to be courageous. aggressive, intelligent,. . . 

the living remnants of the oldest cu tture of all. . . . You are a 

Witch by sa>-ing aloud *-I am a witch" three times, and thinlung 

about that. You are a witch by being female, untamed. angn, 

joyous and immortal (Quoted in Eller. 1993, pp. 53-54). 

One of the wmen f ktewiewed shared her memory of those early days of the second wave of the 

feminist mo~ement. 

As I became imolved in the firminist movement. I remember reading things-from the 

rndicnlfeminisrs of New Fork rhar would say things like. "All you have to do to be a Witch is 

say. 'I'm a Witch! I in a Witch! Ism a Witch! : and then you're a Witch. " And it was reclaiming 

that, becawe it had been used as a derogatory term. and because of  solidarity with the women 



who had been killed in the Witch bumings. Most of the women involved with that were not into 

Wicca in any real serious w q  and I certainly wasn 't at the time, but there was an appeal to that 

identijcation. yt was like being a rebel. and woman identifled in a way (Clara Singer). 

The Witch as 7n expression of feminist spiritualitv. As the feminist movement gained in 

strength, the feelings of defiant rebellion against patriarchy grew, but identlfylng as a Witch started 

to include some spiritual overtones. 

When I told a Witch I knew that I hesitated to call myseva Witch because I felt that I 

didn't know enough about it, she encouraged me to say, "I'm a Witch" three times. When I did, 

J felt a sense of commitment to a set of values that I held very deeply. My mind instantly traveled 

back over 35years, to when I was 15years old and wanting to become a member of the United 

Church- The minister told me that, in order to become a member, I needed to feel a sense of 

commitment to the Church. I told him that I didfeel committed but, afier I said, "I'm a Witch", I 

realized in amazement that this is what he meant by commitment (Betty MacLeod). 

For many women, the quest for spiritual involvement grew along with their involvement in 

feminism. Two authors who have studied feminist spirituality (Eller, 1993) and feminist Neo-pagan 

Witches (Adler, 1986) both conclude that consciousness raising groups that were popular in the 

late 1960s were the site of the rise in popularity of spiritual concerns among feminists (Adier, p. 

182; Eller, p. 44). It is well known that, in consciousness raising groups, personal concerns were 

recognized as having social causes and political sohtions, as the slogan, "the personal is 

political", indicates. It is less well kno.rm that awareness of oppressions and the search for 

solutions to the problems created by patriarchal domination and control led many women to seek 

spirhd solutions. Ursula King (1993) indicates why feminist consciousness often creates an 

awareness of deeper, more pervasive problems in our society, and an accompanying awareness that 

the soiutions to those problems require deep, radical changes in human consciousness. 



At its strongest, deepest and largest the feminist vision is a 

spiritual one linked to the strength of faith and the dedication of 

spirit. . . . The protest and promise of the women's movement 

opens up a new horizon for human development which touches 

the horizon of transcendence (p. 2 1 8). 

The central feminist theme of making connections and weaving a new pattern of non-hierarchical 

reiationships brought one of the women I interviewed to witchcraft. 

I think witchcraft is one of the few spiritual outlets that acknowledges women in their 

true power. . . . It feels right for me in my feminism, because my feminism isn't just about equal 

rights for women, it's about equal rights for all things, and honoring and respecting all things, 

which is really big for me around ihe earth and the environment (Anita Varden). 

Consciousness raising groups. as hey were structured in the l96Os, have disappeared. 

However, women still meet together in groups; in Churches and Synagogues, at conferences and 

women's centers. Although none of these groups are specifically called consciousness raising 

groups, sometimes they do raise feminist consciousness, and sometimes they become stepping 

stones to involvement in witchcraft. Two of the women I interviewed were introduced to feminism 

and Goddess worship through women's groups offered by the Unitarian Church. Kim Hume was 

an active Unitarian when: 

I became afem?nist and along with that I started reading some of the early literature 

about the Goddess. So I gradual& gor more and more drawn to that, which didn 't feel like anll 

kind of separation from the Unitarian Church becazise the Unitarians encourage you to do that 

kiHd of thing (Kim Hztrne). 

Paula James had a similar experience: 



The Unitarian church is one of the places that gave women, twenty years ago, a place 

where they could be power-1 and spiritual, so Ifound that I was exposed to some very 

interesting and very strong women, so it brought feminism and spirituality together, And, at one 

point, there was a particular group that was doing some Goddess work and that was the first 

time I was introduced to the realm of Goddess worship (Paula James). 

In addition to Church groups, more secular group experiences can lead to spiritual 

awareness. The folloeing two examples of psychological work becoming spiritual are provided by 

Terry Whitmore and Margaret Becker: 

I was doing psychological work, and I was in a group. We were doing a vzsualization 

that had nothing to do with spirituality. And suddenly, I took my own journey and got in contact 

with an energy that was a woman with beauhfil, long, flowing hair. And she spoke to me and 

said it was time to reclaim the feminine, and that it was for me to play apart in that - to bring 

her to life. I identified this woman as the Goddess, and I felt something heal inside me (Terry 

Whitmore). 

It started about four years ago when I saw a workshop advertised at Hollyhock center 

over on Cortes Island. It was called "the divine feminine", but it was sub-titled - something to 

do with motherdaughter relationships, which Ifelt that I needed to work on vis-a-vis my mother 

and my daughter. And I went to this and really felt I'd stumbled into something that I'd been 

looking for for a long time. Because the workshop was forfive days, in this beauhjiil rural 

setting, a d  used a lot of ritual, drumming, myth, story and was very much geared to earth 

spirituality (Margaret Becker). 

I have always been a Witch. Zn my case, findmg witchcraft was part of a process of 

intense personal growth and awareness &at began several years ago. Looking back. it seems to me 

that as I got to know and Eke myself at deeper and deeper levels, there was an acceptance of a way 



that E was different fiom people around me. Where I had once felt ashamed of crying over injured 

animals and raging about trees that were cut down to make way for a new road, I realized that this 

affinity for non-human nature was something to 2e valued. As my therapy progressed, the day 

came when I opened to the experience of immanent divinity - that awesome connection between 

myself and the world. When I went to my first witchcraft meeting, I found others who understood 

that experience, valued it, and knew how to create it. I felt like I had come home. 

More than half of the women that I interviewed echoed this experience of very early 

feelings of appreciation of and connection with nature, and the sense of corning home to witchcraft. 

These feelings were expressed in many different ways but Sylvia OWUIS' words capture a theme 

common to many witches. She told me that when she was a child she sought solace in nature: 

There was a way that I rested deeply in nature and found a lor of inspiration and comfort and 

connection with myself: As young people, the women I interviewed kept these feelings secret 

because they were discounted by parents and teachers who shamed or belittled them. When they 

were introduced to witchcraft, these feelings became acceptable, sometimes for the first time in 

their lives. For example, Anna Dvorak told me that when her friend invited her to join a 

witchcraft circle, It was like something I'd been into m y  whole life, or had known my whole l?fe. 

Likewise, soon after coming into contact with witchcraft, Mary Jane Brooks realized, I've always 

been a Witch. but I never had the terms-for it. 

Moving away from mainstream relieion. Besides feeling this sense of having values that 

were different fiom people around them and not being able to accept or feel accepted by 

mainstream society, eleven of the women I interviewed mentioned feeling a sense of spiritual 

emptiness in their lives which contradicted their sense of social accomplishment. Their quest for 

spiritual connection could not be filled by religions that were available to them, and because they 



were raised in Christian homes in North America, the first move toward witchcraft was a move 

away from the Church. 

I was raised Seventh Day Adventist and my - at some point, I don 't even know exactly 

what happened, but I couldn't believe those stories anymore. It was wrong, and I couldn 't 

believe a religion, or a God, or a philosophy that was based on guilt. And I also didn 't believe 

that I was inherently evil. And it hit me at some point that people were always looking externally 

for God - for divinity - and waiting to get blessed from outside. And I always felt the God was 

inside, and that it was there already, and that we were divine and good (Ziz Clawson). 

Another aspect of Christianity that women found troub!esome is that the God as father 

image is a dominant, hierarchical model which keeps human beings in a state of dependence as 

children of god. This is unacceptable to contemporary women who are struggling to define 

themselves and find their place in the world. 

When I was a teenager, I thought that religion - Christianity, was for people who still 

needed mother looking over them shaking herJinger at them. And because you can 't have that, 

you have God. And God's looking over you and sees what you're doing, and He shakes his 

finger when you do something wrong. And I thought that was very weak - only weak people 

needed that. And that what you really need is to recognize what's inside ofyou, and to do it for 

the goodness in yourselfrather than, you know, someone's going to be unhappy with you Mary 

Jane Brooks) 

Many modem women fml profoundly alienated from the traditional Christian religion 

which still dominates North American culture, because God is usually referred to as "He" and 

described as "Father". Car01 Christ (1979) explains that when divinity is always male, a woman 

b left w?t feelings of idiei-:oi-:tji. ''Xer mood is one oftrust in male power as salvific and distrust 

of female power in herself and other women as inferior or dangerous" ( p. 275). Also, the father 



God has profound implications for women in that the worship of a male God legitimates the social 

and political authority of men. Clara Singer told me that, in spite of maintaining some positive 

regard for the Church she attended as a young person, she felt totally alienated, in terms of 

political policies of the Catholic church as an organization that oppresses women. 

In addition to the focus on masculine divinity, the Christian creation story of Adam and 

Eve further maligns women and contributes to feelings of low self-esteem. For example, Terry 

Whitmore felt weighted down by the Eve story - original sin and how women were responsible 

for men. But, even if a woman has never been exposed to the Biblical idea that women are evi!, 

when a young woman seeks positive role models within Christianity, she is likely to find, like Kim 

Hume, that women have either been lefr out of the picture or they have been downtrodden, the 

underling - in some instances the scapegoat, and certainly the least valued. 

In addition to male images of God, the Eve story, and the lack of positive images of women 

in Christianity, other issues also encouraged women to leave the Church. 

When I was growing up I felt. with fhe exposure I did get to Christianity, that it was 

hypocritical. I couldn't understand it. I didn't like the role models I was seeing. You know, on 

one hand they say, "Thou shalt not kill. ", and on the other hand you see all the Christian wars, 

you know, and, "Unless it's in my name. . . ", being God's name, "then go out and slaughter all 

those people!" (uary Jane Brooks) 

Similarly, when Liz Clawson noticed that her parents' Christian religion was based on 

guilt and shame, it contradicted her own sense that people were born good. 

We're born divine. And then things hnppen and we start to lose heart. And in our 

socieity heart is nof encozlraged. co@rmiiy is encouraged. You lose your humanity. You lose 

touch with what's divine in you (Ziz Clawsonj. 



Although many women witches are quick to point out that Christianity is not all bad and to 

cite positive aspects of their early religious training, most of the women in my sample left the 

Christian church in their teenaged years. However, in spite of the oppression women felt in 

Christian communities, some continued to work for change inside the Church. This happened to 

Sara Brannigan who, after many years of being devoted to and working within a Christian 

community, finally found the behavior of a power hungry patriarch too much to deal with. In her 

struggle for change, renewal, and affirmation, Sara was willing to risk isolation from a Church 

community that she cared very deeply about in order to seek a different spiritual practice. But 

leaving the Church was also very unsatisfymg: 

At some point after I left the Church, I went through a real spiritual crisis, and it was 

more like around insecurity, 'cause I thought, "IfGod doesn't exist like I always thought He did, 

then really I'm just - Like i f  God doesn 't exist, then I'm totally alone in the world. " And I was 

freaked out - like literally terrified for weeks because of this, and feeling despairing. I guess I 

hadn't realized how much I had depended on that. After returning to the Church for a 

particularly powerfbl Easter service, I went home, and it was around two in the morning, and I 

took a bath, and I lit some incense and a candle, and I had this vision in the bath that God came 

to me. And He really was that old man with white hair and a white beard up in the sky. Like I 

finally admitted that, as much as I tried to make Him into female, or genderless, or whatever, He 

ahvays wouldjust be that to me, because I struggled so hard with that when I was Catholic. And 

I had a little chat with Him, and He was very gentle, and I was really angry at that time, and 

hated anything male, so it was surprising to have this image of God as this really gentle and 

accepting person, sml, whatever, who basically just said to me, "I'm not the be-all and the end- 

&, crd there 's anotherpfhforym. Vyou ever need me, I'll be here, you can jusr call me. But 



go on your way, 'cause this isn't where you're supposed to be. " After that, I felt like - it just 

resolved it for me (Sara Brannigan). 

Three women said that they resolved their conflicts with Christianity by turning to atheism, 

which they found very unsatisfjing. 

I used to say to my fiends, "Well, I think God is just mis-spelled, I think it was spelled 

'good' and somebody left an '0' out. And I think 'good' is what we have to be, and we have to 

rely on each other, because there ain 't nothin ' more - you know, you 're dead, you 're buried, you 

rot!" And that's really, I think, a sad and empty way to be - that there's nothing more out there - 

that there is no more connection than the hard, cold, physical, what we see with our eyes Mary 

Jane Brooks). 

This search for deeper meaning and purpose in life led many of the women I interviewed 

to embark on a spiritual quest that led them to witchcraft. 

I couldn 't understand why the women always played such submissive, weak roles in 

religion. And I started to explore. and on my own. I went to different churches. . . . I did a lot of 

reading. . . . I went to the Michigan Women's Music Festival and there were a lot of Witches 

there, and I got involved in a circle. Actually, it was a psychic circle, which is really more of a 

focus for me. And in that circle, there were a lot of Witches that brought a great deal of 

spirituality to the circle, rather than a religious concept. And spirituality is what draws me the 

most. I have really strong spirituality (Grace Fletcher) 

Witch power? When Cynthia Eller (1993) considers why women become involved in 

feminist spirituality (which from her perspective includes contemporary women Witches), she 

argues that spiritual feminists are women who have felt stymied in their more direct attempts to 

gain political power. 



This thwarted political desire is plowed under to fertilize a 

different kind of feminqsm: one that uses religious vehicles to 

carry its dreams of social power. . . . Spiritual feminists find a 

realm where they can exercise power, feel powefil, and 

compensate for the lack of power they experience in their daily 

lives (pp. 2 1 1-21 2). 

While I agree that personal power is important for Witches, I found that the reasons why women 

are attracted to witchcraft are as varied as the women themselves. The one generalization I would 

feel comfortable making is that choosing to become a Witch has very little to do with social power 

- at least in the way that social power is normally defined. Starhawk (1987) explains that here are 

three types of power: power-over, which is domination and control; power-from-within, which is 

the actualization of our deepest abilities and potential; and power-with (also known as power-to), 

which is the influence we wield among equals (p. 9). When witches speak of empowerment, they 

are talking about empowerment that advances their own development without limiting or 

controlling others (Miller, 1986, p. 117). The experience of power-fiom-within is the sense of 

connection with all of life that is integral to the practice of witchcraft. The awareness that 

everything is alive, and that we are participants in the sacred life force, creates the potential for the 

experience of power-with, such as feeling the energy of plants, being able to communicate with 

non-human animals, or forming mutually empowering relationships with other people (Starhawk, 

1988, p. 35). This is empowering, but it is not power-over, which is the way social power is 

normally defined. 

Finding witchcraft has real& alZowed me to be who I am and to believe the things that I 

beifeve about power, end connectionf and bye forces- And it S given me a seme of hmingpwer 

in my own lzye in the sense ofhavingpower to change things in my life ((Sara Brannigan). 



When I feel empowered in this sense, I forget to compare myself with others who are more 

c'successfuI" than I am, and I respect and value my life and the choices f have made. This allows 

me to proceed with confidence rather that falling into hopelessness and despair. This is power - to 

act with integrity, to care, to work for social justice, to work against environmental destruction, to 

trust one's own thoughts, feelings, and intuition. 

How to Become a Witch 

While increasing one's collsciousness of oppression and feelings of dissatisfaction with 

mainstream reiigions provide i m m s  for a woman's spiritual search, in order to become a Witch, 

one has to make contact with witchcraft. The \vaq.s that women first learn about the Craft are 

extremely varied. One woman who is an artist noticed a change in her creative work. 

My art started changing. I started making what I would idenhfi today as Goddess 

figures. I had never done that before and I didn't know what that was about. And it was deeply 

emotional to me, so I knew I was onto somethrng and I just kept letting that come out. And as I 

was letting that come out. I came upon d@erent people that had information around Goddesses 

and st& and I started becoming familiar wth what was coming out of me. And I relate this to 

recovering memoryfiom incest, became I was going through the same process with this - like I 

was remembering. It was ozrr qfa place qfshock because-for some reason. I had denied this part 

of me right up until it started happening. so when it came out, when I realized Ism a Witch, I was 

really shocked (Jean Davis). 

Several of the woinen 1 intenimved ws-ere invited to ritual celebrarions which they liked and 

xvzinted to find out more h t .  For Kate Schuhan. Sylvia Owens. and Clara Singer, the 

ceiebratiolls were under rhe iid moon and rhe ieaders were other women who. in Kate's words, 

'-ptst sort oftraveied a r d  and got women together uWer thefZtlI moon and did ritual. " For 



Anna Dvorak, her friends invited her to her first pagan ritual when she was living in a cabin in the 

mountains. 

It was February second, Brigid Fire, md we went around behind the cabin, and there 

was still about four feet of snow on the ground. And we were all making beeswax candles at the 

time, so we took all our candles up there andplaced them in a circle around a tree, and then we 

packed down a path around it in a circle, and we brought altar objects with us and placed them 

around, and then we just danced and sang around the circle (Anna Dvorak). 

And for Mary fane Brooks, an uncommon wedding shower was enfianced by the inclusion 

of some interesting things iihich intrigued her. 

A fiend of mine gave what would be equivalent to a wedding shower for a friend, but we 

called it wedding circle- She invited only women - the mother of the bride, the mother of the 

groom, a few relatives and her close friend.0. She didn't cast a circle or anything but she talked 

about being in protected space- And we went around and wishedfor this new bride, things in her 

life. Things like, that money w d  never be an issue, that her partner would always be her best 

fiend, and just lovely things. And some of us who were quilters asked everyone to bring a piece 

of material that reminded us ofthe woman who was getting married, and we went around and 

said why we felt that it was representative of her. And then the quilters took it and we cut our 

dancing women and made a c i d e  d a  wall hanging for her wary  Jane Brook). 

Three of the women I interviavd had their first taste of  witchcraft at spiritual rituals that 

happened at tbe Michigan W-'s Music Festival - a gathering of women that has been held 

& for the past twenly >-ears, that includes spiritual events within their overall musical and 

m h d  theme. W+ m~m ells FM t!w was like for her. 

I went to :k ,Wckigm Pbzrrrt: 's ,Errstidt a d  ?here I we3t to c worhkop led !y Z 

Budapeste md she is quite a spectacularfigure- A? this workshop, they estimated that there were 



four hundred women, and it was amazing. We did a spiral dance, and with that many women 

chanting - I mean the energy was jmt incredible! The moon was really, really,hll- it was just 

beaming down on us. It was quite magical and jusf really hard to describe. It was almost an out 

of body experience. By the time I went back to my campsite. even though I was walking alone, I 

was about a hundred andfiJiv women - like lfelt BIG! So that was a pretty good indication. and 

I really wanted to seek more of the same (Wend' Halvorson). 

For several other women, their first contact with witchcraft was through books that were 

recommended to them by friends or acquaintances. Starhawk's book, The Spiral Dance (1989a) 

which was first published in 1979, was mentioned by eight women as a particularly significant 

initial contact with witchcraft. Often spontaneous groups were formed using The Spiral Dance and 

hvo other very popular books, Diane Mariechild's Mothensit (1981/1988) and Zsuzsanna 

Budapest's The Holv Book of Women's Mysteries f 198OIl989) as guides. Participants in these 

groups followed suggestions that were offered in these books and developed their own rituals. 

I settled in a hotise with some women and some of them had started to be interested in 

this stztftoo. So, sometimes we would have impromptu circles out on the back porch and just 

chant and wail away. But we didn't cast a circle or call in the-four directions. It was very 

informal. And then,  occasional^^^. we would get together in a larger group if it was a fit11 moon 

or a Sabbat or something (Clara Singer). 

But these groups were still not thought of as Wiccan or witchcraft groups. As Sara 

Brandgan explains; I started meeting with a group of women that was more a women 's 

spirifualzry group. It wasn't a Mecan group. We were all exploring things. Similarly, Meg 

WaBace joined a ;vomm's group to feam more about goddesses. where one of the participaats 

LY about witchcraft and shared her hodedgz  with the rest of the group. So that's when I 

storied getting more i m f v e d  in it. I started q own group -just a general Goddess group - and 



then f decided a couple ofmonths into it fhat I wanfed it to be more qfa Wicca group Ffeg 

Wallace). 

Bnd Camp! There was a Iectrrre - Sfitrhwk was in town. And I went to her lecture and 

there were these underground murterings about. '-And camp, and camp. *'" And I was asking. 

"What S. this camp about?" ''How do p u  get to this camp?" @far)* Jane Brooks) 

For nine of dre women I i n t e n i d  the change from participating in general women's 

spirimttaiity groups to practicing ~ i i t M  happened ;&en they went to B.C. Witch Camp. '"Witch 

Camp is a week-long sunrmer @amp taught by Starhawk and the Reclaiming Cotlective from San 

Francisco. The B.C. Witch Camp bas been hefd for the iast eight years at a secluded camp beside 

a magid lake in a 2 0  year rltd farest rl fVamver7'  ( F i ~ e r a l d  1995. p. 64). Earh camp 

has a theme and that theme is woven thiwgh the workshops and rituals to cr& an exciting 

laming experience. 

There 's usually an elements class whrch is-fir people who don5 haw much knowledge 

a b u t  witchcrafi and want to learn the basics. And then there are fwo Qbvanced classes - one lo 

do with inner work and one fs do with outer work because one oftbe thr~gf thal the Keclmm~ng 

tradtion beiieves strongly is that it "smportant to connect the craJ andpur spiritual practice 

wirh action in the world to mk the world a befterplace. All teaching rs done within sacred 

space so it S all in the form ofa rihtaf of some sort - there S not much didactic teaching. if 's very 

ezpe&ntiaI- . . . It S also a 101 off in bemuse laughter andplay are very much valued. . .. You 

can go deeper ad deeper into it mJ;m can I m  more about it and learn more about yourself 

at ;he same time, and mke conmcfi'onr that you haven't made befare (Kim Hume). 

The Women %k haw atzmikd Witch eamp krik their t2qmimces there as c*intense"- 

sthefdfawingexarnpfes-: 



It was quite an experience. Ihave nothing to compare it to. It was intense - it opened up 

possibilities I had never thozighr offsMary Jane Brook). 

It was tremendous. So much deep work, everyday, for hours and hours, and a heavy two 

or three hour ritual each night. To say it was magical is an understatement. It was incredibIe - 

like doing twenty-four hour intense therapy work for seven days (Jean Davis). 

The Witch Camps that happen with Starhawk are incredibIy intense and they do both 

bring that knowledge of the craft and open you to your own personaI process. There have been a 

couple of_vars when I've gone to Camp. and it's basically given me my homework for the next 

year fPaziIa James). 

I milt to Witch Camp here i ~ z  Vancouver atzd that was a really great experience for me. 

I was scured. I was scared shitless. Btit I felt something realti, strong sort of settIe inside me, 

something that I could really trust (Elaine Kren fz). 

Through the B.C. Witch Camp, Starhawk has had an amazing impact on women Witches 

in the Lower Mainland of British Columbia. Although male Witches attend Camp, there are 

tisirally fewer than ten men among me b id reb  registiants. Of the eleven women I interviewed 

who have attended the Camp, six have attended several times. And, in addition to the eleven who 

have been there, three more want to go. But getting there is a challenge in itself "Every year the 

Camp grows more popular. In 1993 over 300 applications were received for 100 spaces" 

(FitqedCr, 1995. p. 64). 

W'hen women return from Witch Camp, they often form covens. or join existing groups to 

cantime to enhance their grouth as Witches. Some women get involved in teaching classes about 

~.xikhm& to g a  more ~i'umm kotved. Five ofthe women I interviewed were introduced to 

witched by attending "Elements of Witchcd '  classes that were taught by Camp alumni. Also, 

wamm w h  Have gained experience at Witch Camp plan and organize large community rituals for 



the celebration of seasonal festivals, known as Sabbats. There are eight of these in a year: (1) 

February first or Imbolc; (2) Spring Equinox; (3) May first or Beltane; (4) Summer Solstice; (5) 

August first or Lammas; (6) Fall Equinox; (7) November first or Sarnhain (usually celebrated on 

October 3 1); and (8) Winter Solstice. These larger celebrations allow women who are interested in 

witchcraft to attend rituals somewhat anonymously and informally, to learn more about witchcraft 

and related activities in the community, and to make contact with other women Witches. 

1 went to a couple of rituals that the Witch community puts on and I reaIIy liked it and 

was very interested in the whole business of celebrating the seasonal cycles. It really felt to me 

like there was some real spirit there and it had some real meaning, rather than sitting in these 

rows in a church and having somebody talk to you. I really liked that participatory thing (Wendy 

Halvorson). 

Witch Covens: Maintaining Involvement 

So, women become Witches for many reasons and in a great variety of ways. But once a 

woman decides to become a Witch, belonging to a small group, or coven, is an important part of 

maintaining this selfdefinition, and developing a Witch's skills. The women I interviewed used the 

words "circle", or "ritual group", interchangeably with the word "coven", when they are talking 

about these small groups, but it is apparent that the name "coven" is associated with and 

emphasizes a woman's identification as a Witch. 

What is a Coven? According to Starhawk (1989a), covens and Witches have always been 

linked. The teachers and leaders of the old Pagan religion formed councils that were specifically 

targeted for persecution by the Inquisition. These councils were the original 'covens', where wise 

men and women practiced their Craft and organized gatherings and festivals (p. 50). Jefiey 

RusseIf's (1980) investigation ofthe etymoiogy ofthe word coven supports this claim. 

In Scotland, the term coven, a variant of convent, from Latin 



conventus, 'assembly'. -#as introduced about 1500 AD as a name 

for the witches' meeting and then, by extension, as a name for 

the local group of practicing witches (p. 76). 

When a modem woman becomes a Witch, the small group where she will learn and practice her 

craft will be a 'coven', accenting her identity as a Witch. 

Coven comvosition. Traditional sources indicate that there should be thirteen Witches in a 

coven (Murray, 193 1/1 WO), but among the contemporary women Witches I interviewed, the 

number of members in most covens varies between five and ten. The covens h c t i o n  primarily as 

a small, but consistent community where Witches are able to practice various aspects of their 

Craft. At the time I intenimved them, eleven of the interviewees were currently part of at least one 

coven, three women had never been part of any coven, and four had been involved in a coven but 

were choosing not to be at the time of their interview. Of the seven women i ~ h o  were not currently 

part of a coven, six regularly attended community rituals for the Sabbats, and practiced alone the 

rest of the time. A chart showing the configuration of participation in covens for the women in this 

study is attached as Appendix F. 

Of the three women who had no coven experience, one woman prefers to work alone 

bemuse she enjoys the flexibility and spontaneity of solitary rituals. 

On the @I1 and the new mom, when I do ritual, sometimes it's just standing really 

quietly and projecting forward whatever I feel like projecting. Sometimes, I like the smell of 

sage, and1 like how it cleans the room. And I'll light a candle, or get out one of the clystal 

goblets and include water, and air, andfire, and earth. 1'11 do that 'cause that 's what feels OK 

(Grace Fletcher). 



The other two women who had never worked in a coven said they might be interested in 

joining a coven sometime in the future, but they are not interested in being involved in a small 

group at this time. 

I was asked to join a coven but I never did. I think that S another step - if 's a real 

commitment. . . .I still had a lot of my own personal work to do (Elaine Krentz). 

I'm not part of a coven, and I'm choosing not to be. Like when the opportunity came up 

for me to do that I chose not to because I want to feel really strong in my own way before I enter 

into a group (Wendy Halvorson). 

Four of the women had been in covens previously, but were choosing not to be at the time 

oftheir interview. One left her original coven because she moved, and the covens that she found 

locally did not work out for her. 

I just don 't want to be in the presence of that energy anymore. So, I practice alone, I do 

ritual for the big Sabbats, and I do fill moon rituals, and I do ritual i f  there 's something that 

needs to be worked on, like ifsomeone ill. . . . Practicing alone now seems to be the nurturing I 

need (Ziz Clawson). 

The other three of the women who had worked in covens previously indicated that, while 

they were interested in joining a new coven, they were unwilling to rush into a new group. 

I'm not in a coven right now. I wouM like to be, but Ifigure it will come to me in its time 

&rim Hume). 

Six of the fifteen women who had experience with covens had worked only with women. 

Nine had attended at least one coven meeting where both men and women were participants. Four 

of* said they preferred to work in mixed sex groups, because they felt the need to have a 

'baiance ofmascuiine and femioine energy. 



i t  was very important to me to really concentrate on the feminine to heal myseEf; but it S 

not at the expense oJthe other half- the masculine principle. So there S always been some male 

energy in my own coven - not in the public rituals, but certainly in my own coven. Because that's 

what Wicca is all about- it's the dance of masculine andfeminine. . . and you need two equal 

partners before you can dance (Terty Whitmore). 

It is interesting to note that three of the four women who preferred to work in groups where 

both men and women were present, were strongly influenced by North American First Nations 

spiritual traditions. Two ofthem have ongoing involvement with First Nations people, and the 

other acknowledges and appreciates the First Nations influence in her magical practice but does not 

see herself as following a First Nations spiritual path. All three of these women indicated that, in 

North American First Nations' spiritual traditions, the earth and earth energy are conceptualized as 

feminine, and the sky is light oriented, masculine energy. Both masculine and feminine energy are 

valued and necessary, as this description of a Beltane celebration indicates. 

And when we gathered as men and women, we broke into councils of women and men 

and we would do the traditional women preparing the hole, while the men go o fand  get the 

pole. and then bring the pole. And there is no deeper or more exquisite way to experience the 

&Terence than when a group of women have been preparing a hole in the ground together and 

decorating it with flawers and you hear this sari of deep chant coming in the forest - ugh, ugh, 

b w  sounds, and you just get prickles all over your body, because you 're experiencing the energy 

ofmen bringing a pole to put info the hole. And it's so primal, that I wouldn't wanr to exclude 

myserffiom that wonde@l experience of how the women meet the men. and making contact, and 

how they help the pole enter the earth (Jjlvia Owens). 

While four women found much that positive about working with men, the other five 

women who had worked in groups where both men and women were present, emphatically stated 



their preference for working only with women, citing the hierarchical, and much more scripted 

nature of coven work in the Garduerim and Alexandrian traditions (which none of the four women 

who liked working with men were involved in), and the fact that men often had not done enough 

work on sexual issues or letting go of authority. 

I went to a mixed group and there was a man there who was Imown as the high priest 

and a woman who was known as the high priestess of the event. And the energy was really male, 

and this high priest guy was coming on to a young woman and it was really disgusting. I hated 

it. And everybody just accepted it. A d  because with witches and in witchcraft we value 

sexuality and try to be a lot more flee with it, and honor it, I think there is a lot ofpermission to 

be semially open in our pituaIs, but I just felt that it was inappropriate, what he was doing with 

this young woman. And this young woman, 1 mean, she wasn't that young, I mean she was old 

enough to be responsible for heme& but my sense of her was that she was probably pretty 

wounded and I just felt like the sexual energy that was going on was not equal in terms ofpower 

relations. He had a lot ofpower. And when I've heard of more traditional groups having 

gatherings and the room for sex and sexuality, l have just been really uncomfortable there, 

because l don 't believe that those men have done their work aroundferninism, around women 's 

issues, and so I'm very cautious about it (Sara Brannigan). 

Sara Brannigan's observation of the interplay between power and sexuality was also 

illustrated by the following account, told by the youngest woman that I interviewed, about a 

personal encounter with a male Witch. 

He was in a coven andl did one ritual with him but I didn't feel comfortable with him 

because f 'd ahvays done rituals with women. And we did afirll moon ritual, like basically out of 

the book - it was all mtlined, so 1 could see how it went, and I said everything afer he said it, 

and it was real& neat that way, but I felt that he was not doing it for the right reasons. I felt like 



he was attracted to me and wanting more @om me - that was my underlying feeling there. So I 

wasn't all that comfortable with it (Anna Dvorak). 

Although the women who spoke about their reluctance to work with men in witchcraft 

were unwilling to make broad generalizations about all men, most felt that there were gender issues 

that needed to be resolved. 

I wouldn't get into going to mixed rituals because I think it S veiy hard for men to let go 

of their power and it's very hard for women to trust men that they're going to do that. And I 

don 1 think that I wouldjnd it all that satisfying on*; deep level to be there with those kinds of 

guards up (Clara Singer). 

Of the eleven women who were currently working in covens, only one was involved in a 

group that included men. The information about covens that follows reflects the experiences of 

contemporary women Witches who work in women-only covens, but to the best of my knowledge, 

the dynamics of covens that will be discussed do not vary substantially between women-only 

covens and mixed-sex groups that are within the Reclaiming or Eclectic traditions9. 

Joiniw a coven. For a woman who wants to be part of a coven, the first task is to find one 

to join. But because it is so vital that the personalities of coven members are at least somewhat 

compatibIe, it is not alwqs easy to find one to fit into. Some women were able to find existing 

covens that welcomed them into the fold, but for many, joining a coven presented some difficulties. 

Here in Vancouver circles rend to be closed. You get into them when they are forming or 

there are particrrlar times when a circle might decide to be open. Generally, the circles tend to 

be closed, and l think that's really right for this city. I think i f  does counteract the impersonal - 

Iike you don't know anybody. Haing a consistent grouping feels like it 's really important in this 

emIIMronment. And my experience is that the magic does deepen in a group that you have 

experience and t m t  with, and that the ability to move into sacred andpowefil work becomes 



much easier with a consistent group. There is a kind ofpower that can happen in a place where 

you don'! h w  anybody But that ongoing grouping is really where you get to do a much more 

powerfil work (Paula James}. 

Rather than wait for an existing coven to create a space for them, eight of the women I 

spoke to had taken the initiative to develop their own group in order to enhance their learning 

about witchcraft and magic. Each of these eight women had connected with the process of 

witchcraft briefly - some at Witch Camp, some at "Elements" classes, others at various types of 

gatherings, and they determined to bring the practice of witchcraft into their lives on a regular 

basis. One woman went to a circle organized by her fiend and Iiked what happened. She wanted 

to h o w  more. 

So she told me the book that she had been reading was Diane Stein's Casting the Circle: 

A Women's Book O f  Ritual. And that's such a great how-to bookfor someone who doesn't know 

anything. So I went and read it and just called all my friends and said; "Hey you want to do 

this?" (laughter) And that's how my first group started. None of us knew anything - we 

basically followed the book wary Jane Brook\}. 

Forming or joining a coven is not something to be taken lightly. A deep commitment to 

personal and spiritual growth are necessary prerequisites. 

Group work, coven work, circle work, is real& important to my experience of the craft. . . 

lfind that the connection and the energy raised in groups does very much sustain me. And most 

ofthe ritual groups that I have been part of have, to a large extent, also been support groups. So 

that, there is very much a sense of creating check-in time, changing rituals to accommodate 

particuZar needs, doing some special rituals for people who are in some kind of crisis or a 

particular celebration they to have the group come together around. For me, that is also 

an important part ofthe work It's not simply magical work but it is very much bringing 



ourselves into the magical work, ajer we've created sacred space, establishing of a safe 

fiammork and then bringing ourselves into that space (Paula James). 

Important learning happens in covens, and much of it is focused on psychological insights 

and self acceptance. Women Witches feel supported emotionally and psychologically as the coven 

members deepen in their knowledge and trust of each other. However, Mary Jane Brooks 

described additional expectations for an newly formed coven that she was part of. 

We really want to do some serious work. We want to do some trance work, and more 

research on goddesses. . . . And when we 've gotten satiated with goddesses we might move on to 

crystals or something we don't know anything about and we'd like to. And we thought we'd 

dedicate a season to learn more about the Tarot (because one of the women knows lots about it 

and the rest of us don '0. That way we can share knowledge and improve our practice and really 

do some in-depth work. . . . I don *t want to just socialize and I don't want to be a therapy group - 

2 want to get on to do spiritual stuf@Aary Jane Brooks). 

This requirement that a coven be a meaningful learning experience and different from a 

counseling or personal growth group is echoed by Kate Schulman who has taught classes to novice 

Witches on the basics of  coven work. 

Ifyou're going to be in a group that does ritual, and you're going to call yourselves 

Witches, you're going to be confi.onting all ofyour own st@ I mean. are you willing to talk 

about racism and sexism and that kind of stufi and classism? Are you just going to get together 

to do ritual, or are you going to try to get to a place where there 's a deepening and a trust? To 

do that you have to be pretty honest with yourself: A coven is a place to do ritual. It isn 't a 

place to do peer counseling. It's not an emotional support group, it 's not a therapy group, it's a 

coven. All those things may happen, and do happen. You do get support, andyou do get 

emotional releasc, but ifyou go in with that idea it won't work (Kate Schulman). 



Covens offcr support, selflawareness, a place to develop psychic skills, a chance to 

practice magic, and an opportunity to have h. One coven I heard about offered a group of five 

women an opportunity to address special issues. 

I'm in a coven with all lesbians. It gives me a place to do specifically stuflthat 's in 

common with lesbians. Which is back to invisibility - there are always issues of visibility for us - 

to ourselves, too. And esteem, few parents ever look at us and say, "Oh good! Another queer 

baby in the family." (chuckle) So we carry a lot of that shit. So there's not just the important 

issues ofthat type of camaraderie and sharing - like being a mirror to each other, there 's the 

stufaround the fact that we see dz3erently in the world because we have to deal with dzflerent 

things. And it's not that we see better than or worse than, we see d~flermtly. And in my opinion, 

it's about making our own culture with each other, because we don't have role models in society, 

we don't have a culture, we don't have heroes. So we have to make that for ourselves. For me, 

it S a way to be strong in my identity and not keep it all in my head - to share what I am (Jean 

Davis). 

Chanhg: covens. Sometimes a particular coven will work well for a long period of time 

(the longest I heard about was approximately seven years). However, every woman I interviewed 

who had been part of a coven, had experienced the discomfort of leaving at least one coven, or 

having it disintegrate. This happens for a variety of reasons. Sometimes, although everyone has 

excellent intentions, a new group just does not congeal. 

The one circle group, although we met for probably about a year, it never real& formed 

a tight group. The energy that we raised was prefty sporadic, so it disbanded And in fact, in 

some ways the closing ceremony t h t  we did with it was as poweel as any. But, I think that was 

because it was truer, because we were releasing it. ft was time to do that, and it was powerfiil 

(Pauh James). 



h other cases, a group works well for a time and then the participants begin to feel 

d i s s a t i s ~ ~ .  

I was in that first coven for about three years. And then I lefi because the coven - it 

seemed Iike it wasn't going anywhere. And we all acknowledged that there was no energy there, 

so we went through this whole process of evaluation for about 6 months, and we cleared 

eveything that we couldpossibly think, that we had with each other, and still the energy 

wouldn't go anywhere. So I took a leave of absence and said that I wasn't being fed I wasn't 

bringing energy to it and IfeIt like I just needed to go (Sara Brannigan). 

Although Starhawk (1989a) states that covens should not be leaderless groups, and that 

persons who are more adept at working with enerB should be acknowledged and supported, the 

covens that I heard about, that are formed by women Witches who have been trained by Starhawk 

in the Reclaiming tradition, stress ~ ~ n s u s  decision making, rotating leadership tasks and 

responsibiIities, and non-hierarchical organization. (Tfiis is in contrast to the Garcinerim, 

Alexandrian, and Saxon traditions where two persons are designated as the High Priest and High 

Priestess.) One woman experienced the non-hierarchical nature of her coven as leaderless, which 

turned out to be proble-matic. 

The one coven group that I belonged to continued for a couple of year changed form a 

cimple of times - one person was asked to leave, a couple of people lefl on their own, a couple of  

new people joined - so it was Iike there was some shzj2ing in form. At one point it was down to 

three, and fhen we opned it a lot, built it up to about eight or ten. and then I was asked to leme, 

which was a point at which feminist circles break down. So the other side of working in a non- 

hierarchical feminist kind of way. was that there was not enough clear leadership to deal with 

some conflict that came up. and the only solution that could be envisioned was, ' see you later ' 

@'mila James). 



And lack of clearly designated and appreciated leadership can create another kind of 

grobIem as well- Three of the women I interviewed took a strong leadership role when they 

organized their covens but then grew to resent the fXt that others were not sharing the 

responsibility. 

The coven I was a parf of before, now 1 realize that I was just mmh more into it and 

dedicated and had more time to do it. And it turned out that ifl didn't organize it and write it 

and call everybody to tell them where to be and when to be there, it didn't happen. And 1 wanted 

something much more equd wary Jane Brooks). 

But sometimes covens end, not due to confIicts but because women's lives and needs 

change - they move away, change dKir professions, or have babies. 

The group I was in for about three years" had dwindled the last year and a hayto only 

f i r  of us, which was pretty ~n?al1~ but we workred hard to keep it going and keep the energy 

going. Then, when two of those people were going to be away for prolonged periods the last 

year, the group foZded Margaret Becker). 

Through all the change, grm.th, and conflict women Witches experience in covens, these 

smail groups remain the mainstay of their practice of witchcraft. Although the women I 

who were working primarily as solitary practitioners, were finding their solitary work 

efktive and sadsfjring, witchcraft is a social activity. As Marcel Mauss (1 950) points out, 

"magic was always the work of fbtemities (sic). Our earliest texts mention witch covens, magical 

corporations recruited throtfgtr heredity or vo1wrtarl)r membership" (p. 43). Magic works best in a 

group where the d m  betikieen people can be experienced: "Each body shares the same 

passion, each fie wears the same mask, each voice utters the same cry . . . one body, one soul, 

befieving in the suocess of their ritualm (p. 133). Became deep connections are made among the 

women Witches working to+, =wht  happeas in a coven is magical indeed, 



The Mwic of Myitchcraft 

The popular view of magic in our society is the use of illusion and sleight of hand that a 

magician does as part of a stage performance. Magic has also been called 'cmysticism" or "the 

occult", which is at best irrational and needs to be overcome, or at worst, evil and needs to be 

avoided entirely. But, according to modem Witch Marion Weinstein (198 I), all people have 

magical powers but many have deliberately suppressed them in response to fears about magic and 

witchcraft being the work of the Devil. In fact, magic is a way of uncovering the occult, which 

literally means hidden, not revealed, secret (p. xxv). The occult is about the great mysteries of life 

- the cycle of birth, growth, death, and re-birth, and the nature of humanity's relationship with the 

sacred (Starhawk, 1988, p. 26). To be open to and trust our intuition, to work with unseen forces, 

and to recognize a life force in the universe that humans are connected with and able to interact 

with is to uncover the occult. This is the work of magic. This is the work of Witches. 

Between the Worlds 

When the Witches in this study do magical work, whether alone, in a coven, or at larger 

community gatherings, the work they do is called a ritual. And, even though individuals, covens, 

and community gatherings are emmely diverse, and a witchcraft ritual can focus on any number 

of issues, a certain ritual structure has always been followed in any group that I have been part of 

that came together specifically to do witchcraft. 

The Attar. We always have an altar up, something that marks the four directions and the 

cenfer and then people open bring their own objects or something they want to put into that 

energy or have charged with that energy (Margaret Becker). 



The rihds that I have ken part ofinvariabtv f-re wonderfdly decorated altars, which 

are e&r pkmd ic the =o,rtJ: ofthe ckck =: in &he -&r. ?I?tere 1; usdiy :;I m e  dW but & 

some of the larger communiw gatherings, one sitar is created in each of the four directions. There 

are no rules about what people can place on die aftar, but objects usuafly correspond to the reason 

for the gathering (or the direczion, if there is more than one altar). For ezcampte, If the gathering is 

for Spring equinox, spring flowers and new buds or leaves or grasses might be present. Pastel 

c a d e s  would mark the f a r  directions and the center. and other objects that sigri@ new growth or 

beginaings would be incfudd Statues and replicas of the goddess in her maiden aspect would be 

prOIlljnent, and people would add whatever else they wanted to. 

The altar is also the piace magical. toois are placed. This woufd include a Witch's 

athame - a ritual knife, or her tw~& and tt-hatmer other tools she (or they) will use at this meeting. 

O f h  food aid drink are placed on the ahar as well. When the dtar is complete the ritual can 

m. 
Purif"ving. When contemporary women Witches begin a ritual, they follow a specific 

pttem for creating sacred spac;e v+.hich the). have learned from Starhawk and the Reclaiming 

tmdaion. 

We always cleanse oursehws ofthings that are clinging onto zlsjiom the outside world 

when we go into ritual- We ahays c1eme using one ofthe four elements - water, or mr, or 

earih, orfire, or sometimes a mix of t k m  Sometimes we do if m a very bnef kind of way, bur 

akays there's a cleansing. so h i  we cam begin to focus on n;har we Ye there to do ffim Hume). 

Smudgkg with sage or SR- is a popular way to cleanse or purifi.. To do this, the 

wometn form a circle and one member afthe group takes a burning bundte of sage or nseetgrass 

awipassesthesmokewer~~oftheanrenmateonherl&. W h e n W v i s t h o r @ y  

s11lrrdged,~bundleispassedtoheramtshesm~~persc~1oaherl&. Tbepmcess 



continues in this way until everyone in the group has bsen smudged. While the smudging is 

happening, &e women stand quietly and imagine their cares and worries leaving them so that they 

can be fiiliy present during the ritual to come. 

Grounding. Then we ground ourselves, and it's really important to do this in any kind of 

magic that you do, because need to be connected to the earth. We are the daughters of the 

earth and &he sons of the earth and we don't do ourselves any goad by getring out of contact with 

&he earrh. Sb we usually do a grounding which ofren takes the form of  the tree of life grounding 

(Kim Hume). 

The outline for the '-tree of life'. grounding exercise appears m Starhawk's book, 

Spiral Dance (1989a). Zt is the beginning of any meditation, and one of the basic and most 

important parts of ever). wiwhcrait activity. Women Witches ground themselves often - anytime 

tfrey want to feel more cunfident. or when they want to be more connected to other people or the 

~ h ,  or \vha they begin to meditate. and especially when they begin to work as Witches, whether 

&.mef or in in aven, OF zit a crrmmunie ritual. T k  following is StahiCk's f l989af outline of the 

tree of fife grounding exercise. It is EPZV~F follmid exactly by the Witches I have worked with 

became they are firmly committed to creativity and indi\ldual expression but it contains all of the 

imprtant: elements. 

Begin by sitting or standrng erect and breathing deeplv and 

lIp;ttunidty. 

Aid as we breatk- remrmbor to sit erect. and as your spine 

straigb~ens, fraz) the q- rising. . . (pause). Now imagine that 

,-ourspineistbetm&ofa&ee.. .and from its base, roots extend 

~ ~ o t h r e ~ . .  . - intodtecarteroftheearthHerself.. . 

 pause). And _vm can draw up pm-er from the earth with each 



breath. . . feel the energy rising. . . like sap rising through a tree 

t m k .  . . Aad f e l  the power rise up your spine . . . feel yourself 

becoming more alive . . . with each breath. . . And from the crown 

of your head, you have branches that sweep up and back down to 

touch the earth. . . and feel the power burst from the cmwn of 

your head. . . and feel it sweep through the branches until it 

touches the earth again. . . making a circle. . . making a circuit. . 

.returning to its source. . . (In a group:) And breathing deeply, 

fed how all our branches intertwine. . . and the power weaves 

through them. . . and dances among them, like wind. . . feel it 

moving. . . Now take a deep breath, and suck in the power, as if 

you were sucking through a straw. Feel it travel down your spine, 

and flow into the earth (pp. 57-58). 

One important thing about grounding is that it requires a woman to focus on herself, to 

find her center - the place in her body where she is most herself, and to experience a deep sense of 

d o n  to the earth and to eveqone in the circle. An equally important thing is that the circle 

of energy that each Witch visualizes surrounding herself, is a circle of protection which provides 

safety from intrusion of negative psychic energy as she opens herself to the unseen world. 

The imgkq roots that reach into the earth m extend from the soles of the feet as well 

as fiom one"s spine, and in many gnxtncfirtg meditations, the center of the earth is visualized as a 

glace of pure d d  love and acceptance &-here worries, self deprecation, despair, and 

memtaf Wgue can be transformed into healing and revitalizing energy that is then drawn up into 

dre body, Afier participating in this tbpe ofgroundiqg exercise s e v d  times, Witches can do it 

ahnost instantaneousty. 



It k very much a part of my practice. If2 say to myself; "OK run energy", I can do that, 

like right now. I can just extend this sense of being connected to the earth and connected to the 

sky and 1-fie1 more grounded right away. It's not a mysterious shing. It k just a skill, and it 's 

essential to my Wicca practice to be able to do that kind of grounding and centering and 

meditation (Clara Singer). 

Witches ground to connect with their deeper selves, the earth and other people. They also 

ground in order to tap into the energy of the universe, rather than using their own energy for the 

magical work that is to be done, and becoming depleted. 

We become this conduit for energy running between the earth and the rest of the 

universe. This allows us to power the magic so that we don't have to use our own energy up, and 

we come away fvom ritual feeling better than we went to it ifwe 're well grounded (Kim Hume). 

cast in^ the Circle. After the grounding exercise, a circle is cast to create sacred space. 

The circle is cast by one member of the group. u-ho walks to each of the four directions in turn, 

beginning with the north. As she walks to each direction, the rest of the group t u r n  to face that 

direction with her. Tracing the shape of a pentacle in the air with her athame or wand, she says: 

To north, "By the earth that is her body." 

To east. "By the air that is her breath." 

To south, '-By the fire o f k r  bright spirit,.' 

To west, '-By the wafers of her living v.-omb,'" 

AAer completing the circle, to above the center, "By all that is above," 

And to beIow tlx center. -'And aU that is below, 

The circle is cast, we are between the worrlds.'' 

Casting a circle creates sacred space. The sacred space is between the worlds - the everyday world 

and andher reality h i m  to the intuition and imaginaticin of those who are present. It protects the 



group and provides a container for the energy that the Witches will raise. Starhawk (1 989a) says 

"Casting the circle is an awtd meditation" @. 72). It is a group visudidon h t  takes on the 

energy of the participants and becomes a boundary within which to work. This allows Witches to 

work in a large variety of places, both indoors and outdoors. 

One outdoor ritual that I attended was held near the shore of Trout Lake in East 

Vancouver. It was Summer Solstice, 1993, a lovely warm evening and many people were enjoying 

the park. Prior to that night, I had been to many rituals and experienced the casting of the circle 

many times, but I had always thought it was purely imaginary. That night, as or. youp of about 

forty women danced and sang and celebrated the height of summer, people passing by or playing 

games nearby stopped and watched, but no one attempted to cross the invisible tine where the circle 

had been drawn. It was as ifthey, too, could sense the boundary we had created. 

Invocations. m e  next thing we do is we ask for the guardians of the directions to be with 

us to help pro feet us and keep us safe and to bring their special powers into the circle for us. 

And we also inWe whatever gaddesses and gods we want to have - that seem to be particularly 

focused on whatever it is that we'repianning to do (Kim Hume). 

The invocations to the directions are usually very interesting and creative. There are 

certain correspondences that go with each of the four directions and the center, and these are either 

called out verbally by one person, or included in a chant sung by the group, or enacted by sound 

and movement. The correspondences include the elements (air for East, fire for South, water for 

West, earth for North, spirit for Center) and other s_vmbolic or psychological characteristics that go 

with the elements. For example, the correspondences for East would include; air, wind, movement, 

~ ~ ' . l g s ,  intuition, and insight. The time of day associated with East is dawn, the time of year is 

spring. Often birds, aoimafs- and COIOTS that s i g -  the particular direction that is being invoked 

are also d (Starhawk, 1989a, p. 25 1-254). Usually, all Witches present turn to fke each of 



the directions, just as they did for the casting of the circle, while the spirits of the directions are 

bekg d i e d  in. 

The meditation that began with purification, grounding, and casting the circle will 

sometimes deepen so that invoking the directions fosters a feeling of deep spiritual connection. 

I was able to get a group together, and asked an experienced leader to come and do an 

introductory ritual. And that was an amazing moment for me. The form that we were using was 

the very basic one from % d m v k  which, of course, includes the calling in of the directions. And 

at that point, I didn P have the basic coordinates that Starhawk works from. And the woman who 

was leading the ritual, very brief', just listed o f a  number of the elements that are related to 

particular directions and asked me cf I would call in West. And it was one of those times when I 

believe I more channeled the invocation than anything else. It came out in pure poetry, and in a 

voice I wasn't familiar with. . . And that was the first time that it was obvious to me fhat I was 

able to bring together this little lisl oj'things into this incredibly strong invocation to the 

direction flPeula James). 

The goddesses, and sometimes the gods. are invoked after the directions, in accordance 

with the purpose of the ritual. Again, this can be done by singing a chant, or calling out names and 

characteristics of particular goddesses or gods. There are goddesses that correspond to seasons of 

the year* cycles in women's lives, issues that women fBce, and projects that women are involved in. 

The gods are the consorts of the gcddesm. "The G d e s s  is the Encircler, the Ground of Being; 

&e God is That-Which-Is-Brought-Forth, her mirror image, her other pole. She is the earth, he is 

the grain. She is the wheeI, he is the traveler'"Starhawlc, 1989a p. 109). The foflowing is a 

popular chant tbat invokes the gcxkks Kore at a spring equinox: 

Her name carmot be spoken, Her face was not forgotten, 

Her power is to open, Her promise can never be broken. 



(Chorus) She changes everything She touches , and 

Everything she touches, changes (repeat last 2 lines). 

Change is, touch is; Touch is, change is. 

Change us, touch us; Touch us, change us! 

All sleeping seeds she wakens; The rainbow is her token, 

Now winter's power is taken; In love, all chains are broken. 

(Repeat chorus.) (Lauren Liebling & Starhawk, In Starhawk, 

1989% pp. 102-103). 

As a chant such as this one is sung over and over, women break into spontaneous 

improvisations on the basic tune and rhythm as they honor their own conception ofthe goddess. 

The harmonies that are created are amazing - a fine tribute to the goddess and a further deepening 

ofthe meditative consciousness. 

The Bodv of a Ritual 

Everyone present has done a purification. They have grounded, and created a sacred space 

b e e n  the worlds, where they are surrounded by spirits of the directions, and in the presence of 

divinity. Within this sacred space, the body of the ritual is created. 

Aii acts of love and   lea sure. And fhen we do whatever we 're going to do, which could 

be almost anything (Kim Hume). 

Aside fiom this basic structure of a witchcraft meeting, there are no conventions or 

s p d i c  scripts tbat need to k foffowed. For the tarper community rituals, which are held every 

six weeks on the Sabbats - the eight holidays which turn the wheel of the year, a planning 

camnimx fbnns and decides ~~ the body ofthe ritual will contain. Ideas are taken fiom books, 

prior e x p e r i e ~ ' ~ s ,  and much d v e  interaction. The procedures for creating smaller coven rituals 



vary with the particular group, and the groups are independent and very diverse. As far as the 

actual content of the body of any ritual is concerned, Witches do an astounding variety of things. 

You can do personal or interpersonal work, you can do teaching, learning, planning. 

You can do tasks, make spells, do trance and explore other times and other places. You can 

make music and dance - anything that you want. One of my fmorite Wiccan writings is "The 

Charge of the Goddess" which r e m i d  us that the goddess says, "all acts of love andpleasure 

are my rituals". So whatever we're doing it's sacred to the goddess (Kim Hume). 

The "Charge of the Goddess" that Kim Hume is referring to here is a poem that first 

appeared in English in Charles Leland's Aradia: Or the Gospel of the Witches (1 99O), which was 

first published in 1890. Leland was an American folklorist whose study of European Gypsies led 

him to an Italian Witch who could trace her ancestry back to the Etruscans (Guiley, 1989). When 

the modern witchcraft revival began. Leland's work was thought to be part of the history, poetry, 

and magical lore of the Old Religion that w s  persecuted by the Inquisition. The "Charge" was 

taken up and revised by Gerald Gardner and Doreen Valiente (1989), and firrther revised by 

Starhawk (1989a). Although it is quite lengthy, I have decided to include the entire poem because 

it expresses so much of the spirit that contempomy women Witches bring to their coven meetings 

d communi@ rituals. 

Listen to the words ofthe Great Mother. who of old wvas called 

Artemis, Astartee Dime, Melusine, Aphrodite, Ceridwen Diana, 

Arionrhod, Brigid. and by many other names: "Whenever you have 

need of anything, once in the mm* and better it be when the moon is 

&If, you shali assemble in in secret place and adore the spirit of 

Me w h  is queen of the Wise. Ym shall be free fiom slavery. and as 

a s i g e ~ ~ m k k y m W k d i n y m r r i t e s .  Singfkaa, 



dance, and make music and love, all in My presence, for Mine is the 

ecstasy of the spiritr, a;xt Mine also is joy on earth. For my law is love 

unto all beirigs. h4he is the secret that opens upon the door of youth, 

and Mine is the cup of wine of life that is the Cauldron of Ceridwen, 

that is the holy grail of immortality. I give the knowledge of the spirit 

eternal and beyond death I give peace and freedom and reunion with 

those that have gone before. Nor do I demand aught of sacrifice, for 

behold, I am the mother of all things and My love is poured upon the 

earth." 

Hear the words of the Star Goddess, the dust of whose feet 

are the hosts of heaven, whose body encircles the universe: "I who 

am the beauty of &e green earth and the white moon among the stars 

and the mysteries of the waters, I call upon your soul to arise and 

come unto me. For I am the soul of nature that gives life to the 

universe. From Me all things proceed and unto Me they must return. 

Let My worship be in the heart that rejoices, for behold - all acts of 

love and uleasure are Mv rituals [emphasis added]. Let there be 

beauty and strength, power and compassion, honor and humility, 

mirth and reverence within you. And you who seek to know Me, 

know that your seeking and yearning d avail you not, unless you 

know the Mystery: for if that which you seek, you find not within 

yourseIf, you will never find it without. For behold, I have been with 

you from the beginniag, and I am that which is attained at the end of 

desire" (Stahwk, 1989a, pp- 90-91). 



The "Charge7' summarizes what witchcraft is all about. It speaks about the love and joy 

and reverence for Me that is an integral part of the practice of witchcraft as I have come to know it. 

The reference to being naked in the "Charge" has to do with being open and vulnerable, clear of 

mind and willing to experience the rite without prejudice. Bodily nudity is not followed in any of 

the coven meetings or community ritual; that 1 have been part of, but ifthe rapport and trust 

developed among coveners to the point where they felt comfortable meeting in the nude, that would 

be totally acceptable. 

The naked body represents truth, the truth that goes deeper than 

social custom. Witches worship naked for several reasons: as a 

way of establishing closeness and dropping social masks, because 

power is most easly raised that way, and because the human 

body is itself sacred f Starha\vk, 1989a, p. 97). 

The "Charge" indicates k t  any sort of life affirming activity can form the body of a 

ritual. In small groups or covens, the overall focus of the group will dictate to some extent, the 

body of that coven's rituals. For example, a coven might concentrate on taking part in political 

actions such *as ATDs awareness, the Take Back the Night" march, or letter writing campaigns to 

fbrther feminist or social causes. Another coven, or even the same one at another time, might focus 

on life pasassages, personal projects, or using magic to manifest or banish certain things in their 

lives. Others might focus on doing trance work and developing self awareness and interpersonal 

skills. No Illatter what the overall focus, all of the women who worked in covens mentioned 

healing work as an important part of their coven activities. 

A woman was going to h e  ovarian c)-- b removed. She was going to have surgery and 

we planned a whole Htual  a r d  that. And the energy we worked with was corn woman. So we 



used that theme, and someone made up a song to corn woman and we shared corn bread and 

wed cornmeal and made it to rub on her belly (Sylvia Owens). 

While healing rituals like this one are very popular among Witches, rituals to mark 

specific life passages are also popular. 

Ritual is very important. There has to be something that he@ you as a human being, 

mark the time that's gone by. And in our society, it just doesn't exist. There are religious 

holidays like Easter and stufllike that, but people don't really know who they are. In old days, 

and in Native American beliefs even to this day, when you were a child, you were allowed to be a 

child, but as soon as you started menstruating, there was a ritual that went with that. And when 

you became pregnant with yourfirst child, there was a ritual for that. You always knew where 

you were. The markers went along. When you reached a certain age, there was another ritual to 

usher you into fir11 adulthood. We don't have that, and 1 think people flounder. They don't know 

where they belong or what theirfirnction is in society, and that's a scary place to be in. And 

being a Witch is wondeel for that, because there are rituals to mark passing seasons and 

passing life events and to welcome things and to let things go. And there is just energy in 

sharing with other people who are like minded and working for a cause and realizing your 

potential (Ziz Clawson). 

The body of a ritual at a coven meeting might help women accept changes, such as the loss 

of a job, a relationship, or a loved one through death. I learned about a ritual for handfasting - a 

Pagan maniage celebration, and for house blessing when a woman moved to a new apartment. A 

ritual can highlight a specific social or environmental issue, both local - like stopping the clear-cut 

fogging at CIayoqud Sound, and international - like finding ways to assist women victims ofthe 

war in Bosnia, or it ean simply celebrate the different phases of the moon. 



Most larger community rituals mark seasonal cycles, which become opportunities to focus 

on certain aspects of our lives. 

ffit's one of the Sabbats that we're celebrating, then there are particular things that have 

to do with the eight Sabbats m the year. And we usually have something that matches with that. 

For exumple, we wouldn't do a celebration of renewal and beginnings ofgrowth at a ritual in the 

fail because that's a time when things are heading toward the death end ofthe cycle. So we keep 

in tune with what is happening on the earth at that time ofyear (Kim Hume). 

The largest community rituals are held at Samhain (pronounced sow ane) which 

corresponds with Hallo~:een. This is the Witches' New Year and the time of year when the veil 

between the worlds is the thinnest. The last two years, 1993 and 1994, over three hundred people 

attended the comenity ritual for Samhain in Vancouver. These two large rituals, a public ritual 

kd by Starhawk in July, 1993, and another public ritual led by Zsuzsanna Budapest in November, 

1993 are the only community gatherings 1 have zttended where men have participated. In each 

instance, they were about ten percent of the total. 

Trance and Meditation. Whatever the body of the ritual encompasses, every ritual that I 

have been part of includes an opportunity for self reflection. This is because the "Charge of the 

Goddess" indicates that an important part of witchcraft is learning about oneself "If that which 

you seek you 6nd not within youtseW* you will never find it without*' (Starhawk, 1989% p. 91). 

h v l e d g e  and &mation ofthe self are important goals of witchcraft. 

You are important. You are the Goddess. The greatest knowledge comes from within. 

To know yourselfis to know - everything Mary Jane Brooks). 

The focus on seIfbwl&e is so vital that learning to be a Witch and practice witchcrafl 

is equivalent to learning and practicing the art of self awareness. Nearly any activity done in 

sacred space can produce personal insights, but one important %say k t  s e l f a ~ ~ ~ ~  is 



specifidy fostered is through the kmce or meditative journey, which is incorporated into the 

b d y  of mimy ritwds. p u p  da7ies md iiim iiliw-ard, one  on fez& them on zm 

imaginary journey. 

One of the things I've heard said, and I say it all the time, is I never know ifI'm making 

this up or ifit  3 really happening- And it's just like doing visuaiization in therapy or hypnosis. 

And I've come to accept for myselfthat it doesn't really matter ifl'm making it up because that 's 

the magic - it S moving to another level of corn-ciousness and to anotE:r world That's one of the 

things we say, that we move between the worlds - between the physical world and the spiritual 

world or the etheric world, and somewhere in the middle there, we walk in both. And reality is 

dzflerent in that place (&ra 3rannigan)- 

Marion Weinstein (1 98 1) explains the difference between the physical world and the 

spiritual or etheric world She says that the physical world that we perceive with our senses is the 

'World of Form" (p. 26), but we have evidence that there are things in the universe we cannot 

know through sense perception. 

There are more realities out there than we can see or know. And I can reiate it a bit to 

how we hear. Dogs hear more than we do and we h o w  that. We can't hear what they hear, but 

we Know it's reality. So maybe there S a lot more out there than we ca 1 sense or know Mary 

Jane Bruoh). 

The area that we cannot readily perceive through our senses is the "Invisible Realm", the 

place where microsmpic organismsI auras, spirits, and our own thoughts and ideas dwell 

(Weinstein, 1981, p. 27). The Wodd of Form and the Invisible Realm are different planes or 

dima&011~, neitfKr is bigha or lavera superior or Mar- But because people live in the World of 

Eorm,sontetimesthisseernstobeatlthatthereis,andwedenytheexistenceoftheInvisible 

Reahn. "Even thin@ rrur col.rscious minds may wt be aware of these possibilities, even though 



our culture may deny them, even though contemplating them may seem strange - our subconscious 

minds, our souls, know" (Weinstein, 198 1, p. 104). In witchcraft rituals, the conscious mind has 

an opportunity to learn about the Invisible Realm through the trance journey. 

We do trance to get to that other level or that other place, where we can truly look at 

some things about ourselves and our lives, and to get information from our ancestors andfiom 

spirit bodies that we can't get in the physical world because, on a physical plane our 

consciousness blocks a lot of things out, because we have to live in this world. So, when I go 

between the worlds, I believe that I'm more open to receiving information that I might not be 

able to receive when I'm filly conscious (Sara Brannigan). 

In order to explain how individual persons experience the place beheen the World of 

Form and the Invisible Realm, Starhawk (1988) postulates that every person has three selves - 
,, 
'-Deep Sci, Talking Self. and Younger Self' (p. 54). Deep Self is the essence, or soul. Talking 

Self is like the ego of psychoanal?;tic theory, and Younger Self is the emotional self, our internal 

landscape, the patterns within wbicfr we live our lives (p. 55).  M ~ F  Jane Brooks explains how 

these three parts of the self interact. 

Starhawk talks about different places ofconsciousness and her terms are: Talking Self: 

which is where we usually are everyday. it's our intellect, and what takes care of us; and Younger 

%I f ;  which is more of a szrbcomcious - not exactly the child within thing, it's a little dtferent 

than that, but children are much more mare of that consciousness than adults are. And the way 

ro Younger SelJ or that comciotisness is fhrough tangible things - smells. symbols, visualization, 

m c h  more hands-on. tangible. get zip, move around stufl It's through chanting, repetitive stuff -- 

@4a,ry Jane Brooks). 



So, the structure of the riw the purifiing, grounding, casting the circle, invoking 

diredons and divinities. cban:ing and danckg are intended to activate Younger Self who is able to 

communicate with both Deep Selfand Talking Self- fiom her position between the worlds. 

And Younger Wfkntnvs our Deep Self much better than Talking Selfdoes. so we need to 

get in touch with Younger Self; because she has a lot to teach us - a lot ofmessagesfor rrs. And 

Talking Selfisn't directly connected to Deep Self; but Younger &Ifis. So to get to Deep Self; yo2i 

go through Younger Slf: Andyou go through trance. or_vou go through meditation wary Jane 

Brooks). 

Without making a major foray into p s y c b w t i c  theory, I think it is apparent that 

Younger Self and Self could be thought of as the unconscious mind, with Younger Self 

represeating the individud unconscious that is formed in chil&ood in response to personal and 

social experiences, and Deep Self representing Carl Jung called the co1lective unconscious - 
that part of an individual chat connects with the ground of being. Starhawk (1989a) says that 

Talkkg Seff comes into esis$mce iil& Gx acquisition of speech w m  acxmding to Rosalind 

lwinsky (1990), con- to Sigmund Freud"s oedipal stage, and Jaques Lacan's entrq. into the 

Spilbolic. This is the time u c h  the uncooscious comes into existence, split off from 

consciousness, as a container for all that has to be repressed in order for an individual to function 

in -,society. 

As Talking Sew3 or tbe conscious miwS becomes quiet through meditation, Yomger Self, 

or the personal subconscious, emerges and anbarks on the trance journey, following the 

instructions ofthe person who is leading the trance. But Talking Self rebins awareness. 

When you i e  in frame, y m  're not ~1~0nscious~ You have consciousness about what is 

happening ar the time, so you haw choice about haw far to go and what you 're comfortable 

aboarf doing d n o r  doing @bra Brmigann). 



Through trance aad meditation, Younger Self releases information that has been repressed 

in &e process of growing up, and with that information, the emotional pain that made the 

repression necessary is also released. ,4lthough this is painful, it is atso verq- healing, because 

ma&&n@ repressed i n f o d o n  requires expenditure of energy which is then not available to 

individuals to move forward in their lives, or to ftand up for tt.lemselves, or get involved in world 

changing adivities. The catharsis that happens \;hen Younger Self reveals infonnation in trance is 

welcomed by most Witches for the self-awareness and personal empowerment it brings wjth it. 

It can bring a lot of emotional release. and Ifind that really vaiuable because f don't get 

to do that very much (Sara Brannigan). 

During the trance journey- Younger Self reveals knowledge to Tatking Self - usually in the 

form of images and symbols, the way dreams present infonnation. Each person makes her OWTI 

~ c c a t i o n  of the sqmbols that are presented. 

At Winter Solstice I was taken through a visusllzatlon of going down through !he earth - 

going fkraugh the foresf and down info the earth, into a cave. When I was in the- forest and 

apprmching the cave / was really nenwus and qfiaid. Then f saw a maiden and a mother down 

m the cave. The maiden was my marher as a ~oung  woman. And 1 was instructed to look in her 

trunk to see what she had for me. And rr was a w eddmg dress. and 1 looked at it and it was kind 

oftP11s S5Qs crinoline [king and I remember thinkmg it j. not trme for John and / to get married 

yet, a d  thinkrng I wouldn i h v  n dress lrke thar, and then realizing that by trpng to change the 

look air. 1 was blocking what nYa+ coming to me Jb Ips t  let it come, and then the mother 

w m  nrypresenr mother. 

We went to a wellI and then I n-ar instructed to look down in the well 10 see wehr wac 

therefor me. and there was a Wy h was my b d y  and it was a baby boq.. And then the crone 

qqmz~e4 d if w m  mp' G r m m  fkrden. ma2 1 was i m ~ ~ c t e d  to h k  in her mddron and see 



what she had for me. And what was in her cauldron was tuns of feaf* and tom ifpain, and some 

anger, ?m- Bgt s,k sdd, "These ~ r e n ' t j m m  to keep, htr: these are jwws to understtind. You'll 

b e  utzderstmding by Summer &lstice. " 

And when I walkd out of the cave and back fhrough the forest, I had no fear, because 

Gramma was with me. Not in a c d l i n g  wq.  like my mother who always nurtured me very 

protectively and affeti~nately~ Gramma wasn't there like that. She was just there - solid 

support. And then, in March, Igot my abuse memories back (Anita Yarden). 

By using meditairn and mince journeyt Witches learn that their unco~~~cious minds, or 

Younger Selves are able to contad their Deep Selves, which dwell in the Invisible Reah.  

Someha  a trance jarme). links Tafiung Self to other part. of  the Invisible Redm such as the 

spirits of ancestors. En adctition to Anita Varden, three other women mentioned that they have 

received support and encouragemat fhm Grandmothers. Sometimes a message comes from what 

could d y  be described as an entity. 

I had one guided meditation that was very powerfir1 for me because I 'd never experienced 

anything like that before- I went into this room. It was vely much like a dream would be. And I 

hadn't ever experienced that before either. Uswrlly, ly,Ijust do the walking thing. You know, I'm 

walking hwe, and ffind this and I w  that. But this one really had that dream aspect, you know 

how in dream you never bmw whut to expect andall of a sudden these things just appear before 

your face, right? Anywq I was in this room and there was this person - not a person, it was 

Aid oflike an entity was sitting in this chair, d then I dowed this entiy to speak to me. 

M ~ ~ ~ w ~ ?  

Ir wasftlst very simple- I think it was something like. "Be still. " 

&e a lot of what i hawe fo ab in my life is toIjusi do that - be still, be centered. Because 

1"ve been a wrypassiomtepemon - I've been living out there in the smrs fchuckle) for quite 



some years, and it S real& been dt$alt for me many a time to just stay grounded and be in the 

present moment and not live in the past, and not live in the fitture. Like be here, be now, be 

happy (Wendy Hahrorson). 

The trance or meditative journey is a way to open the pathways of communication between 

the conscious and the unconscious mind. W e n  the barriers between the mco.nscious and the 

collscious are crossed, ideas, images, plans, and solutions to problems arise freely" (Starhawk, 

1 %!la, p. 157). The trance journey also makes it possible for Talking Self to experience a deep 

sense of communion with the Divine, which comes -4th accessing Deep SeIf, the part of each 

human that is connected with &e ground of being. Learning to do trance work is learning to 

'change consciousness at urilI'', which is Starhaw.k's (1 989a) definition of magic; 'the art of 

awakening deeper levels of consciousness beyond the rational" (p. 27). 

Group Trance. One particularly fascinating variety of trance journey that women have 

experienced at B.C. Witch Camp is the group trance. where several women create a trance journey 

d experience an a l t e d v e  reality together. 

The trance work started out with a p d e d  cisualizatron, and the next thing I think we did 

w a ,  we fiind a place o f p e r  wifl,."n so that we could_feel safe anytime we needed to, within a 

trance- And then we started working in pairs, where one of us guided the other person into a 

tance jozimey And then, the next session we would reverse. And then we went in together. 

wirere it was equal- We both talked each other into trance. We went somewhere together where 

we saw the same things. i"7w-v call it consensus realiry. 

A lot of it is p e r  of mggesfion. Yoti sqing. "I'm seeing trees and a hill and a creek. 

daq"ou see fh f?"  And the otherpe~son wmild let that wash over them until they saw it and they 

miht suy "Yes, but I also see. .. " And so, you wmld trade visions until you had created a place 

&€getkr- 



And then we'd get into threes. And then we did it in a larger group offour, and because 

f 'm qzrite a skepticz 1 real& do f - ~ i  to feel anti see things for myself before f'lr believe in them, so 

I started hotding back and looking at my srrrroudings and not saying anything, and knowing 

what I saw and then someone beside me would say, Well, this is what I see ". And I would say 

"Yeah, I see that too ". And someb* else would see something and I would say "Yeah, I can see 

that." And that so shocked me. That we obviously were in some place together seeing the same 

things! 

At drfferent points, someone would hold back and just look and then say, "Beyond that 

tree that we're all seeing prominently- beyond that, I see an abyss, I see things that are scary" 

And somebody else would have the courage to say, "Well you know, beyond that tree , I see 

darkness and I'm feeling real& scared. " And it was like; "Whoa! We are in the same place, and 

it is whut we are building together." And that really surprised me. . . . 

l know in one of the grmp trances we did we were all in a place together and we all saw 

a chest together and we talked about; "571ould we move on?" And one of t ~ s  felt she needed to 

open that chest and look inside. And we could tell that she was feeling very emotional about it, 

adfeeling a little fiozen, and one of the other women said; ''Can 1 help p u  open the chest? 

What $Istand behind it and help you get that lid open? I won't be able to see in, because I'll be 

huI&ing the lid up." And they worked on that together, and I know what she found was very 

signz$cant-fir her. And l know that she also felt that she didn't need to tell us what it was, it was 

far her personally- And the other woman helped her close the chest. It took awhile. and I know 

that, for that woman it was hardfor her to take up that time in the group. And she had a lot of 

ep~eauragement, saying; ff"N. it% OK We don't mind waiting for you. We want yozr to take this 

time-" And even that was a big step for her, to take the time away porn other people in the group 

mrd m e  it for hemeYmzd know that that waf OK wary Jane Brooks). 



Ctearly, the Ievel of trust and bonding that would result from an experience Iike this would 

'be quite profound. But there is another aspect ofgroup trance journeying that is even more 

exciting. 

Reclaiming talked about having aplace where they go to, that they have gone to together 

so open that if's their coven's special place. They all know how to get there. and if one person 

misses a meeting, they can go there the nexi d q  in their mind, andfind out what the others did 

flmghfer). I thought, "No way!" She says. '"Sometimes we leave messages. Like ifsomebody is 

in a dzflerent city, we can go to our special place in our coven meeting in trance and leave them 

a message. We have a box that we leave messages in, and they can go the next day, open that 

box and they will get the message we sent them". And I thought, "There are possibilities here 

that IU never considered!" They still make me shake thinking; "Wow, they can do that?" (Mary 

Jane Brookrf. 

Another e.uample o f a  group trance, this time \vith a larger group, demonstrates that 

rr;mces are nd  always serious, hard work. 

At Witch Camp. we weni on a group trance - Starhawk took w to faiyland. And it was 

@st orrtqeous. And. again. there k jlrst a Iack qf words, but that was the best trip I ever had in 

all my lifef We went in a pack. all qftrs. and it was wild. It was like a three how trance, and it 

w m j m  incredible {Jean h i s ] .  

The grounding that begias mch ritual, the circle that is cast to contain the enere. the 

i irvdion of directions and divinity-. all require a change of consciousness, and together these 

praxses  bring W i t c h  to a place bsnvixn the World of Form and the Invisible Reah,  where they 

can access M. Frequent \isits to fhjs place h ~ - e a  the worlds br ir i  a sense of inner knowing, 

l re ing  lxEseif, and bonQng with &rs. 



Wicca is the beginning - like the foundation of something, or the roots of se& and the 

recognition of that point where we begin fo frust our intuition, ourselves- .. . ff l  don't hme a 

good relationship with myse& my inhition, then it 's possible that I can find myselfwith someone 

that I might not be willing to fnrsf. or I might end up giving too much (Elaine Krentz). 

Wicca celebrates mrsehtes, our intuition, our own intuitive powers, and our own 

knowledge. Knowledge that we can share, about healing ourselves, and healing and helping 

each other, and healing the earth (1Margaret Becker). 

Wicca is a haven for me- It 's a necessary place for me. It S the only place on this earth 

where I can heal as a person. And not just heal, but grow, and have a place where I can gain a 

red prspctive ofwFif mj l@2 is, not a perspeiive hat patriarchy has givept me. If S a place 

for me to get awaypom that, to a degree, as much as I can, and start putting patriarchy outside 

of me and seeing what 'f there. And there 's a tremendous amount there (Jean Davis). 

S m k .  b i d e s  &e trance or d t a d v e  journey, the body of a ritual often includes casting 

a speil - ~ i b t e d l y  the most controversial aspect of witchcraft. In mainstream academic 

discourse, ~ ~ ~ h c r a f t  is &quer@iy codkiwi wim magic, which is then consistentiy equated with 

spells, hexes, curses, and maniplrfatim of various kinds (Eliade, 1991 ; Fmrf  1993; Lehmann & 

M q a ,  1989; hhnvick, 1975; nKlmas, 197 f ). As fbe Witches have show the magic of 

~ ~ n t e m p ~ r a r y  witchcraft is much more than ~ ~ s ,  hexes, curses and manipulations. It is self- 

aw;uenessf personal empmtcrmeat and - the Divine within. And, while there is a place 

f o r ~ a s p e l l , ~ y ~ ~ ~ i n t h e ~ o f a r i n t a l a r e i n t e n d e d t o & f e s t o r  

banish something, Witdxs d,Bke&& bet\am a spell, which seeks ~ create a positive change, 

andafiexorcurse,whi&isintendedtodoh. 

S.t.arfra~r.k"s (198%) ddidkm ofa spell is "a symbolic act dane in an altered state of 

in order to came a desired change5) (p. 124). Witches purify themselves and their 



physical space, ground tkmseIves and cast a circle, to create an altered state of consciousness. 

Then, ihe desired change is stated or chied, and visualized. To bind the wish some tangible 

activity, like burning candles, tying knots, creating charms, tviiting words or images, burning paper 

containing words or images, and repeating words or phrases, is done. These activities are tools 

that Witches use to focus h i r  concerrfration. 

I think they are caiulysts - the spell, the chanting, the wishing and wanting it to happen. 

So it 's actually psychic projection (Grace Fletcher). 

hagination, visuafization, concentration, and projection are all important parts of any 

spell. This is because spells often work through suggestion. "For example, a woman casts a spell 

to get a job. Afterward she is filled with new selfconfidence, approaches her interview with 

assurance, and creates such a good impression she is hired" (Starhawk. 1989a, p. 126). In order 

for the suggestion to have an e f f i  the result you want to achieve must be clearly visualized. 

I feel like I have to go to a level where I can really create a real image. a visualization. 

YOU have to be in the image. and create it so ~t 's red. Because in order to make something real, 

you have to make it real inside your mind (Clara Singer). 

Starhawk (1989a) and Z s w a n a  Budapest (1980/1989) give examples of how a Witch 

can cast a spell to manifest Mth, love luck or m o v .  They describe spells to help a Witch find 

the right tKzuse or the right job, or complete a project. or protect herself. There are spells for 

getting rid of anger, healing a broken heart. and overcoming loneliness. But casting the spell is not 

mcwgh. To achieve the desired goal, a Witch must also do the actual work in the physical world, 

such as w&kg cmr.letent d c a l  attention, adid? pursuing a home or a job, takmg steps to 

complete a project, and locking doors. 

Like yar don'tjiisi get what p u  want by doing a ritual and then sitting around on your 

htt fchur;t@- Yyou how, you haw to act in the world too. -And that's one of the things I like 



about the craft too. It's not ascetic and it's not isolationist. It5 very much a practice in the 

worfd. And you're nor going to gel a job ifyou jmt do a rituaI and then stay home and never 

phone anybody or write a resume. But the fact that you do a ritua:' before you go to an int~rview, 

I think can very likely eflect how that interview goes- So it d e p d  on what you're asking f ~ r ,  

but I think if works (Clara Singer). 

Spells are fun to do, and they are also a way for Witches to focus attention on their own 

interests, dreams and desires, sometiring women often have difficulty doing. Whether a spell 

actualgy mwurks in the materid world is less important than the psychological insights women gain 

from doing them. 

Spd!s . . - &vi rrs *& mdj; t3 &- to tod irsteqxet the 

~ ~ C O I L S C ~ O ~ ~ ~ ,  but dsa to speak to it, in the language it 

understands. Sqmbols, images, and ~bjects used in spells 

commuaimte directly d b  Younger Self, who is the seat of our 

emotions and whu is barely touched by the intellect. We often 

dd =ttr fdkg aid behior but h d  otsrselves mlable to 

change &an. Tbrougb spells, we can attain the most important 

power - the pmer ta olriseIves (S tarhad ,  i989a, p. 125). 

Because spell casting has &is pasod focus, and because Witches emphasize personal 

tmpwb-nnent and fiee will, they are careful not fo direct a speli at anyone except themselves. 

I've done magic nnd s p I k  around money and around love and letting go. I only do 

them fir myseIf; andl don't do spells for or on other people unless I have their permission to do 

?hf &ia Brannxgmnf. 



Even a healing spell or one intended to bring pod fortune to another person should not be 

done without the other person's full informed consent. hci, even when another person's consent is 

obtained, projectiiig a spell out\twd has consequences, as one Witch discovered. 

I &d a healing for a woman who had breast cancer. And it went over quite a long time 

and I felt prerty drafaed a$er awhile. And1 wished that f had talked to someone about it first, 

before I started it, so I'd know maybe riot to get into that situation, where it was quite depleting. 

When you say, "a long time" , was that days, ~eeb...? 

No, months. 

M o n h ?  

Yes, because she was starting on a chemotherapy program that went on for a long time. She 

woztld do it for awhile and then go ofand then on again for several months. 

And you had to maintain your healing spell for di that time? 

Yes. I made a puppet - a little doll- Arrd I put it up on the made. And the actual spell is just 

burning candles and ieftirg the WCIX melf compietely but then I kept the puppet there and did a 

visualimtion. frequently - over monrhs. But she2 domg really well now (laughter). I think it 

might have helped a little bit (Meg Wallace). 

While the Witches 1 inteniaved stress that caution should be taken when projecting a spell 

cluh~ard, most are adamant that k e s  and curses have no place in their practice. B a s e  all of 

the Witches I contacted are bound by the Wiccan Re&- "-An' it harm none. do what ye \dl"', none 

d h  have dme any k e s  or curses. Howev:r, four Witches told me that thoughts about hexing 

emecgzd for than d e n  the? hew-  tbat people were harming others. 

1.w been exploring a lot about hexes and curses because I feel thar historically, witches 

h e  Iaad the pawer to do Rind ofmagic for the g o d  Just as we see goddesses who are 

Jesh-oye~~. d rirey *re wry impormf in the cycle of life and death. &things are diseased and 



they're threetening life, then @$en the godfess will destroy them. And, as women and as 

feminists, because we've seen so much violence im the world, d so much violence has been 

done to us, I think we really try not to look at the destroyer aspects of ourselves. So I've been 

searching around, do 1 believe in hexing and cursing? And it is not something that I would do 

lightly without a lot of knowledge and conscience, but I do think that it could be important 

political work in terms of resistance. 

An example is a rape - z j 7  knew a rapist - because I think, some people and some things 

just need to be stopped. So, what I do fee2 more clear about is binding something, as opposed to 

hexing. I don't think I would ever do a spell to make somebody sufler for something they did, but 

@or instance, in the example ofthe rapistj to bind him somehow so he is not able to do that to 

another woman, or to reflect that aggression back on him (Sara Brannigan). 

Starhawk's (1989a) advises her readers that a binding spell to prevent a person from doing 

harm is acceptable but should be undertaken only with consensus agreement from one's coven. In 

her opinion, hexing or cursing should be avoided entirely. 

Spells that influence another person depend on a psychic link. 

Power pours through you toward another - but in order for the 

c o ~ e c d o n  to be made you must be at least partly identified with 

that other person. You become tbe other, as well as becoming the 

energy you send. For this reason, "What you send returns to you 

three times over" fp. 128). 

This view, which is accepted by all of the women I interviewed, is contradicted by 

Zsuzsarma Budapest, in her bock, TIE Holy Boodc of Women's Mvsteries (1980/1989), where she 

demm&&s her d & o n  &at k is acceptable to hex a rapist and offers a formula to follow. 



At the waning moon, preferably just three days before a dark 

moon, take a Mack image or a black penis candle, and write on it 

what you want to happen to the rapist. N m e  it "rapist" on the 

front and the back. . . . As you light the candle say: "In the most 

holy name of HE&, the goddess of Me and death, She W o  

holds the kcy to the iand of the underworld, iet th is rapist be 

caught by his own stupidity, by his o m  ego, by his own evil. So 

mote it be!" 

Sit there awhile imagining his power diminishing as the candle 

bums lower. See him getting caught; see him lose at the trial. 

See him destroyed. Know that rape is the foundation of the 

patriarchy, and to attack the rapist is not black magic, because 

you are not attacking the innocent. . . . When the candle has 

burned d o w ~  all &e way, collect all remnants and take them to a 

living body of water and throw them into the waves. . . . do not 

look back lest you break the spell @. 3 1). 

When Zsuzsanna Budapest visited Saltspring island in 199 1. she publicly cast a variation 

of this spell on a rapist \vho \,.as at large at the time. causing a great stir among local Witches, the 

vast majority of 'cshom, disagreed with her action. Although Z. (as most women call her) is not 

nearly as popular with th;. women I intenlased as Starhawk is. her books are well  know^ and her 

brashness appeals to many ~vomen. The following advice precedes another hex - this time for 

pepaxtors of violence: "Perform this only pe hen you b o w .  not just think, that someone has 

harmed you. A x d 3 1  wfro cannot hes cannot heal Cupcakism, turning the other cheek is not for 

witches" fp. 43, Italics in original). 



While there is an =wdmi&l:: appeal in Zsuzsanna Budapest's approach to people xvho 

f.dn;; &hers, Marion Weinstein ( t  981 j &!ls b e  tvoufd be W i t c h  *&at there are two kinds 

of magic - positive and negative. 30th kinds of magic work with the Invisible Realm, and both 

look the same as far as the structure of the rituals is concerned. However, the eaergy and the work 

is directed to different puqmes. Ifthe magic is intended to harm someone or manipulate someone 

in a way that denies their free will, it is negative magic (p. 36). Like Starhawk, she stresses that 

negative magic should be avoided entirely, partly because what you put out comes back to you, and 

also because negative work seeks to convert the power ofthe Invisible Realm to power-over others, 

which misses the point of doing magic. 

Positive magic works on a deeper level. -bstead of tapping power 

from an outiside source, positive magic works for an awareness 

and an affirmation of the true inner power of the self. It does not 

function s p i f i c a b  at the ego ievel. Positive magic g m  beyond 

to the development of the deepest inner self the soul, the part that 

is involved mi& - and part of - the God and the Goddess (p. 40). 

During the Middie Ages, afl magic was denounced as evil, and no differentiation was made 

bemeen a magic spell done to heai and a curse done to harm (Ruether, 1975, p. 102). Mary 

Douglas (1992) argues that the fear of being harmed by invisible forces and from a distance, 

brought the forces of the Inquisition dcwa on Medieval Witches without regard for whether they 

were good or e d ,  black or white, positive or negaiive. However, the fear of harm from a distance 

was not the only concern of the patriarchal rulers ofthe church and state who were firmly 

entrenched in wielding powr-over the common people. "By aiding the weak, the white witch 

tended to mchmhe the established hierarchies of dominance - of priest over penirent, lord over 

peasant, man over woman. Herein lay the principle threat of the witch to ?he Church. And this is 



one of the reasons why, in the fifteenth century, the Church set out to crush her*' (Szasz, 1970, p. 

86). They preyed on people's fear of harm by invisible forces from a distance by focusing on the 

power-over aspects of magic, painting a picture of Witches being in league with the devil and 

inflicting harm on others indiscriminately. This picture was then used to justify the very severe 

penalties that were imposed on healers, counselors and midwives. 

From then until nowr, m& discussions of witchcraft and magic have been colored by the 

fear of hexes, curse., and associations with evil. Even among modem Witches, xkho do not believe 

in a personification of evil and therefore, tota1iy discard the possibility of becoming involved in 

devil worship. discussions of hexes and curses often create discomfort because, "a world in which 

people can cause each other grievous harm through unseen forces is a scary place to be7' @Her, 

1993, p. 125). While the Witches f interviewed believe that good and evil are parts of the whole of 

reality, as are light and dark, day and night, they also believe that magic has to be positively 

motivated in order to be effective. 

Magic does not work against nature: rather it is a deep understanding 

of the highest workings of nature and a movement in accordance with 

it. . . A Witch develops her powvcrs of magic m order to develop 

herself. Magic requires &at we begin to change the world by first 

c h @ g  ourselves (,sA&echiid. 1988, p. 149). 

The Cone of Power. Because dancing and singing create connections among people and 

express a certain joy and love for li-fe, Witches sing chants and songs as part of many rituals. The 

singers and dancers have already ground4 cast a circle, called in the directions, and invoked the 

goddess (and s o ~ e s  tfte god). PeopIe are already between the worlds, already open to their 

Deep Selves. Some sort of trancx journey has been embarked o n  and often a wish or spell has 

been made. As a cuImination of the work theq. have done together, the Witches begin a c h t .  



Ihe  chants are usual& very simple, repetitive. arid easy to learn. An example that I am 

&rniJiar &b is: 'We are the Bow. We are the ebb, We are the wewcrs, We are the web" 

(Shekhinah Mountainwater, 1985). Another exampfe, that is slightly more compiicated is: "We 

can rise with the fire of freedom, Truth is the fire that burns our chains. And we can stop the fires 

of destruction, Healing is the fire running through our veins" (Starhawk, 1988, p. 223). As voices 

blend and harmonize together, women use rattles and drums to keep a steady rhythm. Chanting. 

rattling, and drumming brings energy up from the earth and soon everyone is singing with one 

voice and dancing with one body. And sometimes, as the energy builds and the connections among 

people intefisie, the enera f o m  itself into a cone. and thls is called raising a cone of power. 

The cone ofpower should he kind ofa  ailmination of the work, of  the visrons, or the 

creative ~maginutions. towards the e n d ~ o u  have zn mind. And it can be general too, it doesn't 

have to be specific, ai?d ~t can be a vnrzety of endsfor d~fferent people in the circle too. Btit 

you do a round of what people want to put into that cone and then yoti do rr ,  I think rt 's much 

mwe eflectzvtlve (Clara Singer). 

Usually, there is some intention or focus articulated for the cone of power before it is 

raised. such as healing for the environment. or assistance to people in need, or validating the 

psychological or spiritual work that has beerr done. which is focused on manifesting helpful things 

in pp le ' s  lives like heding. protection. abundance. fertilih, love, or other blessings. 

The cone ofpower solidffies our pr irpe  - the prirpose of the rittral, making it stranger 

by that process. whar we have decidec to do, whether it's something to he& save the earth or 

something-for omelves. We ire madP a commitment to let go of  something or plan something 

m, cr set a new goal, and what the energy in the cone ofpower seems to add is the feeling that 

rt 3 done in communiiy Margaret Becker). 



With practice, some ?Yitches mn sense the enera that is being raised in a cone and guide 

tfie p u p  in a way that maximizes fk intensit,- of the cone. 

And cones ofpower aren 'i big. bright lights. Sometimes they are very subtle. It really 

depends on who 's leading and ifthey can see where the energy is going and where they need to 

move things and change if. If fakes knowing, it takes skill to do that (Kate Schulman). 

A cone of power is often felt. Some women describe an increase in body temperature or 

internal pressure, others say it creates a tingling sensation, for others it's a '*zap" or a "buzz". I 

always feel a sense of boundaries melting away - of being one body mith one voice ii a room with 

about fifty other women. A cone ofpower is an incredible contradiction to alienation, isofation, 

aid separation, and an afimatim of.3termmectios urd community. 

Whenever energy is raised it must be grounded. So after the cone af power has peaked 

and been sent off to seal its purpose, the Witches place their hands, and sometimes their heads, on 

the floor (or the ground ifthe meeting is held outside) to return the energy to the earth. This is very 

important. ''Otherwise, the force we feel as vitalizing energy degenerates into nervous tension and 

irritability" (Starhawk, 1 '38!la, p. 5%. 

After the energy has been properly grounded, food and drink are often brought into the 

circle, blessed by giving thanks to the Goddess, and circulated among the women, each one giving 

to another 1~1th the words, "May you never hunger", accompanying the ogering of food, and, 

''May you never thirst", accompanying the gift of drink. This part of the ritual assists with the 

grounding, as the activity of eating and drinking brings Witches into contact with physical reality, 

and any ungrounded energy return to the earth When all have eaten and drank, the circle is 

opened and the ritual is over. 

Closing the circle. A t  the end, we thank all rhe entities we have invited and then we open 

the circle and that S the end of it fKm Humef. 



Dzvoking the deities and tlse spirits of ihe directions entails thanking each goddess or god 

a d  m h  d k & m  in turn in th:: oppire  order from which they were incited. Tfie same attention 

is given to ~~g as to invoking. A popular chaot h t  is sometimes sung to devoke the 

directions is: 'The earth, the water- the fire, the airz Returns, returns, returns, returns" (Author 

unknown). This is sung severat times d i f e  particip- visualize the spirits of the directions 

returning safely from whence theJ- came. Each devoking ends nith: 

Stay if you will, go if you must, 

Hail and fareweIl! Blessed be. 

When all the entities have been devoked, ihe circle is opened. All members of the coven 

hold 'hands and say: 

The circle is open- But unbroken 

May the peace of the Goddess go in our hearts; 

Merry meet, merry part, 

And merry meet again! Blessed be. 

There is always time for sociabing and sharing food and drink after the circle is opened. 

This part of the meeting gives Witches an added sense of being grounded. and acts as a transition 

time between the magical world and the rztum to everyday life. 

Solitan. Witches 

One ofthe eighteen women in this study practices witchcraft entirely on her own. Three 

others do must of their mltchc& alone. joining t3e large community rituals when that is 

convenient for them. Sivteen women said they practice witchcraft alone, at least some of the time. 

Those who work in covens or regufari). m n d  community gatherings, create their own rituals in 

between these meetings, whenever they feel the desire to connect with the earth and the Goddess, to 

achieve self-affirmation, to gain insight into a problem or situation, or just to honor the moon. 



I do my own fir11 mmm, and I basically say thanks for what I've had in the past month 

and ask for things in the next month. like health* safety, protection (Mary Jane Brooks). 

Because Witches are very inctitictuatistic, solitary rituals are extmmty diverse. Some 

Witches fo110w the basic structure of a ritual fairIy closely. 

I f I  was by myself- it would depend on  hat I was doing, but I would always cast, and I 

would ahvays ground, andl would ahvays invoke the directions, even ifit was just to invite them. 

f might invoke a speciific direction to help me, if1 really needed the water, for example, I might 

spend more time invoking West. A i d  ihen I woilld imokz the Goddess and do my work, whatever 

that would be, and then I wmlddevoke it. So basically I wouldfollow the basic structure, 

although it 's a lot less elaborate, 1 think. when you >e by yourself(Sbra Brannigan). 

Some solitary Witches m e  the basic ritual structure quite substantially. For example, 

Witches do not necessarily prepare an altar before they begin working alone, and if they do, it can 

be much less formalized than in group rituals. 

I have a candle and some things on my mantelpiece that 's kind of like my altar. I have a 

candle there that represents the Goddess and I do my Yoga with her in mind (Ueg Wallace). 

Similarly, purification is often done by bunring a bit of incense or sage, or lighting a 

candfe. I$ .t be dispensed tv& altogether if someone is doing a short ritual before falling asleep. 

And sometimes. ifI'm having trouble sleeping, because something on the news has upset 

me, I'll cast a circle as I'm falling asleep -protection for my house wary Jane Brooks). 

Even casting the circle and invoking directions and divinities can sometimes be by-passed, 

or done in a very brief way. 

I don 't alwqs d in the four directionx I don 1 always open and close the circle. . . . If 

could be just laying in bed before I go to sleep. - .. 1 almost always visualize. I almosr always 

come otlt of body. For me there S ahvays psychic movement involved (Grace Fletcher). 



it would be safe to say tbat ni, hvo Witches wdl do solitary rituals exactly the same way, 

and often any two solitary rituals dms by the same Witch will vary considerably. The one 

component that is most consistently part ofeve~i ritual is grounding - the activity that contacts the 

Witch's center, connects her to the earth and the universe, protects her, and begins the flow of the 

-m- 

Grounding, centering, adprotecting7 Ijus? do thar az~lomatical[v - that 's so bmic, I d~ 

it evev d q  (Grace Fletcher). 

Solitary practice is necessary for some \vomen due to personal circuIflslanas such as 

location or availability of resources that would ailow them to be part of a coven. It is desirable for 

o~krs  dm simply prefer to \vork alone. In my own experience. a short grounding and meditation 

exercise has become part of my daily routine. and I sometimes do trance journeys by myself. 

However, I need the companionship of other women to really deepen in my magical work. When I 

am alone, the movement of energy and the awareness of immanence and connection that is exciting 

and exhilarating in a group, is slightly scan.. As Starhawk (1989a) says, "Opening up the starlight 

%%ion is much more &%cult blthou~ the sup~ort of a group. Those who travel the uncharted 

pathways of the mind alone m more risk of being caught in subjectivity. Also working with other 

people is much more h" (p. 56). 

Witchcraft rituals are a tune to practice changing consciousness and being open to the 

Invisible Realm. The diversity and individualic that witchcraft fosters, the lack of dogma and 

hierarchy, the opportunities to gain self-knom-ledge- and the connection with the ground of being, 

open possibilities for creating an alternative realit).. In the words of Diane Stein (1990), "Rituals 

are a training ground to end patriarchf7 (p. 7). 

My own experiences with witchcraft have alI been positive and I &ink they have created 

and sustained a profound change in my consciousness. Because I am repeatedly experiencing a 
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hcrwever, ,and buth women had to Ieam ftow to controi the spontaneous information that they 

&ed fi.0~1 the other dimmion. 

The rip that lets you into the parallt$.world gives you information- B e  problem I had as 

a child was that I had no teachem to help me. so Z spent most of my childhood being very ill 

becawe Z had no way to profect myself: I would be picking up what w s  going on around me 

indiscriminately Wicca has helped me to learn various ways to protect myself. and a lot of my 

daily practice is pitting protection aro~ind myself; so now I can be much more selective and I-gel 

m a h  healthier (Terry Whitmsref. 

The necessity of leanring to prcrtect onesetf is reiterated by Grace Fletcher, as she relates 

one of her hcinating psychic e;uperienees. 

I jusf become real& relaxed. and then I just don i feel my body anymore. M y  center is 

be~ween my fhroat and heart chakrm so I think a /of qfmy movement comes from there. 

And then you travel? 

Yes, there 's traveling invol~ed. . . . Astral trawl is whe'nyou come our o f  body. when you move to 

another plane. another space. . . . I have seen a lot qfpam travelmg on the astml plane. because 

there k a lot of pain in the world And when people are travebng out of body because they're in 

pain, they wig often go there. But uszcul~~~ I see a lot ofjo? and when f come back f feel a lot of 

peace- 

Did you learn to do that. or did it happen s p o n m s l y ?  

Fve done thatformer. f can i remember the first time- But it got out of hand for me for awhile. 

% m e  part of what happens is thai I receive people s deaths. And it 3 usually traumatic death 

that I receive 'cause I can hear the sozil crying out in the death. because $it 's a traumatic death, 

t k  soul will reach out. And what happeneddfor me at this end, was that I used to catch that and 

then I'd eqxrieene the physical death. p u  knowW like I e e l  l i k  the steering wheel in my chat, 



and I'd be choking awcly, and I 'd have to push that away psychically so I couldn 't-feel it 

mymore. I ccoldn 'f determine what that was, and it got worse and worse for me, so that I was 

so distracted I was always out there instead of in here doing what I needed to do. And it got so 

that there would be times I "d be out walkhg and 1 'd have to stop because I couldn 't firnction. 

And, of course, us always trappens, someone came to me that could help me sort that out. 

And it was a woman who had been working a long time and she said, "Well maybe why 

you receive those soul cries is that. in deaths that are really traumatic. the soul stays closer to 

this side than it does the other sik. because ?his is all they really know. " She said. "Maybe 

ym 're supposed to o p n  the other side for them. " And that made perfect sense to me so I started 

d d ~ g  k z f ,  a d  fhai was- easy- f wwdldjmf mwe elif ofmyeIfa little bit? o p n  the other side, 

and then they would go. And l also learned thruugh reading, if they were really having trouble 

going. how to mobiljze heipfi.om the other side to help the soul. And she also said "You can 

refice to be part of the pb~icul  sensations of the death. " So I re*e. There are times when I 

get twinges ofit, it depends ifthe death surprises me. But during the time I was learning, it was 

like I hadpftergeist activ;~ which w m  pite timwhelmitig for me. So i h i  part of it worked oui 

pretty well. 

mere was one char happened where Isaw a man who was blond Actually I saw through 

her, the woman who he was shooting, because he shot her through the head and I got her death. 

And as I got her death, andl began to open up the other side, he saw me, w~hich was really 

mumal. He shouldn't have been able to do that, And it was night here. And it was very bright 

&ere. I Know the home, what the house looh like, l know what she looh like and I how what 

he looh like- But f p t  lip wards - psychic wards, and lprotected and deflecied this energy. But 

boy, I'd recognize him in a minute (Grace Fletcher). 



The experience of parailel dimemions of reatity and of being able to know and see things 

fiom a distance m r s  in cme wmm-s dream W. She related several very inkresting dreams, 

one of which foll~ws. 

I had this dream that I was standing on a river bank - an embankment kind qf thing, 

watching a group of witches - they were down in a valley and I was on this raised levy that was 

around it. These people had built a bonijire and the_v were all walking around it in a circle and 

 the)^ were chanfing and l was watching them. just sort of fascinated at this and then I started 

walking around the perimeter. and all of a szldden, I got the urge to run. And so I started 

running as a Terson w~th two feet, and all o f  a sudden, I'm aware ofthis great speed that human 

beings jmt don't hm-e, ar~3 FEY feet feel dijyererriiy. And it 5 this woizrDer$il -fieeefie/ing. So 1 look 

down, and as my foot comes out in front ofme, it's not a foot, it's a paw. And I'm aware of this 

incredible sensation. andl'm mare @fhow if  jeels when the feet strike on the ground, and I can 

feel my head now. I can feel m). tongue hanging out of my mouth, as P run. I can feel the wind, f 

can feel my fir. I can move my ears. and I can hear thlngs coming-from d@erenf directions, and 

I can feel this body I can-$mi the length and the strengfh and the running - the sensation of feet 

striking earth. This was wondelSfirl! So lin nlnnmg and runnmg. and P realize that I've changed 

inro a wo[K And my fir% (111 black. and as I mn all around the perimeter of this thing, I can-fie1 

the breathing and a feeling o f  phyricalfitness that S tight and wondefii. 

When I woke zrp out o f h s  dream. I ~mrnediately went to see a Mzrsqtream elder 1 know, 

a d  he sm;d, "It's shap shifing- You are a Medicine person and yow totem animal is a wolf: 

Piow you have exchanged sorri's with this animal. and you how what it feels like to be him, and 

he Knows what it feels liR4 fa be_r.otr." Native American people still believe that dreams are a 

signfficant form of commwlicatiorr between the great spirit and yourself; or your inner selfand 



ymrseg There are people who say dreams are nothing, they're like screen savers on computers, 

they jwt keep your mind occupied when you!?-e sleeping (Liz Clawson). 

Another woman who is also strongly influenced by the North American First Nations 

world view, experiences her dreams as times to do healing work. 

I'm doing dream work, too. That S sort of the biggest focus of  my attention right now, 

because I'm a dreamer and I look to my dreams 40 point direction. I use my dreams for healing 

work too. I'm doing healing work with my mofher, because I was sexually assaulted by my uncle 

when I was very, very little and1 feili for a long, long time that my mother had abandoned me, all 

through my early formative years. So she has come to me in dreams and we 've sort ~f made an 

agreement to do this work. There 's no other way that 1 can do that healing work. So in 

December, on her birththy, 1 held a feast for her - a sort ~f memorial feast because she would 

have been gone twenty-Jive years - to acknowledge publicly that this was a forgiveness, that I was 

going to work on our mutual healing in my dreams - in our dreams (Elaine Krentz). 

Besides dreams and parallel realities, two women experienced the sentience of the earth, as 

natural phenomena seemed to communicate with them. The first was part of a group ritual. 

We were gathering on Puget Sound, it was in September and it was night-time, outdoors. 

And we gathered in a circle - a halfcircle - there were seven of us and we couIdnltJit around the 

fire. And the circle was open to Puget Sound. f was the leader, so I had spent quite a bit of time 

frying to figure out how to end. And f 'd kind of go through my mind, what to say, and nothing 

was right Finally, i heard, quite clearly that the other side of the circle - the empty side, would 

close the circle. Something would close the circle. And at that moment, we all looked up, and 

rhe no~trem lights started Bere was just this huge display - and this was in September which 

was pretfy early - ofAurora Borealis out over the Sound. We just stood there and watched it for 

five mimfes, and then it went away- And it just felt like this incredible signfiom nature that 



what we were doing was g o d  It was quite a moving experience for all of us. I think of it as an 

aflrmation (Sylvia Owens). 

The second was a soIitary experience. 

We were visiting a beach house north of San Francisco, and I wanted to go out on the 

beach by myself: And the minute I opened the door, I felt the Goddess. I was running on the sand 

in my bare feet, running along the ocean, andyelling -you could shour because the waves 

covered it up - and I was singing really loud. I was singing, ''Oh great spirit, Earth, Sun, Sky, 

and Sea, You 're inside and all around me"- that song. And I was running through the waves and 

cding out the name, Ma Nu - she 's the goddess of the deep, of the ocean. And I was carrying 

some stones with me in a little pouch. a quartz that I found in my yard up in the mountains. And I 

envisioned that as being the veins ofmother earth - like her blood and her energy. So that one 

symbolized the energy - mother earth 's energy. And I had this other stone, which was creativity - 

it had all these really wild colors in it. And. at that time, I really wanted my creativity to come 

forward. 

So, I sat down in the sand, and the moon was right above the hill and above me, and the 

ocean was right beside me. I was sitting cross legged and I drew a goddess in the sand - I drew 

Ma Nu in the sand. And I took the stones ozit and put them in the sand. Then, l picked up the 

one I brought from the momtains and I held zt up under the moon and I said "This is the energy 

of mother earth. Bless me, and bless my-family and myfriends, and everyone around me. and 

bless the mountains". because I had brought i f  from there. and that place is always in my heart. 

And to connect these two amazing energies - like the ocean and the mountains, that really meant 

a lot to me. And I held it up under the moon and it was really quiet - like the waves almost 

seemed to dun and there was no wind So l put that one down and picked up the creativity and 

held that one zmder the moon, and I said "This sqtmbolizes creativilq? let that come flowing 



forth. " And at that moment, the wind came-fiom behifid me and just went, Whoosh! And the 

waves just crashed right beside me and the wind was blowing - it blew all my hair forward, and 

all these shivers just went up my spine and I wasjusf like "Whoa!" l felt all this energy flowing 

through me. It was incredible - it was such a rush. It was so armzing {Anna Borak). 

Clearly, these six women have gained strengttl insight and personal affirmation from their 

magical, psychic experiences. These kinds of experiences are most likely available to everyone, 

but most people cut themselves off from magical occurrences because pa;riarchal society has either 

triviaiized them as coincidences, ridiculed them as psychological aberrations or products of over- 

active imaginations, or elevated then1 to the realm of the mystical - far beyond ordinary experience 

and therefore, of little consequence in the red world (Jantzen, 1994). 

Outside the Master's House 

The future of our earth may depend upon the ability of all 

women to identify and develop new definitions of power and new 

patterns of relating across difference. The old definitions have not 

served us, nor the earth that supports us. The old patterns, no 

matter how cleverly rearranged to imitate progress, still condemn 

us to cosmetically altered repetitions of the same old exchanges. 

For we have, built into all of us, old blueprints of 

expectation and response, old structures of oppression, and these 

must be altered at the same time as we alter the living conditions 

which are a result of those structures. For the master's tools will 

never di,nnande the master's home (Audre Lor&, 1984, p. 123). 



Witch Politics: Power-with and responsibility 

All of the eighteen women in this study identified themselves as feminists and saw no 

contradiction khveen their invofvement in witchcraft and their feminist philosophy. h fact m y  

were attracted to witchcraft because it matched their feminist viewpoint. However, at the time of 

the interviews, only five women mentioned being involved in what are usually defined as political 

activities: one spoke in a general \say about being involved in feminist groups but did not spec* 

what activities the groups were involved in; one was a volunteer for what would be identified as a 

specificaily feminist organization; another was volunteering as an advocate for a social action 

group; and two were working with environmental groups. 

Four women mentioned that they had been involved in feminist actixlsm in the past, but at 

the time of the interview, the. were not involved in political activity. 

I used to be politically active as a+feminist. I was very radical, very lefi wing. Now, I 

wouldn't say I'm political& active. I don't work in the political arena anymore. How I would 

work now is on a one-to-one level. much more egectiveh, than in a group. But I'm a great 

ranter and raver (chuckle). 1 do have specific opinions on many issues, and I have thoughts as a 

feminist - I have certain things that I have no tolerancefor. But I'm nor out there as part of a 

political group (Grace Fletcher). 

Chit of my consciozisness raising group, I got involved in a number of other things, such 

as. we set up a women's center, and fhere were a number of things that were kind of spawned out 

of that, including an interval house for battered women which I helped to set up and sewed on 

the board for the first year. And, I had a little bit to do with the rape crisis center, I had 

stmethifig to do with women's career counselingfir women going back irrto the labor marker. I 

had a little ,to do with t;. aimeii'j. re~i;~ver~t'fisciii@ -from dmg ciid alctihd abuse. 1 wwarkd on 



the nee& assessment for that- So Isort of had my fingers in everything thai was going on in the 

feminist c0mmnifufu in ?hi city. af that time. 

I'm not wry much i m b e d  in feminist activities here. I kind of burned myselfou f in the 

70s. and ando, while I still consider myselfto be a feminist, and that's still one of the main 

influences in my lgef I haven't really done as much here as I did there. But I'm still sort of 

involved in fhefeminist commrmity More of in than nof, what I do now is give money rather 

t h ~ n  gel direct& involved But m s t  of my close fie& are feminists, because that's the Kind of 

popte f'm most drawn to. Tne reason I'm afeminisr Witch, is because ofiny feminist 

b a c k g p d .  And feminism has impacted on Wicca, too (Kim Hume). 

I ire certainly called myself a feminisi and I've heen invobed in rb~~ferninisr rno~ernent - 

o$en around women 's health issues, especially in the pro-choice area, and when there had to be 

a lot of work done to ensure that abortion didn't get re-criminalized again, and that abortion 

clinics were able to open in V a n c m r  and stay open. That ham 't been as big a problem lately, 

although I ire learnedjiom thar whole cycle that p u  've never won the bcnle for sure, forever 

lieMargaret Beckxr). 

I was active before, although I was introduced to feminism and Wicca around the same 

tinre, I was m c h  more ~REU feminist acfivisitl ?hun I was in Wicca. And one thing I really like 

&mt iYicca is that we haw responsibility to each other because of our interconnectedness, and 

tkzt realtyjit in with my politics, bemuse 1 felt like there was some shit going down that wmn 't 

dl right. and we needed fo work in sdidar@ tojght back. . . . I don't think it made me any less 

i m k d  - I h m t  orct a few times. and it changed my political work. It was good to do magic 



Invoivement in w ~ b c r a f t  might not have been the only reason for the alteration in these 

four  omen's orientations toward feminist politics. However, it did seem to be a factor, and it also 

seemed that Witches felt some discomfort about these changes in their feminist political 

involvement. Atthough Sara Brannigan continues to be active around feminist causes, she has 

modified her activity in a way that has removed her from what she sees as the front line. She is 

aware that witchcraft has s o m t b g  of value to offer feminist political workers, but she seems to 

&ink she should be more involved. 

I've started integrating witchcraff more into my performances. And that's been a real 

challenge and I really like it. ifeel like I have a lot ofwork to do with that yet. When I was 

working as s political act&& adon'! do a lot offront litx activism right now, but when I did) 

we would do political action, like demonstrations or rallies, and I would fry to integrate some 

kind of Wiccan content into it. Mostl_v aro24nd doing something with the energv, because I think 

a lor of political rallies and demonstrations have so much energy and so many people are out 

there, but it's like all the energv is there, but nothing gets really done with it psychically. 

&, I did a wailj~g a? one &ma,mmztim, a.d every year at the Montreal Massacre vigil I 

do a candle lighting ceremony And international Lesbian's Day, and International Women 's 

Day: we've done r imls  and stufl . - . And I would like to find a way to do that more, 'cause I 

ant Rind of itching to be on thcfiont lines ofsomething again. but also very cautious. I think 

t h f  witchcraft has something very important to oger women in doing political work. I think that 

it cmdd teach women to take care of ourselves better, so thai we Joz't bum out and so that we 

tun replenish cnrrseks- And a lot ofwomen h - e  come to witchcrqF because they were burnt 

mf, B e m e  they needed something beeme they felt despair about never getting anywhere 

@iwa Bramigan). 



There seems to be a value in traditional politics, especially feminist politics, that you give 

to the cause until you drop, and then you give some more. When active feminists finally burn out 

and wi thbw from the political scene, witchcraft offers a refuge. 

Many, mmy women who have entered into witchcraft are political burnouts - women 

who have been on the froilt lines for years, and rejectingpatriarchal religions and needing 

something to recoverporn - someplace to recover in (Kate Schulman). 

I think that Witches feel concerned and somewhat guilty about not being involved in 

feminist political activities, and one woman who works in a feminist organization found that some 

feminists are not totally accepting of Witches either. 

I j n d  it can be very dzflcult being both a feminist and a Witch. I j nd  that there is a lot 

ofresistance to spiritual ideas. I spend a lot of time in the Wiccan community and around 

people who are doing their gwn personal work, and they 're highly spiritual, but there's another 

world out there, and even in the feminist movement, there is still fear around witchcraj (Terry 

Whitmore). 

Aside from the stereotype of the evil Witch, that some af these women might be dealing 

with, for feminist activists who are busy organizing women's unions, establishing battered 

women's shelters, lobbying for legd abortions, or working to advance the position of women in 

society in a myriad of ways, the idea that some women are diverting their energy away from these 

very worthy political causes into discovering information about historical goddesses, meditating, or 

focusing on spirituaI concerns is seen as escapism or self-indulgence. I think that, on some level, 

many Witches agree with this perception and feel like they should be more involved, and that by 

nd pdcipating in fkznkist actitism, hey are letting their more political sisters down. 

h e  offhe ckdmges cir cor'rimznil3; faces isyof~fics -ferninism. There are a lot of 

women in our community who are Kind ofnew agey in a way that is apolitical, Ifeel. And I think 



- 

that one thing that S really important is having a political understanding or some kind of 

analysis about why the worId is the way it is right now and how we can change it. I think, for the 

most part, women who come to c~mmunity rituals have some sense ofpolitics, but I think we 

could integrate that more (Sara Brannigan). 

I think one factor that has contributed to this situation is the way that politics and 

spirituality are defined in traditional discourses. Politics has to do with the state, laws, 

representation, factions, elections, campaigns, and governments. Political activities include 

organizing large groups, lobbying governments, educating the public, picketing and marching for 

various causes. Spirituality, on the other hand, is seen as having to do with a church or religion - a 

place set apart from the rest of the world, functioning as a haven or sanctuary (Daly, 1973). 

Spiritual practices usually seek individual enlightenment. Witchcraft is perceived as a spiritual 

practice, and therefore as apolitical. However, the practice of witchcraft broadens the definition of 

spiritual to include the political. Personal empowerment, the psychological and social changes a 

woman makes in herself and those around her, is both spiritual and political. 

I think, when the lights went on for me - when I became a conscious feminist rather than 

an unconscious feminist - I was out there, I've done a lot of demonstrations and marcnes and my 

mother was terrijed that she 'd have to go and get me out ofjail (that never happened). But I 

made a decision to make the changes at a very base level because I think that. for me, that 's 

where the changes are most efective. So I brought my children up in as feminist, non-violent, 

non-sexist atmosphere as f could create for them. They grew up without television, I always 

encouraged free thcught, and to question everything, including me (chuckle), which has created 

it 3 own problem (Grace lilefcher'/. 

in order to appreciate &e phial impiications or" witchcrail, it is necessary to move 

outside of the master's house - away fiom mainstream definitions of politics which feature mass 



movements, marches, and lobby groups, to a definition of politics as personal responsibility - the 

ability to respond. This definition of politics features power-with in place of power-over - a model 

that is familiar to Clara Singer, who has maintained her involvement in feminist political activities 

since the early 70s. 

Wicca gives a sort of day to day feeling of hope andpositivity. And in terms of my 

politics, I don't think I've gotten any more or less radical in my beliefs since becoming a Witch. 

What it feels to me is I have another tool to work with politically. And1 have less patience with 

traditional political models and more need for working in ways that work with 'power-with" and 

not 'power-over", and ways that empower the gronp and individuals in the group. So, I think a 

lot of the stuflthat feminists have worked with, rightporn the 60s and 70s, the collectivity model 

and all -for me, the work in the Craf reinforces my belief in the necessify for those kinds of 

alternate power structures, and their ability to create change (Clara Singer). 

Starhawk (1988) describes this redefinition of power and politics from power-over and 

confrontation to power-with and responsibility as an integral part of moving away from the 

consciousness of estrangement, w-here we are strangers to ourselves, other human beings and our 

natural surroundings, to the consciousness of immanence, where everyhng is connected. 

Even in the face of what seems like desperate times on the earth, being involved with the 

crafi makes me operate more@om a hopeful place. I can see the change in consciousness 

around, among people that I know, over the course of time. So that I think the craf has helped 

me a lot in dealing with the day to day sort ofjkstrations of being on the edge, and seeing that 

the world is totally fuckzd up and the only thing that can save it is a radical change. And you 

think, well how can that possibly happen? Andl think that a lot of it has to do with this change 

in consciousness, just little by Httle. Itk on the level ofdeep personal belief changes, and 

nothing less makes a diierence {Clara Singer). 



Among the Witches I &erview& the c b z :  -sf consciousness fiom estrangement to 

immanence has largely been accomplished, and there is an understanding that power-with is a 

viable alternative to power-over. However, it is apparent that the re-defmition of pclitics, from 

contiontation to responsibility, is lagging behind, and there is major confusion around what it 

means to be politically active. This can be partially attributed to the women's own perceptions 

about what political activity entails, but it can also be partially attributed to conflicting messages 

Witches have received fiom Starhawk. The following two examples will illustrate my point: 

To be a Witch is to make a commitment to the Goddess, 

to the protection, preservation, nurturing, and fostering of the 

great powers of life as they emerge in every being. . . . As a 

shaper, as one who practices magic, my work is to find that 

power, to call it forth, to coax it out of hiding, tend it, and free it 

of constrictions. In a society based on power-over, that work 

inevitablv must result in conflict [emphasis addeci] with the forces 

of domination, for we -0t bear our own true h i t  when we are 

under another's control (Starhawk, 1987, p. 8). 

Power is not only power-over - the ability to manipulate, 

control and punish - but also power-from-within, the inherent 

ability each of us has to become what we are meant to be. . . . The 

rituals of witchcraft help us discover and develop our personal 

power, the unique gift we each have to bring to the world. . . . 

P e r d  power increases \&en we take on responsibility, and 

develops through our personal integrity, living our beliefs, acting 

on our ideas, striving for balance. . . . When what is going on is 



the poisoning and destruction of the earth, our own personal 

development remires that we grapple with that and do something 

[emphis added] to stop it (Starhawk, 1989b, pp. 177-178). 

In these two examples, Starhawk begins by saying that power-from-within, or women's 

deepest abilities and potential, are called forth by using power-with, or their nurturing, caring, 

innuence in every instance w-here women take responsibility: in families, neighborhoods, and 

communities. To call these actions political, is consonant with her redefinition of politics from 

confrontation to responsibiity. However, in both ofthe above examples, she also states that 

Witches must engage in conflict with the powers of domination, which is more in line with the 

usual definition of politics as confrontation. 

The Witches I inte~ewed have heard both of these messages. They are ccafortable with 

their ability to call forth power-.from-within, and engage in activities where power-with is the norm. 

For example, one woman was very involved in her community. 

I try to live in community. To me the place to start is within your home, in your building, 

your street, your neighborhood. I'm quite involved in our building, and I think ifI use actions 

that are responsible, that has repercussions on the lives of everyone here, which has 

repercussions on the lives ofeveryone they interact with, and so on (Mary Jane Brooks). 

One woman earns her living by organizing and promoting feminist cultural events which 

become entertaining opportunities to build feminist solidarity. Another woman works in a business 

as part of a feminist coIlective, and half ofthe women included in this study are, at least partially, 

amhg their living doing healing work - massage therapy, body work, or counseling. These 

6 v i t i e s  would not n o d y  be d e d  poiitid, but for these Witches, they dehitely have 

poiitid impiicaeiom. 



Every person I work with, everyone I talk to, every interaction I have is a political 

statement {Grace Fletcher). 

m e n  I do massage work, I incorporate things like smudge and chakra oils. I think of it 

as an opportunity to honor the temple of the body and to come home for people to be in 

themselves (Sylvia Owens). 

My body work has a very strong spiritual undertone. With the Crafi understanding of the 

body being an extension of the earth, honored in the direction North, and the structure which we 

are given to work in on this plotset, what f do with my body work is help my clients re-honor their 

body and reconnect with the infrmation the body has. So it is very much apart of trying to heal 

the earth by beginning with individuals whose bodies are, fi-om their own perspective, much more 

sacred and respected (Paula James). 

This way of working with people is gentle, organic and unobtrusive. It is quite attractive 

to Witches, they understand it and they seem to be less willing to become involved in 

confrontational politics. 

I remember the first year at Witch Camp. there was quite a focus on politicaI action and 

kind ofa push to sign up to be involved in things when you went back into the communify. But I 

realized that, I will do that ifl choose, but otherwise I will use my practice of Wicca for my own 

personal growth and issues and things (Uargaret Becker). 

1 would stress that there is nothing wrong with engaging in traditional political activities, 

and the politics of confrontation is not necessarily in opposition to the politics of responsibility. I 

heard about some women Witches dto have been able to successfully integrate traditional political 

invoivement with Wiccan empowemem and responsibiiity. 

Some offhe peopie fhat are invoived in wifckraafi, or many that I know, spend their lives 

doing things - whether it 3 working in the women 's movement, working on rape issues, or 



working in the peace movement around cor@onting nuclear issues and such things, or working 

in gay and iesbian organimtiom to fight oppression and gay bashing. Scr I think that active 

Witches spend their lives and their working time doing things toJight these oppressions and to 

make changes, and1 think they also use the power of ritual, not onIyfor themsebes, to empower 

themselves to do the work they do and to get rid of the anger and all the agony, but I think that 

those very situations are brought into rituals to make changes (Kate Schulrnan). 

However, I m f d  argue *a the confrontational model of politics is part of the 

consciousness of estrangement - the dienated, masculinist world view of the dominant culture. As 

such, it is one of the master's toois, and in a Witch's universe, where change begins with the 

empowerment of the self-in-relation and radiates outward like a pebble thrown in a pond, it is at 

best, ineffective; at worst, as previous references to burn-out indicate. Power-with is 

potentially present in every interaction. There are many political opportunities in everyday life. 

Witches have learned to use techniques of responsibility, power-with, and resistance in 

political situations that might otherwise become confrontational. Some examples of this have 

emerged fiom the Clayquot Sound protests, where many Witches are involved. Rather than 

relying on confrontation and power-over, they empower themselves and their allies and then resist 

the oppressor's aggression. When Starhawk visited the site of the Clayoquot Sound protest in the 

summer of 1993, she created a wonderfU1 example of using witchcraft to resist the clear-cut 

logging that is ravaging the area. She led a group of about two hundred protesters in a spiral dance 

one night on the shores of Kennedy Lake. She created a sacred space by casting a circle, calling in 

directions and grounding. Then she taught the group a song, which was sung throughout the 

dance, which began by everyone forming a chain by holding hands, and winding around in a wheel- 

~-a-vvhee1 formation until everyone fixed everyone else at least once. The cone of power that 

was raised was incredible, and -1e who gad never done anything like that before were amazed. 



It was very empowering, and people came away determined to resist the destruction of that 

beautifid f a d  in whatever way they wuld. For some people, including Starhawk, that meant being 

arrested at the blockade the next morning, which is, although somewhat more confrontational, 

another example of resistance - peaceful civil disobedience (Emerson, 1993, p.27). 

Witch Organizing 

For seven of the women I interviewed the energy that might previously have gone into 

feminist organizing is now going toward building a Witch community. One woman saw her 

Wiccan organizing as an extension of her previous feminist activism. 

I suppose you might say in some ways I ire had a decrease in activism, except that I 

consider that some of v~hat I do in reaching Wicca is feminist activity. It's just takng a diflerent 

focus. Insread of setting up interval hozrses and things like that, I'm taking a dflerent direction, 

but I still consider it part of my feminist involvement (Kim Hume). 

It was interesting to find that the same women who seemed to be somewhat apologetic for 

not being politically involved in the larger faninist community, were quite involved in the Witch 

commurr?~. There, they were grappling with problems and conflicts, organizing, teaching, and 

leading. The redefinition of politics as  responsibility and power-with is very much in evidence in 

every large commumty ritual, and ever?: coven meeting requires organization, leadership, and 

cooperation. 

At the present time, the local Witch community that has evolved out of Witch camp is very 

loosely organized with some of the members taking responsibility for offering courses, organizing 

the public rituals, updating the phone tree, and publishing a newsletter called Witch Words. 

Recently, a 'Witch hot line" was established, which is a telephone number people can call to 

receive recorded messages about events of interest to Witches. While these things are appreciated, 



there are issues around community building, attracting new people, and keeping people involved 

that need attention. 

I have noticed in our community that we have this set of elders - that's not quite the right 

term but I don't know what to call them - people who h e  been doing it a lot of years, people 

have been active in the community, people who teach but still help organize things. And then I 

see a lot of new people, and I don't see any intermediates. It seems like there's the new ones and 

the old ones and nothing in between. And Tm quite concerned about that. What happens that 

they go away? mere  have they gone? Are they doing solitary? Have they moved out of the city 

and are doing active work somewhere else? Or are they not getting their needs met? I don't 

know. And I want to know. Because I think it's important and l think it's important to work on 

building a community that has all levels wary Jane Brooks). 

Active Witches are also very aware of diEculties around accessibility, communications, 

and networking. 

A lot of women come to me and they say, well I really want to be in a coven, how do I do 

that? And none of us know because, I think in our community we don't have very good 

networking. Like we have community rituals and we have the phone tree, but for women who 

come fiom out of town and want to connect, it 's really hard for them. If's different you know, 

when you go to church, you have a building and you can have community meetings and stu# 

But because we don't have a building, andl'm not saying that I want us to have a building, but I 

wish there was more support in the community at large - like ifpeople would donate their space 

ro us for rituals or for meetings or for stuglike that. Just so there could be some more 

orgmization in a sense that would allow for women to find other Witches and to get together 

<&ra Bramigan). 



Another issue that is often raised pertains to people's perceptions of safety and quality 

control during rituals, and the h i r e  to make it easier for more people to attend. 

And I know for myselfwhen I started going to rituals, I needed assurance that where I 

was going and who I was working with were in some way qualrjied and could ensure that it 

would be a safe thing that I was getting into. Because I had very little knowledge, and I needed 

to be able to trust. And 171 had thought that it was just anybody saying "Oh, I Z  do this 

community ritttal and I want to do this and this...'', with no experience behind it, I wouldn't have 

come at all. There needs to be a balance, somehow, of new people being able to get experience 

doing things and older people, who have had experience, saying: "Yes, this will work. No, that 

isn't appropriate for this time and place." Things like that. K'ause I don't want the new people to 

get turned o f  or turned away. I want it to be a safe place and I want it to progress. And I don't 

want the older people to bum out wary Jane Brooks) . 

At the same time that some Witches desire a stronger organizational structure to help solve 

some of these problems, Witches generally value the personal freedom and variety that witchcraft 

now entails, and they fear that any move toward tighter organization would jeopardize that. 

Witches tend to be very individualistic. We meet in people 's houses to have our rituals, 

and we don't have a church that's visible, like in Christianity, or the Mosque like the Muslims 

do. It isn't organized and I don't think it could be. You couldn't have someone at the front 

preaching to you some doctrine (laughter). It wouldn't work. I mean titat's what paganism is. 

Th-at S what Wicca is. It's nondcctrine - I mean. there is no doctrine, and that's the appeal. 

Thnr doesn't mean that you can't have pblic rituals, but within those public rituals, while we do 

agree on myths, and there are forms that we follow, each person S actual interpretation of them 

can be very, very different. And fhere S a lot of room for that. And I think ifsomeone was to 

attempt to bring all the Witches together and say, "Here's our political line or our religious 



beliefs" - I mean, ifyou tried to cod~h  it, it wouldn 't work. I think that's one of the reasons you 

have a for of Witches, because of fhatfieedom Ferry Whitmore). 

In spite of this resistance to witchcraft being organized, a close examination of all of the 

transcripts I g~thered, revealed that about half of the women I interviewed referred to witchcraft as 

a religion (which implies at least some formal organization) at least once. However, all of the 

women showed a preference for naming witchcraft a spiritual practice, and many carehlly avoided 

using the term religion, because it cames connotations of dogma, structure, and lack of creativity 

which seem characteristic of established religions. 

In all the religions that I studied over the years, including Buddhism and Muslim, and 

the d~flerent Christian relip-ons as well, I found they were pretty regzmenfed. I have trotrble with 

organization - how you can only do it a certain way, how you can only express yourse ff in just 

one way. And of course I don't believe in the big guy in the s@ concept either (Grace Fletcher). 

But religions do not always involve dogma or rigid structure. According to Robert 

Ellwood (1 973), religion can be defined as: 

A group centraily concerned with thz means of ultimate 

transformation which has simultaneous expression in three areas: 

verbal (myth and doctrine); worship (ritual, cultus, and other 

special behavior); and social (a structure of interpersonal action 

which enables continuing group life). . . No particular 

metaphysical idea, such as the existence of a heavenly god, is 

necessarily involved (p. 4-5). 

&ugh more women Witches might be likely to call witchcraft a religion, defined in this way, 

some of the women I interviewed still resist designating their practice as a religion, because 

that might imply a fc)nnal'ized bierarchid organization. 



There are more formalized organizations in Ontario, but I wouldn't want to be apart of 

that -you know, in a church kind of a way, where there 's a priestess and that kind of thing. Like 

it's hierarchical, so I wouldn't want to be part of an organization like that, that has any 

hierarchy in it. I mean, respectfor the elders and that kind ofthing, and elders leading, yes, 

that Sjhe. But not in the sense oJ; 'Yam the word of god. Like I sit next to god - or the 

goddess. " You know? The ego stuflI can do without (Wendy Halvorson). 

While Witches fear that dogma and hierarchy will enter their practice along with more 

formal organization, they also want witchcraft to be recognized as a valid religious practice. 

And we can request, which is about as far as we can go, a broader sense of spirituality 

so that witchcraft is inclgded as something of value, and that others deal with their stereotypes, 

either the absurd, as in Halloween. or the m@l as in the Safanic - a whole different sense of 

tolerance that we require oflll~linstream socieo simply by recognizing the craft, that needs to, of 

course, go fitrther (Paula James). 

The request that Paula James is referring to here would be made to governmental bodies, 

mainstream religions md ecumenical councils, and the general public for social recognition of 

witchcraft as a legitimate religious practice. 

In the States. they have certain organizations like R. C. G. - the Re-formed Congregation 

of the Goddess, and they're a recognized religion. There 's a sense of solidness andpresence 

and rightness -you know, "It's OK to be a Witch. Look, they even let us in!" (chuckle) And I 

want that here, personally, and 1 believe that can be a reall. serious and needed component in 

having a seme of identity as a Witch and as a community. And it's not a sense ofgetting 

approvallfrom patriarchal system, it 's making ourselves visible (Jean Davis). 



Vrsibdity is2 ofammz, a major issue for zxmkm Witches. TEe social, religious and 

emlagid csmmdm d a  WLh- as an hex cassg, %&a&S nda% i$ di&d& fbr m y  

W i t c t r e s m s a y * a r e w ~ f ~ j e S S ~ ~ ~ .  

Iguess on a plitiml note the some people who oppose abortrrtrom, who oppose gqys and 

lesbians, the right wing~menfal issts  (that's a broad grmp and some ofthem are more violent 

t h  athem) they are the same oms who condemn Witches and witchcrafi - that it 's ail and the 

work of Saran, I'm notjxarmo~d about it But a lot ofpeople are - a lot ofpeople are afraid to 

say t b t  they're Wi tches, or +aid to practice nruol any place public. because ofall the weirdoes 

that are art there (Kate 5chuI1fi(l~1$ 

in the intemms, I' 'had om: situation where a &L the bnrnt of prejudice 

a@iw  Witches. 

I went thrwgh a really drflctclt time #Iten we lived wth my husband's parents. I was 

called a g h l ,  and toEd tttat 1 was sick there was something tmly wrong with me. and that i'd 

earn-ed the Witch stufltmfar, b e m e  I had natural childbirth with my datcghter - I had no 

intervention at all- I WQS in labor for 36 hours and they wanted to do a cesarean section but I 

said "Nu, everything's going to be@=- " And my husband's mother said that I was a wry 

serqishpernon andwt  to p r m  a point and to provide my own nee&, I was endangering my 

chrld I was told that wrtchcmft and Wkca M to be evil things, becuuse witness my beliefs and 

w h t  1 wins dDing with my child And I [ireaxt$ed my darrghter, and they said that was anofher 

lttfaayestatkw oftkts wkale Wzeevr maserne and I ~ I  my chihi was n5t gethng the proper 

m r i s b t .  and I was o iiarnmbIe mother, and that what f did amounted to abuse. It was just 

mrts @& Clineson). 

All Witcha have I tad & dnwt womeo like Karina Singer, d o  had lived on a farm 

ia Nortfr D a k a  for q - - c w e  yzm. Sbe and her husband buift a guest hovse* two Native 



hxxicaa "medicine w.fieeIsn or m k  configurations, and a fire pit, as part of a plan for a retreat 

am!w"r. k husband died k Apri, f 8W> and iii Aiigt~st of +iit Ymi, two male neighbors were 

anestect on b fbm and charged i i3b conspiring to murder her. It seems that, for several years, 

there had hen rumors that the Singers were practicing witchcraft. At the time of the arrests, 

Karina Singer was a widovl;ed, inrtependent landowaer, with different spiritual interests from those 

of her neighbors. She became a target for modem Witch hunters (Forfreedom, 1992, p.25). 

Also, many newspaper and magazine articles use the terms witchcraft, occult and 

Satanism interchangeably. In 1985 isso US members of Congress, Senator Jesse Helms'' and 

Representative Robert Walker introduced bilk to deny tax-exempt status to Pagan churches, 

saying they were based on witchcraft, defined by Helms as "the use of powers derived from evil 

spirits, the use of sorcery. or the use of supernatural powers with malicious intent" (Forfreedom, 

IW2, p. 24). Walker's Iegislative assistant told the press. -'If a person is praying for homble 

things and sticking pins into voodoo dolls, that is not the kind of religion that should be supported 

by a tau exemption" (Guiley, 1989. p. 156). 

Ail of the women I interrimed were familiar with a local political scandal in J a n u a ~ ,  

194 that featured a male 'Nitch named Sam W a p .  Sam had been duly elected by a Fraser 

Valley New Democratic P q  constituenq association as their candidate in a Provincial by- 

election, but was prohibited fim r u ~ i n g  in the election because of public outcry against his 

refigion. Besides this, many stories about people who have lost their jobs or had their homes or 

cars vandalized because somame has hard tbat they are Witches, circulate in the communi@. 

Msst Witches pay heed to k s e  stories and are simply "discreet-' about their involvement with 

%it~hCraft %%&ch k ds0 P J & ~ ~ C .  

One ofthe chaIiengesfaang Witches is the stereoype of the Witch. And that's why 

&e can't be a t .  So to me. irk such an incongruence to be involved in your religion or 



spirituaZity that honors everything, and not to be able to be open and honest yourseIfabout who 

you are and what you practice. We just need more people to be out, so people can see, "You 

don't look like a Witch!" (iaughter) "Well, that depends on what you think a Witch looks like, 

doesn 't it?" But, yeah, just more people speaking out (Anita Varden). 

C e k  The Inner Mysteries 

Within the context of discussions about the organization, structure, and visibility of the 

local witchcraft communi~, I learned about a training program called "Cella", which is a sew- 

directed study program intended to foster knowledge of witchcrafl, spiritual development and 

personal growth. Six of the women I interviewed are currently enrolled in Cella and two more have 

the written course materials and are interested, but unable to make the commitment at this time. 

In the States, there's a legalized, recognized Wiccan church, called the Re-formed 

Congregation of the Godess. If's based in Madison, Wisconsin and there are branches all over 

the US. They have a correspondence course and there's a group of women in Vancouver that 

have all got together and registered at the same time to do this. Someone comes from Wisconsin 

and meets with them and helps them do their programs wary Jane Brooks). 

The Cella program costs about three hundred dollars (US) per year to participate, and the 

fees can be paid in monthly, quarterly, semi-annual or yearly installments, which helps to make the 

program accessible to women with all income levels. The fees cover the cost of written materials 

and tbe travel costs of an advisor who comes to Vancouver fiom Wisconsin three times a year to 

assist local women in whatever way they need assistance with their study. 

W a  is like doing a Miter's in Wicca. It's a six year program, and there are three 

dierent cycles, and each cycZe has Elrerent activities, and there are six d~ferent paths that you 

can follow- You 're supposed to choose one that you 're going to focus your studies on, like a 

specialty zyym were doing graduate work So you have the path activities - like in the 



"goddesses"pafh, cycle one would be to become familiar with ten dzflerent goddesses, and 

familiarize yourselfwith some type of meditation practice and do it every day. And then cycle 

two is kind of the next step, it's more involved And then cycle three is really involved and takes 

much more dedication. And each one requires more commitment and dedication. You have to do 

a lot of reading and you have fo wwrite every day, as well as coming up with your own rituals. It's 

amazing (Meg Wallace). 

In order to demonstrate the level of involvement that participants in the Cella program are 

engaged in, f have summarized the outline of the program taken from the written material for the 

course (Reformed Congregation of the Goddess, 1993). As I understand it, the six paths of the 

Cella program represent six themes, each with a sort of mythical name, that women can choose 

from to celebrate and serve the goddess. The names and themes are: a) Creatrix, which focuses on 

music, art, performance art, craft, or writing; b) Earthwalker, which focuses on practical earth 

plane activities and a deeper understanding of the self; c) Scholar/teacher, which focuses on study 

and sharing knowledge with others; d) Ritualist, which fwuses on creating rituals and sharing 

celebration with others; e) Healer; which focuses on achieving maximum personal welhess and 

assisting others to do the same; and f) Organizer, which focuses on creating activities and events 

for others to s h e .  

Within the paths there are twenty-one different activities: goddesses, psychic skills, magic, 

leadership, feminism, environment, personal growth, creative activities, comparative religions, 

physical fitness, body and health, counseling, teaching, mythology, cosmology, divination, public 

speaking, ritual, performance, healing, and integrated activities. No one path requires all twenty- 

one activities, but dl require between eight and Wmn. For the first year ofthe program, which is 

cycle one, these activities are done with a begumkg intensity. For the next two years, cycle two, 

they are done with an increased intensity, and for the next three years, cycle three, they are honed, 



practiced and shard with others. For example, if a woman chose the sixth path, Organker, she 

would k v e  to do the f o n ~ ~ g  ~&v&s: gdhm, p s ~ c h i ~  skills, WC, I d ~ s h i p ,  f i s i i ~ ,  

environment, personal growth, and integrated studies. In the first year, she would have to: learn all 

about ten different goddesses; become acquainted with psychic energy and its uses; become 

fimiliar with different types of magic and their uses; learn about different styles of leadership and 

practice one; join a feminist group and learn about feminism; become familiar with her 

environment and practice an ecological actimty; set goals for personal growth; and conceptualize 

and carry out an activity that combines three of the other activities. For cycle two and three, she 

would expand, experiment with, and implement things she lzarned in cycle one, all the while 

reading, recording, diary writing, and explaining the process. 

When you come through all of it, it's basically like getding a degree in theology in 

comparative religions. Andyou would be recognized in their church as a priestess, capable of 

marrying people or whatever it is, in the States, that a recognized church oficial can do (Mary 

Jane Brooks). 

So that means, ifit  was a legal church, I could go into prisons and teach, or I could be 

in the community at large in a more constnrctive way - bringing something much more basic to 

people than what other religions do (Grace Fletcher). 

Although any woman whc is interested in Cella can begin her study at any time, and there 

is no requirement to be involved in a group, eleven wemen formed a Vancouver Celia coven in 

1994 which acts as a support group specificdly for Cella-related activities. 

The Cella coven has a variety of women in it and our identifleation is as Cella members, 

liur we do ritual. You don't have to belong to it to do Cella. It's just there as a way to get 

together and Keep in touch and ria work together (Jean Davis). 



Right now, Cells is just a study group where women are learning about goddesses, psychic 

skills, magic, ;mB so on. It is a way to organize 4- fmus m y  oftbe h g s  that x70men Witches 

are already fktdiar with, to fiU in gaps in their knowledge, and to encourage sharing skills in the 

community. 

Being involved in Cella, brings into focus so many ofthe elements in my life that I 

studied privately - the psychic phenomena, the feminism, the matriarchy, the cosmology, the 

divination, there 's just a whole long list of what's involved in Cella. And I've been studying that 

for years in my desire to understand what women think about themselves in the world (Grace 

Fletcher). 

The Cella program f-res power-from-within and power-with. It is possible that, as 

these women grow and study together, a strong, visible community will grow around them. It is 

apparent that the Re-formed Congregation of the Goddess is a model of Wiccan organizing that is 

attractive to some Witches and could be the foundation of an organization that would lobby for 

legal recognition here. 

I would like to see it become a lot more prominent. I would love to see a temple. Even 

though I know there'd be lots ojthings we have to work out. But I still would love to see a 

temple, where you can train - training to be a priestess, training to use magic. It would be nice 

to have training in that kind ofreality (Meg Wallace). 

As I have studied witchcraft and magic, and glimpsed the wealth of material that is 

available and the breadth and deptb of humani~z's experiences with the Unseen Realm, I have come 

to share Meg Wallace's enthusiasm for learning more about this fascinating topic. I wondered 

about the possibility of doing &rtHer academic work with a concentration in this area, but 

according to Rosemary GuiIey (1989) that may not be possible. She says that, in the United 

States, the last university degree in magic, a Bachelor of Arts earned at Berkeley, California in 



1970, so embarrassed the University administrators at Berkeley, that magic and witchcraft were 

banned from the program (p. 34). 

Witch Visions 

To resist effe~tively, we must create, for resistance is not a mere 

withdrawal of energy, but a posing of a reality that challenges 

power-over. . . . Politics is a form of magic, and we work magic 

by directing energy through a vision. We need to envision the 

society we want to create (Starhawk, 1987, p. 3 14). 

"Only those who see the invisible can do the impossible" (Mayor, 1991, p. 1 I) 

Witches practice visualization and trance journeying on a regular basis. These forays into 

the Invisible Realm make it possible for them to envision new ways of relating, new societal 

stnrctures, and new ways of interacting with the environment. Our society is in desperate need of 

such visioning, as social and environmental problems accumulate. The following examples of are 

some Witch visions that make connections between more equitable sharing of the world's resources 

and ending violence - especially violence toward women. 

I would like to see the change$-om the hierarchical power-over system that is becoming 

more and more evident. to a kind of system where everyone and everything was valued for its 

avn paver-$-om-within, so that nobody needed to lord it over anybody else, and we could learn 

to use ourpower in a cooperative kind of way to live together and value each other (Kim Hume). 

I would want to see an end to violence toward all women and children, and to all people. 

I wouH want to eradicate poverty, and the real vast d~flerences among people 's incomes - that 

capitalism and chssism would be obliterated and the wealth would be shared - there wouldn't be 



jusf a fm sharing the wealth of the earth. And that the horrors that happen from all kinds of 

violence, whether it S rape or incest, or whether it 'f the violence of wars, that they were 

eradicated (Kate Schulman). 

I'd want everybody to be fed. I think that food should be free. Like organic food should 

be given away on every comer in the whole world Everyone should be fed and should know 

themselves on that level - they should be aware of harmony of the earth and their bodies, because 

it's all the same thing. Food's a big deal for me. Like I think you really are what you eat. And I 

think so much of society - especially on our continent, they eat so much that's just not doing 

anything for them. And that creates a big 08-balance in their lives aild the way they view the 

world and the universe too- So, ifeverybody could befid and know what's healthy and what's 

not, we would become so much more peacefiil too. It 'f all related. Every organ in our bodies is 

related to something else and the earth and the universe is all connected and that 's something 

that I think would help (Anna Dvorak). 

I'd like to live in a world where money didn't exist, but where everybody had everything 

they needed - including CD players (laughter). I 'd love to Iive in a world where there 's just 

respect - like real respect for life and for everything that exists. And that the forces that bring 

death - like violence and nuclear arms and all that - that they not exist, or that they be destroyed 

somehow or that they not be an option, period - that they not even be a thought. I'd like to live 

in a world where we all had clean nir to breathe and we didn't have to Iive so close together - 

where there was a place to go - where we could go out in the woods and be safe, and not worry 

about - especiallyfor women, not wory about getfing murdered, or raped, or whatever (Sara 

Brannigan). 

Everybody would have access to all the good things in life - like all the material wealth, 

and in ways that keeps it accessible, not in the way that somebody gives them something. But in 



a way that they can have it because it's there for them and they can just walk into it, as they grow 

up. You know, they walk into decent, respectfit1 education when they're of that age. They are 

born into a family that truly loves them and cherishes them and wants them to be in their life. As 

adults, we walk into an accepting s o c i e ~  where, whether we are male or female, or whatever our 

sexual preferences are, or whatever, we are accepted as totally equal, on all levels - it doesn 't 

matter what our physical forms are. And everybody has a great respect and a reverence for their 

I@, so that each person knows that the air they breathe, the ground they walk on, the food they 

eat, all comes from a divine source, and that we are divine people, and that we respect that in 

ourselves, und in each other. Andl think in that way, we will totally eliminate the devastation 

and the destruction, because when you have a reverence for something, you really want to take 

care of it. Those are the kinds of changes I would want (Wendy Halvorson). 

Besides a world based on cooperation, shared. resources and power-with, Witch visions 

also demonstrate their desire for tolerance, diversity, and places where people could heal. 

And, I also see people fiee to practice whatever spirituality they want, and for me it 

would be witchcraSf because right now, that 's what fits. And just a place for healing for people. 

There S been so much destruction and violence. And Wicca would be a part ofthat, but it 

wouldn 't have to be the governing part or anything. It would just be people free to practice 

whatever they want. Sort of that honoring of each other's systems and drffeerences (Anita 

Yarden). 

I would like to think that there could be tolerance among people. I would love to see us 

work through issues of misogyny and racism and homophobia and classism, and able bodyism, 

a d  all that s&$ I wish the world was accessible to everybody and that eveiybody would have 

enough food to eat mid M shelter, and that ihere were places io go when they needed healing - 

physically or spiritually, or mentally, or emotionally. I would like to live in an integrated world 



where there really was integration of body and mind, and spirit andpolitics, and all those parts 

of our beings (Sara Brannigan). 

I would like to see a world where women are honored for whatever stage they are in their 

life and for whatever they choose to do with their bodies and their selves and their knowledge 

and their intuition, but I certainly can get discouraged when it seems like kind of a backlash time 

against feminism and the way Wicca is described andput down andpeople seem afraid of it. But 

I feel it's generally a very bad time for many people in the world in many ways. It's a time of 

transition, that hopefilly from this comes some re-learning and re-using some of the old ways 

that will work for people and the planet (Margaret Becker). 

The dreams and visions of women Witches reflect their affmity for the earth and the need 

to acknowledge earth-based spiritualities. 

The political aspects would be connected to ecology. It would be protecting areas of 

known beauty and power. you know, as well as the forest. To acknowledge sacred places and 

protect them, designate parts ofparks for circle gatherings, and make that acceptable, and 

protect them, so that we could do it more easily, rather than searching all over the place for 

someplace that's private enough. So it would be acknowledging that governmentally as a need 

(laughter). And honoring sacred places through plaques, through explanations - particularly in 

our part of the world, native places, places ofpower and sacred places - to honor those and 

protect them as has been done in England and Scotland for some ofthe great places of 

gathering. We do need gathering places. We would allow gathering places and they would be 

for communiy gatherings, circles and things. We'd have to provide places for that (Sylvia 

Owens). 

For some Witches, their visions are ria new, but someASsing ehat humanity knew once but 

lost when the forces of patriarchal domination gained supremacy. 



I think the most important one would be that everybody would have access to their higher 

selfand to the divine one, and ther? everything else wodd just fall into place. You know, there 

wouldn't be any ego stuflhappening- And ifthere's no ego stufhappening, then there S no war, 

or anything like that. It is an actual heaven on earth. They say we have had access to that in the 

past, and we can have access to that in the fiture. OJcourse, we don't have any remembrance of 

it -just very tiny little glimmer of it. And, I think, each lifetime as we ccme, I think we have a 

little bit more remembrance (Wendy Halvorson). 

I see a remembering. You know, we did a lot together, and we're starting to remember. 

It's all about remembering. It's not anything new really. And I see more remembering and more 

and more people who would rypically be called middle class or traditional religions, or 

whatever, remembering in their own forms - dzflerent forms. And I mean remembering the power 

and beauty of very simple earthy kinds of things that have been forgotten, and I can see that 

being accepted more and more (Sylvia Owens). 

The youngest woman I interviewed thought there was a way that people could be helped to 

remember. 

I know that a lot ofyoung people are scared and they're moving foward other things, like 

violence and unhealthy realities. I know that the media is really sending out the message that 

we're not going in a positive direction - it's all negative - it's all scary. I h o w  that my sister is 

scared. But ifeveryone was taken out into the forest, you know, and really shown what the earth 

is, maybe it would be diflerent for people. In the city, you don't see the stars and you don 't see 

the trees, and you don't see a lot of important things (Anna Dvorak). 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Discussion 

The burn in^ Times 

Wko were the Witches? Where did they come fiom? 

Maybe your great, great grandmother was one. 

Witches were wise, wise women they say, 

And there's a little Witch in every woman today 

(Bonnie Lockhart, 1982, p. 103). 

You say there are no words to describe this time, 

you say it does not exist. But remember. 

Make an effort to remember. Or, failing that, invent. 

(Monique Wittig, 1969) 

As Z have listened to contemporay Witches, learned about animism, witchcraft, and 

magic, and adopted a Witch's perspective with respect to the earth, other people, and non-human 

life forms, I have often wondered how I could ever have believed that the earth was just a big rock, 

that divinity %.as transcendent, and that other people and non-human life forms were merely 

resources to be exploited. The Witch-s perspective seems so intelligent to me, I wonder how and 

why my Western European ancestors abandoned it, or if they ever consciously ascribed to it. 

I am aware that the Witch's perspective shares some similarities with other groups, such 

as North American First Nations people and African-Americans, who have attempted to reclaim a 

social and spiritual history where harmony and interdependence were valued. Like these groups, 



the contemporary women Witches in this study base their visions for a more peacehl and 

cooperative future on their mythology about their past The ancestors modern women have been 

able to find information about are Medieval European Witches, and the chant that begins this 

chapter expresses the modem Witch's desire to understand why those historical Witches were 

persecuted during the Middle Ages: who were those Witches, and where did they come fiom? 

Matilda Gage (189311980) was a first-wave feminist scholar and the first author to 

grapple with these two questions fiom a feminist perspective. In her bwk Woman. Church and 

(189311980), she theorized that the Witches who were persecuted during the Middle Ages 

were the remnants of ancient, wornan-centered, Goddess-worshipping societies, which she called 

"L!e Matriarchate". Gage's thorough study of merous  religious historians, as well as the well- 

known anthropologist, Johann Bachofen (1 8 15-1 887), and the equally well-known historian, Jules 

Michelet (1 798-1 874), led her to conclude that these peaceful, egalitarian cultures were overcome 

by warlike patriarchal societies several thousand years ago. "The Patriarchate, under which 

Biblical history and Judaism cornmen@ was a rule of men whose lives and religion were based 

upon passions ofthe grossest kind, showing but fav indications of softness or refinement" (p. 21). 

Gage theorized that the Patriarchate established hierarchies, force, authority, wars, discord, 

prostitution, and female idkticide. Their god was subjugation of the Matriarchate, which was 

not only alt females, but everything construed as feminine, including the earth. 

This story of the overtbrow of the Matriarchate at the hands of the Patriarchate has 

become a "sacred history. . . the ldhnark of the women's spirituality movement" (Eiier, 1993, p. 

155). It is very popular arnong mtemporary women Witches because it includes a myth of origin 

for the alienated world-view of Western European patriarchy, a powefil critique of the status quo, 

and a utopian vision of an egalitarian society. It affirms the Witch's perspective, confirms that this 



perspective was once an accepted world-view, and offers an explanation for how and why it was 

abandoned. 

Rime Eisler (1987) and Merlin Stone (1976) are two more theorists that are well known 

and widely read by the women in this study. Citing recent archeological discoveries of female 

figurines as evidence of previously existing Goddess worshipping cultures, they have theorized that 

violent, war-like tribes invaded Catal Huyuk and Crete several thousand years ago, bringing 

warfare, slavery, and the disintegration of woman-centered culture. However, Janet Biehl(199 1) 

has criticized their assumption that the discovery of female figurines indicates that the society was 

woman-centered, or that women were highly regarded, or even that Goddesses were the preeminent 

divinity. BieH points out that the figurines could have been a type of fertility talisman that was 

held by a woman who wanted to become pregnant and discarded when that goal was achieved (p. 

35). She also disputes the invasion theory, pointing out that it is more likely that the ascendance of 

patriarchy happened over a longer period of time and involved a number of diverse factors (p. 45). 

These arguments are well-know among contemporary women Witches, but they refer to 

Merlin Stone's When God Was a Woman (1976) and Barbara Walker's Encvclopedia of Women's 

M t t b  and Secrets (1983), which contain mythologies from different cultures and widespread 

geographical locations that knd support to &wries that large numbers of people once worshipped 

the Great Goddesses. These Goddesses l l th  their three faces, Creator. Sustainer, and Destroyer, 

conveyed an acceptance of the wholeness of life - birth, growth, death, seasons and cycles, changes 

and processes. I think that the Witches in this study would agree that, in a society where the whcle 

of life is honored, there would most likely be greater tolerance. and where the entire cycle of life is 

worshipped, people would live more harmoniously with the earth and each other. Whether the 

Goddesses indicate womancenterecioess or not, they do indicate earth-centeredness, and when 

people see the earth as divine and themselves as integral parts of the rather than as separate 





This campaign against the Goddess and the life processes she represented, drove Goddess 

worship into the countryside where Pagans retained their seasonal celebrations and certain wise 

women and healers maintained their wmection to the earth, and their knowledge of natural 

remedies for common afflictions. These wise m e n  were needed by society as midwives and 

nurses, and they represented the majority of medical practitioners when the Witch persecutions 

began early in the fifteenth century- 'The h o u s  works of Paracelsus were but compilations of 

the knowledge of these "wise women", as he himself stated'' (Gage, 1893/1980, p. 104). 

But the Inquisition targeted women midvives and healers for persecution as Witches 

b u s e  they were the possessors of knowledge. "Whatever the pretext made for witchcraft 

persecution, we have abundant pmef that the so-called "witch" was among the most profoundly 

scientific persons of the age. . . having through her own wisdom, penetrated into some of the most 

deeply subtle secrets of nature" (p. 100). This knowledge, which often seemed miraculous, had 

been passed down through generations of women. It was based on animistic cosmology and 

incorporated astrolos, divination, herbalism, and magic. 

Christian priests dso knew about and employed some of these techniques (Gage, 

189311980), but they were threatened by animistic-magical knowledge in the population at large 

because it offered lay people direct access to the divine and seriously jeopardized their control 

(Smz,  1970). They were especially threatened by the practice of such magical-animistic healing 

by women who. according to long tradition were associated with the supernatural (Bovenschen, 

1978, p. 97). In order to maintak their power, they initiated a campaign of terror against women 

heafers and the basis oftheir knotrvfedge which \\as magic. 

i=orance and the d e n r a s  of the church against knowledge to 

be gained through an investigation of the more abstruse laws of 

nature, have imrested the word "magic7' with terror. . . . What was 



called witchcraft was, in most instances, the action of psychic 

laws not yet filly understood (Gage, 1893fl980, p. 101). 

Many women who were accused of consorting with demons and brought before the Inquisition 

were natural psychics (Smsz, 1970), others were inquisitive scientific investigators that discovered 

natural healing properties in plants (Gage, I893/198O), others were midwives who sought to 

relieve the pain of childbirth (Ehrenreich & English, 1973). Some were counselors and social 

activists that spoke out on behalf of the poor (Easlea, 1980), and others were simply old women, 

living in poverty themselves (Thomas, 197 1). 

Of course, any historical event has many causes, and the persecution of Witches is no 

exception. This was a time of religious, economic, and political unrest which was compounded by 

the Bubonic Plague and other mysterious diseases. Montague Summers (1 973) thought that evil 

demons and devil worshippers did abound at that time and that the Church was justified in using 

harsh measures to eradicate them. Keith Thomas (1 97 l), on the other hand, theorized that social 

unrest and the vulnerability of certain persons (mostly women) led to accusations of witchcraft as a 

way of settling disputes. Geoffrey Parrinder (1970), who also focuses on the generally unsettled 

social situation, postulates that witchcraft persecutions were an example of scapegoating. Thomas 

Szasz (1970) supports Matilda Gage's (1893f1980) theory that the Inquisition feared knowledge in 

the hands of the peasants and sought to eradicate, not only the possessors of that knowledge, but 

their way of knowing, in order to consolidate their dominance and control. Modern Witches, I 

think, would give assent to the theory advanced by Gage and Szasz because they have experienced 

the liberating change in consciousness that comes with practicing their craft. 

In id1 of& above &eories, the persecutim of Witches was clearly the persecutioil of 

wmen. Wmm were d~"2ys & !a d&ty-&w prceat ofthe v k t i i  and fAiiti1dz h g e  

(1893/1980) points out that at the time of Louis the fifteenth, one writer estimated that there would 



be one wizard for every ten thousaad witches (p. 97). The Church had depicted women as the 

embodiment of evil for centuries, and priests, who were ce!ibate due to church dogma, projected 

their ow2 frustrated sexual htasies outward onto women (Ruether, 1975). The Malleus 

Maleficarum, which was written by two Dominican priests and first published in 1486, depicted 

women as sexually depraved and especially inclined toward evil because of their carnal lust, the 

satisfaction of which necessitated their interaction with demons (Easlea, 1980; Ehrenreich & 

English, 1973; Griffin, 1978; Guiley, 1989). This infamous book, which advocated the 

implementation of torture to force women, accused of being Witches, to confess to crimes that were 

mostly sexual in nature (Barstow, 1993), profoundly influenced the attitudes and actions of mitch- 

hunters for over two hundied years. 

It seems that the priests and secular rulers feared powehl, magical, strong willed women, 

and they used the torture and deaths of women as a way to subdue the rest of the population, and 

discourage them from using magical knowledge. When Witches were burned, the church declared a 

holiday, and "people thus grew to look unmoved upon the most atrocious tortures7' (Gage, 

f 893f 1990, p. 99). Pwpie were encouraged to assist the church in finding evidence against close 

fiiends and family members in order to escape witchcraft charges themselves. This totally 

demoralized the lower classes, fractured the cohesiveness necessary for organized peasant revolts, 

and prepared the peasants for exploitation by newly emerging capitalists (Bovenschen, 1978, p. 

105). The persecutions ensured continued domination and control of the people, especially women, 

by the church and the m h g  classes. This has had a detrimental effect on all women and on aH of 

humankind. ''A holocaust of women were sacrificed, victims of the ignorance and barbarity of the 

church, which thus retarded civilization and delayed spiritual progress for many hundred years" 

(Gage? 1893/1980, p. 103). 



There is still fear, and that may be past life memories, or the collective unconscious, or 

memories passed on fiom mother to daughter. Because you have to remember that nine million 

women were burned, tortured, drowned, stoned, simply for being midwives or practicing 

alternative medicine through herbs or being wise ones and counselors. No one could have gone 

untouched by what was going on. Everyone would have had a mother, or a fn'end, or a cousin, 

or a sister, they had to have known people who were burned and stoned simply for using their 

wisdom -following ancient wisdom (Terry KWmore). 

frr recent years, many feminist authors have written about the horrors that were inflicted on 

women throughout Europe between the early fifteenth and the late seventeenth centuries (Barstow, 

1993 ; Bovenschen, 1978; Daly, 1978; Ehrenreich & English, 1973; Merchant, 1980; Ruether, 

1975; Starhawk, 1988). They have dernonstmted that "The Burning Times", as those years have 

come to be known following the release of a National Film Board film of that name, have had a 

profound effect on all women fiom then until now. "The church degraded woman by destroying her 

self-respect, and teaching her to feel consciousness of guilt in the very fact of her existence (Gage, 

1893/1980, p. 97). The persecutions were especially effective in severing bonds between women, 

silencing women's voices, and ensuring women's confinement to the private sphere of society 

m y 7  1978)- 

When modem women identie as Witches, they are redressing what Paula James called the 

power@ political slandering of women, animism, and magic that occurred during the 

Znguisition. At the same time, they are redaiming the dignity and integrity of the Witch's way of 

knowing and being, thereby undermining an essential pillar of patriarchy - the aiiization of women 

and feminine culture. By Ieanring about the Great Goddesses and ac-howledging the Maiden, 

Mother anti Crone [the Creator, Sustakx, and Destroyer) they are firming the cycle of birth, 

growth and death, aad celebrating and confirming human emkddedness in nature. 



Without negating the light, we reclaim the dark: the fertile earth 

where the hidden seed lies unfoidtng, the unseen power that lies 

within us, the da-k of sacred human flesh, the depths of the ocean, 

the night - when our senses quicken; we reclaim all the lost parts 

of ourselves we have shoved down into the dark (Starhawk, 1988, 

p. 26). 

The mythology of previously existing cultures that worshipped the Great Goddesses, and 

the stories about the origin of patriarchy, remind women that patriarchal domination is a 

relatively recent phenomenon. These stories also affirm what many modern Witches knew as 

young children and came home to when they discovered Wicca - that humans can be lovir~g, 

cooperative, and interconnected with all of life. They deny the assumption that separation, 

alienation, and competition are essential characteristics of human nature, and they provide hope 

that healing is possible. 

Our culture needs a lot oJ-. you know. ve  have the holocaust, we have wars, we have all 

kina% of atents that have been greiz? human tragedies, but there's more healing needed around 

the killing of the Witches - they say six million in Europe. So I believe that the psychic damage 

and memory and even that the word "Witch" is a negative word to many of us. i believe that 

there's a great deal of loss and grief and mystery, confirsion about those matrilineal times, and I 

think we have much more healing to do as culture to incorporate, in a healthy way, the gifis of 

those times and the skills ... and the crafi - the crafi of it (Sylvia Owens). 

How Do You Know? 

The above origin story ammes &at the Witch's perspective was once widely accepted 

among Western European people It attempts to account for the replacement of the Great 

CMdeses by a trans& patriarchal God, and it offers a possible explanation for the 



persecution of Witches during the Middle Ages. The continuation ofthis story endeavors to 

explain how the persecution of Witches during the Middle Ages has contributed to the present state 

of the world, and why the contemporary practice of feminist witchcraft is an effective means of 

resistance to modern patriarchy. 

Carolyn Merchant (1 980) has demonstrated that throughout history, and in many parts of 

the world where people have lived in harmony with their environment, the awareness that the earth 

is alive amounts to common sense. In Medieval Europe, the magical-animistic knowledge that the 

Witches were persecuted for using was fairly common, however, since the Enlightenment, Western 

European society has been based on the belief that the earth is dead, inert, and passive - a machine 

set in motion, and now simply following mechanical laws. In her book The Death of Nature 

(1980), Merchant chronicles the intellectual and social conditions that led people to ignore the 

obvious life and spirit in nature, and come to envision themselves as separate from the earth. Her 

work illustrates that the Witch persecutions of the Middle Ages stand at a critical juncture in the 

suppression of animistic consciousness and the development of modem mechanistic cosmology. 

Brian Easlea (1980), Carolyn Merchant (1980), and Charles Webster (1982) have 

examined European philosophical and scientific publications that were written between the 

fifteenth and the seventeenth century, which reveal that the animistic-magical perspective was 

apparent well into the Enlightenment period. However, as the Witch persecutions intensified, the 

danger of being accused of witchcraft became one Eactor that encouraged the abandonment of 

animism. If philosophers or scientists admitted that nature was inspirited, they had to somehow 

demonstrate, to the satisfktion of religious authorities, that the spirits were not demons. If they 

a d d  not do so, they would almost certainly be accused of consorting with demons, and brought to 

trial for witchcraft. 



Brian Easlea (1980) demonstrates that the Royal Society, a group of educated, upper class 

=en, vigorously supported mechanical philosophy because it distanced them from Witches and the 

lower classes of society, and because animism appeared to be an important source of empowerment 

for the poor. Two of the most well known proponents of animism, Paracelsus (1493-1541) and 

Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheirn f l486-1535), openly criticized the persecution of Witches and 

supported the peasant uprisings of the sixteenth century. Easlea points to an alliance between 

religious authorities and the upper classes of society that caused the church to support mechanistic 

cosmology, which was practically atheistic, since God's interest in the world was denied. He 

argues that animism was not defeated because mechanism was the best way of advancing 

knowledge, but because it was the best way for the church and the upper classes to maintain 

domination and control. 

One good thing about mechanism was that it ended the witchcraft persecutions. If nature 

was dead, there were no longer any spirits to consort with, no unseen realm to assist the Witch in 

producing invisible harm from a distance. and therefore no such thing as witchcraft. This must 

have been a great relief to many women. However, several authors (Keller. 1985; Mathews, 199 1; 

Merchant, 1980) argue that the mechanistic world view that has informed modem Western 

consciousness since the Enlightenment has created many social, psychological, and environmental 

problems, because domination and control, or power-over, was built into mechanistic cosmology 

from the beginning. 

While the debates between animism and mechanism were going on, Francis Bacon (156 1- 

1626), one of the celebrated founders of modern science, was articulating a method of acquiring 

knowledge that would allow scientists to conquer and subdue nature and establish the dominion of 

men over all the earth (Merchant, 1980). Bacon was a lawyer, experienced in witchcraft trials, and 

it is not an accident that he used imagery of masculine science probing into every comer of a 



passive and subdued feminine earth, that was very reminiscent of the witch hunter probing a 

woman's body in search of the witch's mark (Keller, 1985). His method was adopted by 

subsequent mechanistic philosophers and became the modem scientific method. 

Rene Descartes (1596-1650), a philosopher who was nearly contemporary with Francis 

Bacon, wanted to establish a method of philosophical inquiry that would have the same precision 

as Bacon's scientific method. He thought the best way to know the world was through abstract 

rationality - the disembodied mind that could separate itself from, and be independent of, that 

which it would know (Merchant, 1980). This disembodied mind and Bacon's scientific method 

went together like a hand in a glove, and matched perfectly the shroud of mechanism which was 

thrown over a dead earth. 

Mechanism, disembodied rationality, and the scientific method fimctioned together to 

ensure that official knowledge would be sought and used to secure the power-over of privileged 

(usually white male) persons and perspectives. Recent feminist critiques of science have 

demonstrated that scientific investigation since the Enlightenment has been preoccupied with power 

(Harding, 1986; Keller, 1985; Schiebinger, 1989). Many experiments have been done and theories 

developed to "prove" the inferiority of European women and people of other cultures, and to 

demonstrate that innate or biological characteristics made it "natural" for people of certain races to 

be dominated and for women to be confined to certain roles (Schiebinger, 1989). Many late 

hventieth century scientists continue to aspire to disembodied objectivity which radically separates 

the knower fiom the known, and ensures the researcher a position of power-over the researched 

(Keller, 1985). 

When mechanism and the scientific method were transferred fiom science and philosophy 

to the social sciences, the emphasis on power and control remained in effect, but there were new 

objects to study, count, analyze, and make predictions about, such as relationships, personalities, 



health and sexuality, marriages and families, work histories and consumption patterns. The 

scientists who sought this knowledge were purported to be objective, neutral, seekers after truth, 

but their findings were often used to manipulate and control the populace (Fraser, 1989). Experts 

and authorities emerged in every area of life, conferring their superior knowledge about what was 

"normal" and how people ought to behave. David Noble (1992) theorizes that these experts have 

become the clergy of modem science, effectively informing the populace of the criteria for 

salvation (p. 59). 

In the psychological sphere, people began to identify themselves with their minds, which 

created a contemptuous attitude toward b d e s  and emotions, both of which became the objects of 

domination and control. Sexuality, emotionality, impulsiveness and joy were repressed. 

Individuals were seen as isolated, solitary, and self-enclosed, which conferred legitimacy on 

individual self-interest, excessive material acquisition, and the free-market economy (Mathews, 

1991). Rugged individualism and constant competition were stressed as criteria for success, and 

people became more and more alienated from each other, the earth, and even their own selves. 

Exploitation and oppression necessarily followed, as the accumulation of individual wealth for 

some created poverty for many others (Shiva, 1989). 

I wanted to have access to that power out there In the patriarchy. I wanted to be a part of 

it, I wanted to do, and be like the men. And so, anything that was even remotely related to 

female in me, I'd just try and squash as much as possible. And of course, the more I squashed it, 

the more silent the voice became. Now Ipractice listening to my intuition, no matter how small 

or big it is, because it's all practice, and hopefitllq, 1 can get to the point where I can really have 

a sense of knowing (wen& Hahiorson). 

The mechanistic world view which replaced animism in the Middle Ages has dominated 

Western European culture and has contributed substantially to the destruction of the environment 



and the alienation of humans from themselves and each other. But there have always been people 

who have resisted this dominant world view. The creation of the middle class white male as the 

norm has margrnaiized many others, and when people, like the contemporary women Witches in 

t h~s  study, begin to interpret their marginality in a positive way and use their position on the 

margins to undermine the seemingly all encompassing power-over of patriarchy, they provide hope 

for the future. 

One of the ways that contemporary women Witches express their resistance to patriarchy 

is through invocations and chants. TPle following is one chant that links modern Witches back to 

their Medieval foremothers, and informs the patriarchy that the Witch persecutions succeeded in 

stifling earth-centered spirituality and feminine values only partially and temporarily. 

We are an old people, We are a new people, 

We are the same people, Stronger than before 

(Deena Metzger & Will Shepardson, 1980). 

When you 're talking about witchcra$ or Wicca, you 're talking about allied sciences as 

well. You're talking about astrology, you're talking about the healing arts, you 're talking about 

nurturing, you 're talking about herbology, you 're talking about all ofthose things. And as we 

see t o w ,  more and more people are talking about ecology, we 're talking about respecting this 

planet, how to do it, how to builda garden, how to compost, how to heal with stones, you know, 

massage, bodywork, thaf S all invohted. nose  are all the old wise woman S skills that are being 

brought up to the suflace again. We have the opportunity to choose a way that is healthy and 

producfive and earrhfoczcsed. or we h e  a way fo completely destroy ourselves. And basically, 

if comes down to those two things - there's no halfway between those two. It's either you choose 

r h  way, or you chmse madness. And therein, lies the tale of this society that is consumed by 

maciness @thine Krenfi). 



Witch Ecofeminism 

Recently, I was invited to appear as a guest speaker for a group of women on Vancouver 

Island in honor of International Women's Day. The woman who contacted me asked me what my 

"field of expertise" was. When I said I would be spealung about women and the environment, she 

wondered if1 would be talking about the protests and blockades at Clayoquot Sound. When I said 

I would not be specifically adriressing that issue, she said, "Good. That's a very sensitive issue 

around here. A lot of people's jobs depend on the forests." 

I felt saddened by this statement because it confirmed that the large forestry corporations, 

that are responsible for horrendously destructive and waste~l practices like clear-cut logging, 

removing only the best and most accessible timber, and slash-bunring vast cxosystems, haye 

succeeded in their campaign to divide forestry workers from environmentalists. The newspaper 

and television coverage of these issues assists the corporations by pitting workers against "greens", 

and creating a situation of intense conflict. I understood why the woman I was sjxdung to 

expressed relief that the issue would not be raised. 

Some time after the initial contact \lth this women's group, I mas asked to send them a 

summary of my speech and a biograyhicd sketch. I complied with their request: my speech would 

be about ecofeminism, and my biographical skdch revealed that I was researching contemporary 

women Witches. I received a telephone call a week later informing me that some members of the 

group were concerned about my interest in Witches and wanted to be assured that I would not be 

speaking about that. Their concern \\-as the possibility of bad publicity if the I d  nmspapers 

were to fRaro that they had sponsored a tatk atout Witches. f promised that I would not mention 

Witches in my speech. 

Thereareinteresdng~bettseenk~askedmttotaliEabouttheprotestsat 

CIapoqud Sormd and being asked not to tatk abaut Wrtches. As I have said earlier, simply saying 



'Witches", evokes images of devil worship, co~otations which emerge from the Medieval 

construction of the Witch. In this instance, these images were so overwhelming that there was no 

space for me to argue on behalf of animism and magic, or in defense of the wise women wbo were 

so powerfijlly slandered. Rather than challenge this woman's reality openly, I remained silent and, 

using the knowledge I have gained fkom my interaction with contemporary women Witches, I 

resisted. Following MatiIda Gage's (1 893Il98O) suggestion that in order to understand the 

significance of the patriarchal construction of Witches and witchcraft, the word "womatl" could be 

substihw for the word ''wW, I prepared a presentation in which I discussed the ecofeminist 

perspective, the implications of power-to, power-with, and power-from-within as opposed to 

power-over, and the ways that building community provides hope for personal a d  social 

tdo imat ion ,  without specifically mentioning Witches or any particular geographical region. 

Just as the witchcraft persecutions of the Middle Ages were about silencing 

animistidmagical knowledge, and maintaining power and control, not talking about Clayoquot 

Sound and not mentioning Witches is also about silencing. It is intended to assure the continuation 

of business-as-usual for established religions and the wealthy executives of resource extraction 

corpofatio~ls, at least until the resources are used up and the corporations move away. Clearly, this 

silencing extends welI beyond my one M e  speech, and it allows the rich and powerful to proceed 

una~nunbered by concerns for the long-term w e b e  of the people or the land. 

This story ilfustrates that certain kinds of knowledge are still suppressed. It is only one of 

many exampies of the way that large busiaesses manipulate govenunents and misuse economic 

power. PoMckm promise to take dte w e h e  of the larger commUniQ into consideration, and then 

t k y  h & e  ltader to pfessuir: f b m  c m s a d v e  fiaz who bef i t  fro81 the continued 

exp'ioWon ofpeopie and ihe tmkmmmt. The recat impiemeaiation ofihe North American 

Free Trade Agrmmm& severe cut-backs in sociai programs, the elimination of thousands of civil 



service jobs, privatization of services, and anti-union tactics are undermining the well-being of 

many people. Yet, politicians like NeMon Gingrich in the US, Preston Manning in Canada, and 

Ralph Klein in Alberta are applauded by the wealthy and praised in the media for policies that 

would go even further in these directions. Oppositional voices are either silenced outright, not 

reported, or trividized and effectively silenced. 

In modem North American society, experts and professionals dominate every aspect of 

life. But most experts and professionals are invested in maintaining the status quo. In educational 

institutions where knowledge is sought by eager young minds determined to find solutions to 

overconsumption, waste, social injustice, and environmental devastation, courses and research 

often benefit the large corporations who offer lucrative grants, and then employ the most promising 

graduates who support the interests of their employers. Research into discovering and developing 

potential zilternatives to centralized power is, of course, not funded by wealthy corporations. 

Recent reductions in government funding for education will ensure that many such projects will be 

silenced by lack of money. 

I see it as a big circle, and you have the caprtalist patriarchy as three quarters of that 

circle. We 're very much affected by that. And in this quarter of the circle, you have the 

feminists. who have raised consciousness about people, about the earth, and about themselves. 

And my worry is that they hold the power - this three quarters. So I'm really concerned about 

the balance ofpower and how the patriarchy is so complete in its destrction, that it may take us 

all with it. Jam very wommed. because it is an acute situation - it 's critical. 

But hopefirlly, this little quarter of the pie can create a kind o f a  wedge, you know. I 

don't feel defeated. My h o p  is that the wedge will be strong enough. Andl think that feminists 

are the ones that are going to move the whole thing forward. Ifanyone is going to move it, it 



will be women-  BE^ ifyclu h a son, andyou bring him up in a nomexisf atmosphere, that will 

he& foo (Gram Flerchev. 

Feminism emerges as a source of hope in an othenvise bleak l a d s ~ p  because the 

faninist d y s i s ,  with its emphasis on mn4ierarckcal relationships, and its awareness of the 

intercONEededneSs of dl fwmf of oppression, perceives the struggle for women's liberation as 

on the elimination of. not just sexism, but all oppressions. The fhhist analysis of 

pver-over as the srand;rrd w y  of relating within patriarchy, led to tfie development of power-with 

as a pc&nriai means ofresisclng the established order. When some feminists applied their 

understanding of oppression and patriarchal power-over to environmental problems, emfeminism 

came i* bekg 

Ecsfeminism is v q  diverse- jud as feminism is. The basic commonality among 

ecofeminists is the recapition ofcortnections between the domination of women and the 

destruction of the envinarmwtenvinarmwt and t"he desire to establish nondorninatiqg ways of relating to other 

humam and the enviromnexrt that inchrde accepting diversity, wing for dl life forms, and 

p d c i n g  rqmnsibi and raped (Plat, 1989)- Tke bmch of emfeminism @A stresses the 

eIImination of dualisms, the tmdonnation of COIlSCi(x1s11ess from iadividualistic to holistic, and 

t h e d ~ i s ~ i s & g r i r i h r a i e c ; o f e m m r s t  
- - 

perspective. lhis perspective includes many 

d i fka& spkhal and religkus fkmm~)rks, including Christian, Jew* Buddhist, Hindu, African, 

Amskin First N a ,  and ofamrse, Pagm (Warren, 1993). One thread that seems to be 

common among these persptcrtr*ves is the need to return divinity to the earth. This is referred to as 

the re-mim&m ofnature, fhe re-bkth of Gaia, the re-amkening of die Goddess: '?f we cat1 the 

awM-wewiflsa;rre3.Hh- But~hw~rramedieworfdaiive,~.ebegintobriqgher 

back to &" (Stzhmk, 1987> p- 8)- 



The Witches whose words appear in these pages are spiritual ecoferninists. These women 

Witches easily recognize the connections between the oppression of women and the destruction of 

the earth, and witchcraft practices consistently make connections with the natural environment. 

Starhawk (1989a) strongly emphasizes that ndchcraft is about experiencing immanent divinity: 

"the awareness of the world and evepthing in it as alive, dynamic, interdependent, interacting, and 

&sed with moving energies: a living b e i i  a weaving dance" (Starhawk, 1988, p. 9). The 

sacredness of di of life compels Witches to preserve and protect the natural environment. 

Some people seem to be able to segregate their environmentalismj?om the rest of their 

lives and still be out there fighting for the forest. The diflerence to me Is aplace of quality. It's 

!ike I'm nor out there fighfingfir the foresf. 1 h o w  that the forests are parr of me and I am 

jightzng for that part of me. So it's kind of like a diflerent starting point. Rather than the forests 

are out there, somewhat separate from me, they are nice and I understand somewhat 

scientifcally that we need to co-exist together - chat's still a different stand than that kind of 

relational place (Paula James). 

The practice of ~ t i t c ~ ~ i k  restores human cumection with the natural world. The 

presence of the sacred life force and the experience of intimate connection with all of life 

necessarily alters the relationship between humans and the earth from domination and exploitation 

to caring and responsibility (Starhawk, 1989% p. 91-92). The experience of living in bodies, 

conneGted with other people and the cosmos, brings forth power-from-within and power-with in 

place of power-over. Witches know that power-from-within and power-with are effective means 

ofresisting the seemingly alIencompassing power-over of patriarchal capitalism. The use of 

magic as a tool fw empowerment is a reclaiming of a collective way of knmving, a denial of 

sparation and isolation, an affirmation of connection, caring, and love. 



I think that the kind of consciousness that Wiitches have, is growing. I mean, there are 

more and more people coming around to thinking our way about things and seeing that as the 

only possible way to sobe some of the problems that we have. I just hope we can survive long 

znough to get that critical mass that is needed to change things. And, in some ways, I kind of 

believe that that's happening. Although I see much more ox like huge multinational 

corporations, raping the environmznt and oppressing people and things like that. It's almost as 

though it's gone to the extreme of being like that - it's more evident now than it's ever been, or at 

least to me it is. And it's as though they're kind of in their death throes and they're going to the 

ultimate extreme of it and then they're going to die. At least I hope that's what's going to happen 

- or they will dwindle of i  or maybe die without taking us all with them (chuckle). That's what I 

would like to see happen. I mean you can just see it everywhere now. And 1 think people are 

beginning, just beginning, to wake up to the fact that that's what's happening. 



End Notes 

1. There are a variety of people who are involved in magicaVspiritua1 practices within many 

diverse cultures who can be d e d  Witches, and their practices can be called witchcraft. However, 

as Luisah Teish (1985) points out, Witches and witchcraft are understood to be rooted in Western 

European based cultures, while other similar rnagicaVanimistic practices have other names. 

Although there are many similarities between Western European magidanimistic practices and 

rnagicdanimistlc practices in other cultures: there are also differences. The Witches in tius study 

are primarily Western European or Celtic in ancestry, and the witchcraft they practice is rooted in 

Western European magicaYanimistic traditions. 

2. The figure of nine million Witches executed during the Inquisition is now thought to be 

inaccurate. Some estimates are as low as one hundred thousand, others are between these two. 

The records of the trials are lost or defective and many died in prison or committed suicide and 

would not have been included in executioners' tallies (Barstow, 1993; Starhawk, 1989a). The 

point is that the witch burning were a legally and ecumenically sanctioned mass murder of women. 

3. One interviewee stated that she does not strictly think of herself as a Witch or as Pagan. 

However, she does practice a form of earth spirituality and clearly has magical experiences. She 

has attended some witchcraft events with Starhawk and participates in community rituals with 

members of the Witch comrnunie that have been trained in the Dianic and Reclaiming traditions. 

Because of her contacts with the larger Witch community, and because her work is so similar to 

witchcrafk, I have counted her as a Witch. 

4. This is not to say that there is no such thug as Satanism, just that there is no connection 

behwzes groups k i t  4 tbemelves Satanists and contemporary neo-pagan Witches* One weli- 

'KI~OM~, sir"-prrocrbm& S;li;misi_ Anton 'mt'ey, .lKadS a Satanist Church in Caiiiomia. He 

published a manifesto called The Satanic Bible (1969) in which the seven cardinal sins of 



Christianity are encouraged as ways to acquire material possessions and control of others. There is 

no connection between Medieval European witchcraft or modern neo-pagan witchcraft and La 

Vey's brand of hedonistic, materialistic, theatrical magic (Russell, 1980, p. 145- 146). However, 

La Vey does call himselfa Witch and this continues to be a source of confusion between Satanism 

and modem witchcraft (Gdey, 1989, p. 309). 

Satanic activities &at are not linked to LaVey or his church seem to be quite widespread as 

well. Many victims cf c M & d  rituat abuse are reclaiming horrendous memories of sexual, 

physical, and emotional violence perpetrated by members of small cults who call themselves 

Satanists (GuiIey, 1989, p. 3 10). Again, there is no connection between these activities and 

modem Neo-pagan witchcraft. The Witches f interviewed do not worship, or e m  believe in a 

personscation of evil. Gad a d  evil are like light and dark, or life and death, both are necessary 

parts ofthe whole. 

5. This is not to say that all environmentalists are animists and pantheists, or even that all 

environmentalists share the Witch's conccrn about environmental destruction. It is just to say that 

because Witches regard the earth and ail ofMe as sacred, the destruction of ecosystems, pollution 

of air and water, and lack of respect for non-human species are deeply distressing. 

6. Ecofeminism is as diverse as feminism, and just as the theory and practice of feminism are 

m d y  idorming, so are the theory and pradice of emferninism. Although the conceptual 

;rtspects of ecofeminism, which I am coflcefned with here, are theoretical, not all emfeminists are 

theoreticians. In fkct, m y  women arc working on projects like building community gardens, 

saving seeds, stardog recycling projects, protesting clear-cut logging, educating and informing 

people atntut entvirtmm&&y sensitive areas, and promoting production and use of organic foods. 

~ w o m e n a r e r m d o u b t e d f y e c o ~ i n a c t i o n .  



7. This : rakes sense in light of the fact that Witches and witchcraft are primarily 

constructions of Western European discourse (see note one). When women of color become 

involved in rnagicaVspiritual practices, they often do so within traditions that are based on their 

own cultural, racial, or ethnic origins (Teish, 1985). 

8. Three women left the significant events question blank. Only one woman mentioned a 

significant event that did not pertain to her father. Her grandmother was a medium who exerted 

quite a profound influence on the family as a whole. 

9. There are elaborate initiation ceremonies in the Gardnerian, Alexandrian, and Saxon 

traditions, which is not usually the case among the Reclaiming, Dianic, or Eclectic traditions. 

Mso, finding and joining a coven that practices within the Gardnerian, Memdrian or Saxon 

traditions might be more difficult than finding and joining a coven in the Reclaiming, Djanic, or 

Eclectic traditions, due to more concern with secrecy in the former groups. 

10. US Senator Jesse Helms is quite notorious for his right-wing Christian fundamentalist 

point of view. 
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Appendix A 
INFOFMEI? CONSENT BY SUBJECTS 

TO PARTICIPATE IN 
A RESEARCH PROJECT 

Having been asked by Janet E. Dahr of the Department of Women's Studies in the Facultv of Arts 
of Simon Fraser University to participate in a research project, 
f have read the procedures specified in the document entitled: Wild Women Witches in Greater 
Vancouver: Glvn/Ecoloev? and I understand these procedures. 

I understand that I may withdraw my participation in this project at any time, and that I may also 
deciine to answer any specific question. 

I dso understand that I may register any complaint I might have about the project with Janet Dahr 
(597-9593, the chief researcher, or with her supervisor, Meredith Kimball, Chairperson of 
Women's Studies, Simon Fraser University, telephone 29 1-4 130, or Susan Wendell. Graduate 
Chaiwrson of Women's Studies. 

Copies of a summary of the resub of this study and a copy of the transcript of my own interview, 
may be obtained by completin~ a self-addressed envelope which I will receive from Janet Dahr at 
the time of my participation. 

I agree to participate by al1owin.g; the above named researcher to tape record an interview with me, 
that will be one to two hours in length at a time and dace that will be arrand accordinn to my 
convenience. 

I understand that the recording of my Int-ervlew will be transcribed verbatim bv the above 
named researcher, and that she will alter mv name and anv other identifirinn characteristics to - - 
ensure that confidentiatitv is mmtamd. After the interview is transcribed the orininal tape 
recordin= will be destroved. 

Name @lease print): 

Address: 

SigElature: 

Witness: Date: 

Onoe signed, a copy ofthis corrseot form and a subjed M b a c k  form will be provided to you. 



Appendix B 
Interview Schedule 

for 
Wild Women Witches in Greater Vancouver: Gyn/Ecolog;v? 

Part 1 : Demographic Data 

The following questions are for statistical purposes. All information will be held in confidence. In 
my written report, specific references to material that could potentially identify you will be altered 
to protect your privacy. 

1. In what district within the Greater Vancouver area do you normally reside? 
North or West Vancouver - 
Vancouver - 
Burnaby, Coquitlam & East - 
Surrey, N. Delta - 
Ladner,Tsawwassen, W. Rock - 
Other:(pis. specify) 

2. What is your date of birth? What is your place of birth? 
Year Month Day 

3. What is your Marital status? Number of children? 
Ages 

4. If you were born outside of the Lower Mainland of B.C., please indicate when and why you 
came to this area. How long have you lived at your present address? 

5. Please describe your occupational history. Please be as complete as possible, including any 
volunteer work or time spent as a full-time homemaker. 
From: To: Type of work: 

6.  Please indicate your highest level of fcrmal education. Please include any specialized training 
programs that you have completed 



8. Piease indicate your o m  perswai annual income. 
Less than $10,000. - $30,000. - $40,030. - 
$10,000. - $20,000. - $40,000. - $50,000. - 
$20,000. - $30,000- - $50,000. - $60,000. - 

Over $60,000- - 

Please describe jaur racial or ethnic background. 

Please describe your religious background. 

Please describe the structure of your Emily oforigin.(i.e. Did you have one or two parents, step- 
parents, or were you raised by someoae o;her than your parents?) 

Number of Siblings - Step- siblings - Half-siblings - 
Older sisters - SkpsisEers - Halfsisters - 
Younger sisters - Stepsisters - W-sisters - 
Older brothers - Stepbrothers - Half-brothers - 
Younger brothers - s=Pb& - Half-brdfiers - 

Please describe your p a r e '  (or peat  substinites) occupation(s): 
Mothefs 
Fatfrefs 
Other (please sped+) 

Please describe your para&' (or parent substintte's) ievel of education lHighat level cczmpleted): 
Mother Father OtIrer 



How wouid you describe your Emily% socioeco~)rnic status, while you were living at home. 

Please describe any signdkant events that happened in your family of origin including; the death of 
a parentfs), divorce or s e p d o n  of parents, re-marriage of parent(s), other events that you wish to 
share. 



Main Interview Schedule Appendix C 

Part 2: Personal Involvement in Witchcraft 
The questions in this section are intended to act only as a guide. I am most interested in 

hearing your story about the spiritual journey 'ht brought you to witchcraft, what meaning Wicca 
has for you, and some aspects of your actual practice of witchcraft. I will give you my full 
attention, but I want you to say what is important for you, so I will interfere as little as possible. I 
will be checking off questions as I hear you cover them. When you have told your story, I will ask 
you specific questions if there are certain areas you have not touched on. Please remember that 
you can choose not to answer any question(s) that you feel uncornfortabIe about. 

Becoming involved: 
I. Please take time to fmus on the way in which you became involved in witchcraft. Try to 
include turning points or specific experiences that were significant. Also, particular books, 
articles, or personalities that were influential in yoir choice to become a practitioner of Witchcrafl, 
would be important here. 

Wiccan activities: 
2. Please describe ,ew:.r kwlvmtnt with thh practice of Witched. 

When and how did you begin your involvement? 
Have you stopped yuur involvement for significant periods of time? 
If so, why did you stop, and why did you start again? 
About how often do you practice Wicca? 
What kinds of activities do you engage in? 
Do you practice done sometimes, or always in a group? 
If both, which do you like better? Why? 

3. Please describe the process of initiation that you experienced (if any): 
- into he prdee ofiiitcticmf 
- into your coVen(s). 

4. If you practice Wicca with one or more groups, please describe each group in terms of 
size, 
mixed or women d y ,  
numbers of men and 
approrrinaare ages, 
sexual orientadon of members(if known), 
racial or ethnic Migin of members (if known), 
usual occupatio~ls of the members (if known), 
length of time tbis group has been meeting together, 
haw mv memben join, why members leave, 
who leads the &s), ar r )%bg  else you tfiink might be relevant. 



6. In what ways are you public or secretive h u t  your involvement with witchcraft? 
Yes No 

F d y  knows - - 
Close friends know - - 
Closed c o w  group - - 
Attend semi-public events - - 
Lead semi-public groups - - 
Occasioml teaching - - 
Wear identifjing jewelry - - 
Open if approached - - 
Completely open - 
Other (please specify) 

7. Briefly describe some activities that occur at Wiccan gatherings. 
What kinds of gatherings have you attended? 
What activities seem most relevant to you? Why? 
Who plans the activities? 
I f  specific fimais are foliowed, how are they learned? 
What are the purposes of rituals? 

8. Raising energy, or raising a cone of power seem to be significant parts of using %*itchcraft. 
Please comment on your experiences with this. 

W e n  is it done? 
How is it done? 
Why is it done? 

9. Please describe how magic is u d  by Wicca practitioners? If you have used magic yourself, 
piease &doe  one of your experiences with using magic. 

The Meaning of Witchcraft: 
10. What is the greatest benefit that you derive from your involvement in Wicca? 

I I. What are the most important things you have ?earned from your involvement with witchcraft? 
new learning. 
validation of. or insight into prior e.uperiences, 
other. 



13. What do you think is the relationship between witchcraft and feminism? 
Do you think that witchcraft is important for women? If so, why? 

14. Ptease describe any 6Berences that you see rencesbetween witchcraft and Goddess worship. 

15. What do you think is the relatiomhip between witchcraft and environmentalism? 

16, What do you know about eco-feminism? How do you think it relates to witchcraft? 

17. What changes (ifany) would you like to see in our culture? Describe your vision of the ideal 
culture. How has witchcraft innuend this vision? 

IS. Do you think that witchcraft is a threat to the stabs quo? If so, how? E not, why not? 

19. What is your best guess about the numbers of peopte, in the Lower Mainland, who are 
currently involved in the pradice of witchcraft on a regular basis? Approximately what 
percentage of them would you say are women? 

20. What do you think are the problems or chaIlenges h i n g  Wiccan women in the Lower 
PJtainland? 

21. Please describe any mays &at Wihes in the Lower Mainland are organking. 

22. What does beiig a witch mean to you? 



Appendix D 
SFU RESEARCH ETHICS REVIEW COMMITTEE 

SUBJECT FEEDBACK FORM 

Completion of this form is optional, and is not a requirement of participation in the project. 
However, if you have served as a subject in a project and would care to comment on the procedures 
involved, you may wmpIete the following form d send it to the Chairman, University Research 
Ethics Rwiew Committee. All infofmation received will be treated in a strictly conftdential 
manner. 

Name of Principal Investigator: 

Title of Project: 

Department: 

Did you sign an informed Consent Form before participating in the project? 

Were you given a copy of the Consent Form? 

Were there significant cferiadons f?om the originalJy stated procedures? 

I wish to comment on my involvement in the above project which took place: 





Appendix F 

Total of 18 
WOMEN 

: 3 Coven 


